HERSTORY / doc / // /pdf // JULY 1-7 // 8-15 // 16-21 // 22-31 / / JUNO /22-30 / / MAYDAY // / APRIL
FOOLS // MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 // JANUS 2012 / / mail edition /http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // //DEACTIVATE ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH
HWK // PISTIS SOPHIA // WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES ACCEPTED. / COOP TRADE
BARTER /// usuryfreeusall

// / 2012 MANUAL // BLAH BEAST 666

SUNday 07 01 2012 JULY JULIUS CAESAR 911 TERRORISM
= VATICAN 666 AGENDA = MEDIA MADDNESS = TIME to
go fishing.
GET OUT of the MATRIX! soosacrificehttp://7thfire.biz/soosacrifice.htm
SAULT STE MARIE INTERNATIONAL
BRIDGE is a TARGET.
ABNORMAL amount of FIREWORKS and
ATTENTION to the BRIDGE LATELY.
G20 doneand HARPER HITLER in
HIDING

http://7thfire.biz/07072012.htm

ALCIADA ( CONServatives In ARCHONS) will CRASH
OUR eCONoMEE, ELLIOTT LAKE STYLE.
MOONday 07 02 2012 = 14
= 555 vs 666 ( HEAVEN vs HELL) WHEAT vs TARES
lunavsanulhttp://7thfire.biz/lunavsanul.htm

BYE to ESSAR, PRAXAIR and other SATURNIAN
MASONIC SACRIFICES to $$$ 666.
We will be SIOUX BATCHEWANA OTTAWA
KANATA KINAKWII once they take down
their CARTELS and CROWN CORPORATIONs.

NWO/MARTIAL LAW WARNINGS for
CANADIANS- What the CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
Has PLANNED forYOUR NWO/NAU FUTURE By
Pamela Schuffert presenting investigative journalism from
a Biblical Christian perspective-

PREPARE for TIME BANKS WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS // COMMUNITY CURRENCY,
WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES and OLD MONEY ACCEPTED

http://americanholocaustcoming.blogspot.ca/

Alert From Doug Hagmann --Internet Censorship
In Full Swing--"Truth Squad" And Redefinition Of
Morality In Full Operational Mode
http://www.in5d.com/santos-bonacci-reclaimingdominion.html //http://www.stevequayle.com/New
s.alert/12_Global/120625.internet.censorship.html

YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS / IMPORTANT - Greeks abandon cash
resort to bartering / // The SATANIC SECRET COVENANT aka JESUits
SIoNists
Saturn Sacrifice Satan /// Jordon Maxwell THE CULT OF SATURN

WOman to the REScue OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ // Trinity
Marion says Our Time is NOW! Yeshua is my spiritual Father and MARI
is my spiritual Mother

Santos Bonacci Reclaiming Dominion Part 1 // Part 2 // Know Thyself Part
1 - Santos Bonacci // Know Thyself Part 1 Continued //

http://7thfire.biz/06302012.htm

1

SATURNday SATURNALIA SATAN 06 30 2012 =
6/3/5= 14 = 555 - TIME to SHINE in AGAPE
AMOR = LITE up the DARKNESS

2

Opportunity? http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2012/06/did-tamworth-miss-goldenopportunity.html
http://www.time4thetruth.info/p/deanclifford.html // http://privateaudio.homestead.com/Dean-Clifford.html

daatsaturn http://7thfire.biz/daatsaturn.htm

Barbara Marciniak - Bringers of the Dawn - FULL.avi // Dean Clifford Q&A Clarifying the Facts - Full Length Presentation // Dean Clifford - Your
Rights, Trusts, and how to enforce them. Series 3 FULL - 2011 //

Elliot Lake mall victims confirmed as McGuinty
promises help for grief-hit town // 2 victims from
Elliot Lake mall collapse
identified //http://article.wn.com/view/2012/06/28/Ques
tions_remain_after_deadly_Elliot_Lake_mall_collapse/
37 year old LUCIE AYLWIN was sacrificed in
the ELLIOT LAKE 911 BUILDING COLLAPSE. 70
yr old Doloris Perizzolo ( LOTTERY LADY) also died. LUCAS
MAGNOTTA LIVES, LUCIE DIES! ( aka LUCIFER LIVES (666)
...LUCIE (555) LUNA DIES).

FRIAday 06 29 2012 = 6/11/5= 22= 4 FREE
us from the CANADIAN CAUCUS
CROWN CLOWNS
crownclown http://8thfire.biz/crownclown.htm

DALTON MCGUINTY plays CANADIAN ROLE
of HERO ( much like Rudy Giuliani in MAFIA NEW
YORK -LIBERTY 911 ritual sacrifice. Giuliani
gained international attention for his leadership during
and after the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World
Trade Center. For those actions, he received an
honorary knighthood from Queen Elizabeth II in
2002. GAG!) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudy_Giuliani

There Is No Coincidences In Government // Prince Charles
Megaphoned And Dalton McGuinty Called Out //Occupy
Bilderberg 2012 // Prince Charles - Hypocrite // Pope Benedict
XVI SLAPS reporter for exposing that he covers up Pedophile
Priests! // Satanic Vatican - Full Length
OLEE H20= COLLOIDAL SILVER, GOLD and TITANIUM JrgeniusOLEE-H2O-TM PDF // Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Jrgenius
com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 // The Cure For Cancer // Garden Gurus 8thfire.biz playlist // OLEE
H20 - HOW to MAKE http://jrgenius.ca/oleeh2o.htm

FRACKING HAARPER, EARTHQUAKES,
COLLAPSED STAGES, MALLS, ROADS,
EXPLODING INDUSTRIES, OIL SPILLING
FIRST NATIONS, MICROCHIPPING
POPULATIONS, CHEMTRAILING
GENETIC MUTATIONS, KING CITY VIOLATIONS, and the NEW
WORLD DYING ORDER of
666. BYEBYEGOOF! bybuygoof http://7thfire.biz/bybuygoof.htm

gonegardening http://www.8thfire.biz/gonegardening.htm // peepower http://www.8thfire.biz/peepower.htm // - Making electricity from urine-Mining urine is far greater value
than mining gold or oil... but people are afraid of it. They don't understand it."

HIV, Hep B and C scare at University of P.E.I. ?? BIOTERRORISM from
ROMA VAMPIRES again! http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/article/1217872--hivhepatitis-b-and-c-scare-at-university-of-p-e-i

THORsday 06 28 2012= 21 = 3 TRINITY ( SOL+
LUNA and HUmans have VOTED GLOBALLY and here
iswhat we THINK of your NAZI NEW WORLD

Did Tamworth Miss A Golden

3

4

7thfire.biz // KALI
MAA / tworowwampum // HUMAN
HELP // 8thfire.biz / WHITE BUFFALO
WOMAN

ORDER! beast369 http://7thfire.biz/beast369.htm
FRACKING ELLIOT LAKE? U have a lot of NERVE ...
Elliot Lake mall roof collapse traps at least two under the rubble in
northern Ontario city: officials-

WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS
COMMUNITY CURRENCY, WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES and OLD MONEY ACCEPTED

7 SUN - RITUAL SACRIFICES to SATURN SATAN LORD Of the RINGS, APOLLYON to
POWER the ABYSS
BATTERY saturnaliahttp://7thfire.biz/saturnalia.htm

06 23 2012 6/5/5= 16 =7 SUN- at 2:20 pm,
SATURNDAY (SATAN's day) metal and
concrete crashed through two floors of the
shopping centre, injuring 22 and leaving several
missing.The collapsed section of the mall used to
be a rooftop parking lot. The building, which is
almost 30 years old, has been undergoing repairs,
but none of these were major structural fixes, Rhonda Bear, the mall's
manager, told CBC News. This isn't the first structural collapse shocking
Ontario this month. Just a week ago, at 4 pm on June 16, a Toronto
stage collapsed killing one ahead of an outdoor Radiohead concert.
PREPARE for MASS GENOCIDE in CANADA by BILDERBERG
CONServative 666 SATANISTS.

MERcredi 06 27 2012 - HERMES HELP USURY FREE
SERENITY COOP
BARTER and TRADE bybuygoofhttp://7thfire.biz/bybuygoof.htm
usuryfreeusall http://7thfire.biz/usuryfreeusall.htm
8 infinity USURY FREE SERENITY COOP
BARTER and TRADE usuryfreeusallhttp://7thfire.biz/usuryfreeusall.htm

NOW!

PROJECT CLEAN UP your MESS to follow!

no more WAITING

Fracking causes earthquakes, studies
confirm // http://www.elliotlakestandard.ca/community/PrintNews.aspx?c=147616 // Citizen

97% Owned - Positive Money Cut

described the shale gas debate as 'bigger than NB Power'
controversy // http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/story/2012/04/17/environment-fracking-earthquakestudies.html // http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/story/2012/06/11/nb-mulcair-frackingrothesay-702.html // http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

SET UP YOUR UNILETS TIMEBANK ACCOUNT PAGE // UNILETS
ONLINE Thousands of LETS timetrading systems in 62 nations // Ithaca
HOURs
Online // http://www.turmelpress.com/ /// http://johnturmel.com/uniset.htm // http://johnt

555 is the NARROW GATE that LEADS to EDEN. 666 is NESARA,
ATON and SATAN KUMARA eden555 // NEW YORK, YORK REGION,
KANATA, UR AMERICA, WAMPUM WAY, MAYA, JUNO, 2012

urmel.com/urlsnat.htm // http://www.lightlink.com/hours/ithacahours/ ///http://www.un.org/millennium/dec
laration.htm //

John Turmel brought both his sign and his poetry with him on Saturday to the Occupy Toronto
encampment in St. James Park. Turmel has ahistory of attending
protests and gatherings across the world, campaigning
for an abolition of interest rates and the

5

establishment of what he calls a “time-based social currency.”
banks’ possession of money-printing
plates as the “greatest scam in history.” Byowning the plates, banks
are able to collect enormous amounts of interest for relatively little
cost. This in turn, says Turmel, drives the common people who take
loans out with these banks deeper into poverty as
theycompete with one another to pay back the interest.
Turmel’s solution is a blend of capitalism and communism, called
the LETS (Local Exchange Trading System). The free market still exists, but instead
of paying with bills, one pays with hours. ‘Sellers’ can still set competitive rates, but rather
than using currency, which is generated by banks, ‘buyers’ use labour-hours, which they
create themselves by working in their community.
Using verse, Turmel emphatically describes

Turmel possesses a Bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Carlton
University in Ottawa. He has run for office on numerous occasions, and holds theGuinness
World Record for the most elections contested with 75
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MARdi 06 26 2012 BEWARE the 666,
MARK of the BEAST, FALLEN
ANGELS, DIJJAL, NEPHILIM,
the FALSE MESSIAHs and BLOOD
THIRSTY
VAMPIRES beast369 http://7thfire.biz/bea
st369.htm

Welcome to Hidden Meanings http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/

blahbeast666 http://7thfire.biz/blahbeast666.htm
http://7thfire.biz/BLAH BLAH BLAH BEAST 666.doc // http://serenitystreetnews.com/MICHAEL NOEL
PRESCOTT and JOHN MASON HARRASSMENT and CRIMINAL SATANIC
STALKING.doc // http://www.youtube.com/user/SangrailianLIES ///http://www.ser

enitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/
Drake K. Bailey, claims to be a 'L.O.R.D. Associate Dragos' U.S. Army
Stooge “DRAKE” wants you to do nothing while they plan to put you in
Concentration camps. Checking Drake's - AmericanNationalMilitia.com one finds the

.

usury free living playlist // Tommy Usury
Free http://usuryfreeliving.net/ // King of the PAUPERS John
Turmel

following: Registrant: Citizens Advisory Counsel Route 1 Box 238K Marlinton, West Virginia 24594
United States Registered through: GoDaddy.com, LLC (http://www.godaddy.com/) Domain Name:
AMERICANNATIONALMILITIA.COM Created on: 15-May-12 Expires on: 15-May-17 Last Updated
on: 15-May-12 Administrative Contact:
Bailey, Drake dragos2112@yahoo.com Citizens Advisory Counsel Route 1 Box 238K Marlinton, West
Virginia 24594 United States 3047996927 Technical Contact: Bailey, Drake dragos2112@yahoo.com
Citizens Advisory Counsel Route 1 Box 238K Marlinton, West Virginia 24594 United States 3047996927
So, a Drake Bailey, of Marlinton, West Virginia 24594, is the owner. Now looking for "Drake Bailey" on
google results
in http://www.google.com/search?q=drake+bailey+west+virginia&hl=en&gbv=2&gs_l=hp.1.1.0l3j0i5j0i5i
30j0i8l2j0i8i30l3.7625.10937.0.16890.12.11.0.1.1.0.234.1780.0j10j1.11.0...0.0.ekrMEJZClxg&oq=drake+
bailey+&aq=1&aqi=g2g-K1g-mK1g-b2g-bK4&aql At LinkedIn -

Annual Usury Free Week November 13 to 19th COMING
SOON // 'Usuryfree' Living & Related Issues //
http://ryersononline.wordpress.com/2011/10/25/interest-the-deathgamble/ // LETS songs and poems http://www.lets-linkup.com/004songsandpoems.htm //http://cyberclass.net/

http://www.linkedin.com/in/drakebailey At YouTube (Earth is Becoming a Star) The Core Message - The Divine Completion // Sophia's Call to ksana1389
(Earth's Core Connection Meditation) // Soul & Spirit - The Ego // to the goddess // Peter Jon
Simpson's talk at Conspiracy Culture ( AmeriKa's "dangerous" revolutionary man)

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsGd_z0za4wP5H_L4d4VSrg

Drake K. Bailey, claims to be a 'L.O.R.D. Associate Dragos' Age 57 ;
Current-- Logistics Officer, Theater Sustainment Command at US Army;

Interest: the "death gamble" from Ryerson Online on Vimeo.
KALI MAA- DIVINE MOTHER and DESTROYER of DEVILS
ARCHONS DEMIURGE
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555 is the NARROW GATE that LEADS to
EDEN. 666 is NESARA, ATON and SATAN
KUMARA

molochmadness http://7thfire.biz/molochmadness.htm
BANK BOYS invade EUROPA, PRINCE WILL I
AM ARTHUR PENDRAGON's B DAY ( summer
solstice), MERKEL's
USURY and 666's UFOs. IT IS
GONNA be a MEMORABLE
2012.

eden555 http://7thfire.biz/eden555.htm
BULLSHIT ALERT = NESARA= SATAN
KUMARA = 3 d BEAST BRIBE = 666.
I TOLD U SO... NOW U are ACCOUNTABLE! ACCOUNTABLE WAGE SLAVES- Juno
2012 / MAYA EMAIL / APRIL EMAIL // March- 2012

666 is about to have
a ufo landing http://youtu.be/6ETZnv8tto // http://youtu.be/dIG3sWhyuc //http://youtu.be/MKu0rZfbUl4

The Artificially Intelligent Antichrist // Stew Webb - LNM - Benjamin
Fulford Exposed as MI-5 Disinformation Agent!

May 11, 2006 Hello to You My Lordz. This is me The Treee.I am here again
writing to you Again -http://serenitystreetnews.com/sangrailiantovampires.doc
5- 555 ( WHEAT) vs 666 ( TARES) NO FENCE SITTING! fencefool -

SATURNday 06 23 2012 = 6/5/5= 16 = 7 SUN - RITUAL SACRIFICES to
SATURN SATAN LORD Of the RINGS, APOLLYON to POWER the
ABYSS BATTERY saturnalia http://7thfire.biz/saturnalia.htm

http://7thfire.biz/fencefool.htm

vampire bbq, Kanata Republic, 2012, 555, Wampum World, Serenity
Global, 7thfire.biz! YEE HA!

http://serenitystreetnews.com/MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT and JOHN MASON HARRASSMENT and
CRIMINAL SATANIC STALKING.doc

http://www.youtube.com/user/SangrailianLIES /// http://www.serenitystreetne
ws.com/videos/evitapendragon/

Pole Shift Steady--But Not for
Long // http://jrgenius.ca/ // http://victoriastaffordapsychicinvestigation.wordp
ress.com/2012/06/09/red-alert-2012-megaquake-and-possible-pole-shift/
RED ALERT !!! .2012 Megaquake and Possible Pole Shift !!!

FRIAday 06 22 2012-6/4/5= 15= 6 -FREE us from the 3d MATERIAL
MOLOCH MARDUK MADNESS MICROCHIP 666

HARPER, DRACO VATICAN, WASHINGTON, and LONDON
ENGLAND ARE SO RITUALLY, SATANICALLY PREDICTABLE,
and STUPID! Angela MERKEL is HITLERs DAUGHTER. HOW is
HARPER related to HITLER? Keep an EYE on the LIARS! liareye http://8thfire.biz/liareye.htm
The Andromedian Intergalactic Forces in the
orbit of Saturn are ready. The Universal
ORGANism has not deployed yet its ‘’killer
cells’’. Until now, the enemy and its subjugated
have just had an idea of what is awaiting them.
The end of all those who have been
‘’polluted’’ and submitted to the systems of
enslavery and corruption that the enemy has
been using will be horrendous. And they should
know that, after their first death, the death of
their body, there will be a second death awaiting
them, the death of their soul.
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As G.H.REES. mentions in its texts, ‘’ there is not any heavier sentence than
the termination of both the body and of the soul at the electromagneticfields of
Sirius B or ANTI-SUN or HERA’’. http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/2012/06/normal-0false-false-false.html ///http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/2011/11/attention-hebrewsaxons-david-ickeisaac.html /// http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/2011/11/about-agent-of-hong-benjamin-fulford.html

G.H.REES-THEIR MAIN PURPOSE TODAY IS TO AWAKEN PLANETARY HELLENES, THE
WHITE-PELASGIAN ANDROMEDIAN RACE ANDBLACK INDIGENOUS SIRIAN RACE OF
THEIR GLORIOUS ROOTS IN
HISTORY AND PREHISTORY AND TO KEEP HELLENIC
NATIONAL AND PLANETARY SECURITY BY PUBLICISING
ON TIME THE DRAGONIAN ENEMY
STRATEGIES AND MASTER PLANS IN ORDER TO FOIL
CATASTROPHES AND THE DRAGONIAN GENOCIDE
MASTER PLAN WITH CODE WORD "ARMAGEDDON"
UNTIL 2012 WHICH IS THE TIME LINE FOR THE
INTERVENTION OF THE SUPERIOR ANDROMEDIAN
STARFLEET THAT WILL COME TO FREE US FROM THE
13500 YEARS SINESE-ZIONIST-DRAGONIAN CANCEROUS
MATRIX AND RESTORE US TO PRE-LUNAR GOLDEN ERA
CIVILIZATION.http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/

CANCEROUS ENTRAPPED REINCARNATION DRACONIAN LUNAR
POLICY (CAUSE) AND ARRIVING UNIVERSAL JUDGES (EFFECT)
http://serenitystreetnews.com/CANCEROUS ENTRAPPED REINCARNATION DRACONIAN LUNAR
POLICY.doc

Kymatica - FULL MOVIE // Sacred Geometry DNA changes 2012 Molecular
Atom Consciousness / / Awakening Message | Teachings from the Pleiadians
Full // Barbara Marciniak - Earth Pleiadian Keys to the Living Library FULL.avi

http://7thfire.biz/06212012.htm
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ILLUMINATI TOP 100 Meeting 6/21/12 info. Stew Webb
The Illuminati 100 Bankers who Control the Federal Reserve are Fallen
Angels who control 90% of theWealth
of the World
BUSH SATANIC RITUALS and
HUMAN SACRIFICES planned
for JUNE 21 2012 - Bush-MillmanKnight Templar’s Satanic Human Sacrifice Party House June 20-21 &
December 21-22 each year. (Council of 13-Tiffany Lamp meetings) PreSatanic Rituals were held at Leonard & Elaine Millman’s house at #one Eudora St. Denver. Then
3333 Cherry Creek Dr. #71 Denver. Anthony Lavey son of Anton Levey Founder
Church of Satan in America was Castrated
by George H. W. Bush and Leonard Millman
among others at the Kimball-Cherokee
Castle at age 13.Listen to full one hour interview.
anthony_lavey_interview_bushes_millman_sa
tanists_08142005.mp3 // Anthony Lavey
Interview 08-04-2005 Bushes
Satanists.mp3 FBI ATF Raid on California Satanic Occult doing Human
Sacrifice
http://www.youtube.com/user/stewwebb1 // http://www.stewwebb.com/Satanism%20ITS%20PARTY%20
TIME%20IN%20COLORADO.html

Hidden from History - Why We Need a Republic of Canada, Now // Santos
Bonacci: Christianity, Islam & Judaism are from The Holy Science

THORsday 06 21 2012 ( JEUDI) JUPITER/
ZEUS - CASHLESS UTOPIA JUST a FEW
ORBs AWAYabyssboundbyebye http://7thfire.biz/abyssboundbyebye.htm
http://www.scribd.com/doc/97586516/SANGRAILIAN-and-MICHAEL-NOELPRESCOTT-666-are-about-to-have-a-ufo-landing
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MARdi 06 19 2012 = I MISSED YOU MY WARRIOR FRIEND.
MEEGWETCH. I AGAPE AMOR U.
DANU! misseduamigohttp://7thfire.biz/misseduamigo.htm

THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN SENT OUT FROM THE ITCSS
(INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL INTO CRIMES OF CHURCH &
STATE).

http://robertmorningsky.com/
ROBERT MORNING SKY RETURNS YIPPEE playlist

- Making electricity from urine-Mining urine is far greater value than
mining gold or oil... but people are afraid of it. They don't understand it."

Rev. Kevin Annett has requested for people to forward
to him any names and photos of child raping priests,
for his archives and action list."Kevin
Annett" hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.co
m Messages for Kevin Annett can be
left at
1-386-3235774
(USA)
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/arc
hives/RBN-

peepower - http://www.8thfire.biz/peepower.htm
BACKUP/commercialFree.html

GONE GARDENING... gonegardening http://www.8thfire.biz/gonegardening.htm

// See the evidence of Genocide at www.hiddennolonger.com and at the
website of The International Tribunal into Crimes of Church and State
at www.itccs.org . Watch Kevin's award-winning documentary film
UNREPENTANT on his website www.hiddenfromhistory.org

HOMEWORK-PLANT SPUDs with BUDs CITY WIDE, while
the PUPPETs pop PROZAC and FUND BOGUS PENSIONS PLANs!
I TOLD U SO... NOW U are ACCOUNTABLE!
ACCOUNTABLE WAGE SLAVES- APRIL

Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH HWK /
// tworowwampum //http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HO
ROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/

EMAIL/ / MAYA EMAIL / March-

2012

2/07/11 Frank O Collins UCADIA: Secret Sovereignty, Roman Canon Law, Legal System Patrick // John Lash: The Archons Alien Agenda, Predator Species - Red Ice Creations //Courthouse:
The Law Of Saturnalia // Jordon Maxwell THE CULT OF SATURN // Saturn Sacrifice Satan // //
Santos Bonacci The Ancient Theology Astrology Part 1 // Santos Bonacci Exposes The Jesus
Hoax...again! // 'Know thyself' by Santos Bonacci part 1-1 // 1-2 // // Roman Canon Law vs. Natural
Law : Frank O'collins Interview : Ecclesiastical law // Forbidden Knowledge - History of the Khazar
Empire Jack Otto

OLEE H20= COLLOIDAL SILVER, GOLD and TITANIUM JrgeniusOLEE-H2O-TM PDF
OLEE H20 - HOW to MAKE http://jrgenius.ca/oleeh2o.htm
Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and
Dream Cream Pt 2 // The Cure For Cancer // Garden Gurus 8thfire.biz playlist

HAMMER the
CHURCHES and STATE with ACCOUNTABILITY and EVIDENCE of
RAPE and GENOCIDE queerhammerhttp://7thfire.biz/queerhammer.htm

3 TRINITY of DEVILS = SATURN - ATON SIN
atonsatsin - http://7thfire.biz/atonsatsin.htm
SATURNday 06 09 2012 = 6/9/5= 20 = 2 RECLAIMING
DOMINION from SATAN and the BABBLING
BEAST babblebeast-http://7thfire.biz/blahbeast666.htm
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Chief Vatican Exorcist Blames “Devil” for Sex Abuse Scandal // Pope John
Paul II — Burning in Hell

http://www.youtube.com/user/MrAstrotheology // http://universaltruthschool.com/ // http://www.in5d.com/
santos-bonacci-reclaiming-dominion.html // http://www.in5d.com/santos-bonacci-bookrecommendations.html // http://fromtheleft.wordpress.com/2010/03/11/chief-vatican-exorcist-blames-devilfor-sex-abuse-scandal/ // http://www.jesus-issavior.com/False%20Religions/Roman%20Catholicism/pope_burning_in_hell.htm // http://socioecohistory.
wordpress.com/2012/06/08/syria-is-a-proxy-war-with-iran-and-russia-neo-cons-in-bed-with-al-qaedahuman-rights-merely-a-pretense/ //

Syria is a Proxy War with Iran And Russia, Neo-Cons in Bed with Al
Qaeda. Human Rights Merely a Pretense!

2012 Galactic Alignment, Part One // Part Two
Dominion is Mankind's birthright! Genesis 1: 28. And God blessed them. And God said to
over the fish
of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing that
moves on the earth."We are born into this world free and Sovereign.

them, "Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it and have dominion

Where did we go wrong? The moment we are born there are agencies that are lining up
to have us sign and register and give away our sovereignty. For thousands of years
now Rome has been making slaves and fools of mankind! The time has come to be free
forever from theinventions of the most powerful empire the world has ever known. The
inventions of the Kingdom of ideas that is Rome, are; The Julio/ Gregorian
Calendar, the Latin Language, Capitalism, Fictional Christianity,
Democracy, Cannon Law (Maritime Law), Phoney Money (Fiat currency, interest laden
Money) and the Corporation. All of the above are fictional creations of the
Elite families of the world, through which Rome has subjugated the whole
inhabited Earth.

Imperialism is the order of the day, land grabbing,
inquisitions, crusades, medicating the masses, Industrial
Military Complex, inflation, constant wars, all these are
the services that Rome has to offer. Santos shows how we can say
no to Rome and be free! How we can reclaim our dignity and dominion
and sovereignty by breaking the fictions of Science/ Law/ and
Religion.n See how Rome has counterfeited all of thisearth's original teachings and sciences and
has founded and empire on Lies and subversion, perfecting the art of 'Divide and
Conquer' and'Bread and circuses '
Rome's motto is 'He who would be deceived let him be deceived' Santos explains how we can be
sovereign and ready for the great awakening that is upon us, in order to be aligned with the loving
forces of the universe and not be deceived into being allies of the dark forces that
control this world and therefore missing out on the blessings that are
imminent. Don't let anyone deceive you in any way, for [that day will not come] until
the rebellion occurs and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the man doomed to
destruction. 2 Thessalonians 2:3

QUIT BLOCKING MY POSTS SATANIC NESARA
FULFORD is full of shit and running for his life cause he
got caught trying to sell out HUMANS to the BLACK
DRAGON society. HE IS A VAMPIRE traitor rich boy
pervert whodisrespects WOMEN when he refers to bush
wacking. HE IS A LOSER.
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/ben-fulfordtime-for-china-to-stop-supporting-fascist-us-regime-may21-2012/#comment33894 // http://www.fcm2012.com/chat.html//http://w
ww.blogtalkradio.com/freedomreigns/2012/05/30/drak
e //http://www.fcm2012.com/main.html // http://www.
fcm2012.com/240512.mp3 //http://www.ladydragon.c
om/ // http://www.freedomreigns.us/
NESARA DECEPTION / WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS /
eCONoMEEs // haarpharperhitlernwo / WARNING // Ottawa T
Party 2012 card
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6// PAGE 7 // PAGE 8 // PAGE 9 // PAGE 10 //PAGE 11 // PAGE 12 // PAGE 13 // PAGE
14 // PAGE 15 // PAGE 16 // PAGE 17 // PAGE 18 // PAGE 19 // PAGE 20 //DEACTIVATE
ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH HWK // PISTIS SOPHIA

GONE GARDENING... gonegardening http://www.8thfire.biz/gonegardening.htm
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HOMEWORK-PLANT SPUDs with BUDs CITY WIDE, while
the PUPPETs pop PROZAC and FUND BOGUS PENSIONS PLANs!

BYE BYE to the LIZARD QUEEN’s CROWN. CANADA is
going CANservative. toppdog http://serenitystreetnews.com/toppdo
g.htm

I TOLD U SO... NOW U are ACCOUNTABLE!
ACCOUNTABLE WAGE SLAVES- APRIL EMAIL/ / MAYA EMAIL / March- 2012

danahorochowski

MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT 666- your plans have
been DEACTVATED. Kindly exit to a MILITARY
underground base, where you will
be raped and eaten by PINDAR the DRAGON LORD.

resume

BYE BYEhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/Michael Noel
Prescott 666 BYE BYE RED DRAGON.doc
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81876995/Michael-NoelPrescott-666-Bye-Bye-Red-Dragon

tworowwampum

Thorsday 02 16 2012 True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch

8thfire.biz / HOME / PRIVATE TUTORING / GRADE
GROWERS / HOMES COOL / in sCOOL / TEACHER
SUPPORT / interNATIONal sCOOLs / FREEE
LESSONS / NEWSLETTER / HERSTORY / URGENT NOTES HERE=

NESARA DECEPTION

/ WANTED

/ eCONoMEEs
Ottawa T Party 2012 cards

and Melchizedek. The Babylonian mystery
religions are a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True
Christianity truchistianity http://serenitystreetnew
s.com/TruChristianity.htm
Eckhart Tolle The Dao De Ching // Eckhart
Tolle-Relationships

BOUNTY HUNTERS

// haarpharperhitlernwo / WARNING //

/

Judeo Christian goD
YHWH? Sun goD amen RA?
You will know them by their

/ canadastreetnews channel / helenwhite666 channel / SaultStreetNews
/ OttawaStreetNews channel / SangrailianLIES channel = freedomroad888 channel

fruit.
Iesu/Issa/Yahushua returned to teach the Gnosis,
the mysteries to heaven and how to escape the 3d
enslavement of the Lower EARTH PLANES of the

jrgenius channel
channel

Demiurge.
People of Peace. The Fairy (Feather) Way. Eden originally was
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inside the EARTH. Cathars, Tuatha de Danann, Hopi, Maya, Anishinabe
and Nazarenes were some of the Children of the Feather.

For over sixteen centuries, the Christian Church has been preaching
its religion to the world. There is something radically wrong with a religion,
that has led its followers to such a terrible state of affairs, involving
the conversion of this planet into one vast slaughterhouse, drenched in
human blood, resulting from the mass murder of Christians of one
nation by fellow-Christians of another, each being urged on and blessed by
their own priests.
And such a condition has prevailed in Christendom ever since
the Christian religion was first created, organized and
established in the year 325 A.D. by pagan Roman
churchmen convening at the Council of Nicaea. This
Council was presided over by the archmurderer Constantine, Emperor of
Rome, who had assassinated, in cold blood, a dozen of his near relatives,
including his own wife. And the history of Christianity has been no more
honorable than its origin; for ever since Constantine first established it as
the state religion of Rome, it has been responsible for the deaths of over
fifty million innocent people, under the charge that they
were “heretics,” because they refused to accept the unreasonable dogmas of
the church - including about three million women who were burnt alive
as “witches” in comparatively recent times by men who called
themselves priests of the Christian religion.
ZOE=SOPHIE=THE GODDESS (SOPHIA & MARY
MAGDALENE) http://www.davincilegacy.com/Infringement/private/PerdueB
rown-The-heroines-are-the-Goddess.html
Who is the Queen of
Heaven? The direct translation
of Inanna from Sumerian is Nin =
Queen and An = Heaven. Inanna
is the Morning and Evening
Star (Venus), the Goddess of
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Love, War, and Fertility. She is Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite, Demeter all
in one. When we know her story, we understand other goddesses and other
traditions. http://dianewolkstein.com/inanna/
Eve (Hawwa’; Hiywan; “living one” or “source of life”) is Adam’s wife. (a title
previously held by
the Babylonian creatrix Tiamat).http://www.mythindex.com/greekmythology/Names-A.html
PISTIS SOPHIA UNVEILED by Samael Aun Weor
Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs Earthly
Abomination Isis + Osiris ( Samael + Lilith)
vs Nimrod + Semiramis
( Reptilian Alien Invasion- Orion)
Legend of the Demon Queen - Who was the first
woman? Eve or Lilith?
Lamiai (Vampires)- The Christians know only from their
version of the Old Testament Bible that Eve was the first
woman created from Adam’s rib [Gen 2.21-24]. There is
Jewish legend found in rabbinic literature that the first
woman was Lilith,who out of pride, stubbornness and rebellious nature,
abandoned Adam, and she wastransformed into a demon.
Lamiai, Empousai, and Mormos: Vampires in the Ancient Greek World A
daughter of Poseidon, became by Zeus the mother of the Sibyl Herophile. A
female phantom, by which children were frightened.
According to tradition, she was originally a Libyan
queen, of great beauty, and a daughter of
Belus. She wasbeloved by Zeus,
and Hera in her jealousy robbed her
of her children. Lamia, from revenge
and despair, robbed others of their
children, and murdered them; and
thesavage cruelty in which she now
indulged rendered her ugly, and
her face became fearfully distorted. Zeus gave her the power
of taking her eyes out of her head, and putting them in
again.http://www.mythindex.com/greekmythology/L/Lamia.html // http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/lilith.php /
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/ http://www.theoi.com/Phasma/LamiaKorinthia.html // http://enchanteddoor
way.tripod.com/vamp/greece.html //http://www.sacredtexts.com/cla/aot/laot/index.htm // http://www.writerscafe.org/writing/czahar
/297876/ //
THE LAMIA KORINTHIA was a ghostly daemon who seduced the

that those whom he should engender might become containers of life.”
Nag Hammadi text, On the Origin of the World, (115:31-35). See also,
(http://www.esoteric.msu.edu/Hobgood-Oster.html)
Zoe can thus be interpreted as either the daughter of wisdom or
the daughter of

handsome youth Menippos in the guise of a beautiful woman to
consume his flesh and blood. She was expelled by the pagan
prophet Apollonios of Tyana who exposed her many illusions. Empousa
(Vampire), was fattening up young men with pleasures before devouring their
bodies, for it was her habit to feed upon young and beautiful bodies,
The Legends of the Jews- The Alphabet of Ben Sira (10th
century), Lilith refused to lie below when they were having sex. This refusal,
however, is not found in the Haggada. Speaking God’s name, she grew

God. http://www.davincilegacy.com/Infringement/private/PerdueBrown-Theheroines-are-the-Goddess.html

wings and flew
away to the Red
Sea. In the
desert, she had
spawned a
hundred of
demons. Adam
complained to God that his wife had abandoned him, and now he was alone. God
commanded angels to bring Lilith back to Adam. The angels tried to force her to
return to Adam, or she would lose her children. Lilith adamantly refused to live
with Adam. She took her revenge by killing human babies;
boys when they are only a day old, while girls up to 20 days
old. The only way to ward her off, was to adorn each baby with
an amulet with the names of three angels; the same three

The Perfect,
Invisible Spirit
and Barbelo
Much of what we know before the creation of
the material world and Adam, can be found in the text,
titled TheApocryphon of John (Secret Book of John), is
a revelation of Jesus to John, son of Zebedee, who was said
to have written this down.
In the beginning there was only one invisible Spirit – perfect, pure,
holy, immaculate, ageless and virgin. He was the Ineffable One. He is
neither corporeal, nor incorporeal. He is invisible
because no one can see him, yet he emanated
pure, immeasurable light. He is indestructible and
eternal. Jesus revealed whom the real Supreme Being or
Heavenly Father (in the New Testament), as the First
Aeon, and The God. In this text, he was mostly referred
to the “invisible Spirit” or “holy Spirit”. In the Gospel
of the Egyptians, he is called the “Great, Invisible Spirit”.

angels who had confronted Lilith. So, God created another
woman for Adam – Eve. Like in the Genesis, God created her from Adam’s
rib. http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/loj/index.htm

For the sake of convenient, I will call him Father or Spirit.
The Spirit then look in the spring of life, and by the power of His
thought, brought forth a feminine being, whose light was like His, and

-In the Gnostic Gospels (also know as the Nag Hammadi manuscripts) Zoe is the
daughter of Sophia and was known as Eve when sent by her mother to give life to
Adam.

her power was also like his. She was theemanation of Him, His feminine
counter-part. She was known as Barbelo, the forethought of all, and the
perfect Aeon.
This is the first thought, his image; she became the womb of everything,

“After the day of rest Sophia sent her daughter, Zoe being called Eve, as an
instructor in order that she might make Adam, who had no soul, arise so

for it is she who is prior to them all, the Mother-Father, the first man,
the holy Spirit, the thrice-male, the thrice-powerful, the thrice-named
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androgynous one, and the eternal aeon among the
invisible ones, and the first to come forth.

The Ophites accepted the existence of these seven archons (Origen, Contra
Celsum, vi. 31; a nearly identical list is given in On the Origin of the World):[8]

– The Apocryphon of John
SOPHIA, THE WISDOM OF GOD
Sophia, the personification of Holy
Wisdom, appears in Proverbs 8 as present and assisting

Saturn Yaldabaoth, MOLECH called also Gnostic Cosmogony Feminine
name: Pronoia (Forethought) Sambathas, “week”. Prophets:[9] Moses, Joshua,
Amos, Habakkuk. From Hebrew yalda bahut, “Child of Chaos“?
The outermost who created the six others, and therefore the chief

at the Creation, and in Proverbs 9:1-6 as a hostess who
invites everyone to her feast. She has been much
revered in eastern Orthodoxy. Churches and
cathedrals, most famouslyHagia Sophia in Constantinople-Byzantium-

ruler and Demiurge par excellence. Called “the Lion-faced”,
leontoeides, similar to the Mithraic Leontocephaline,
Jupiter Iao. Feminine name: Lordship. Prophets: Samuel,

Istanbul, have been dedicated to her. More recently, she has been understood as
a feminine image of God.

Nathan, Jonah, Micah. Perhaps from Yahu, Yahweh, but possibly
also from the magic cry iao in the Mysteries.

Archon was used in Gnosticism to refer to several
servants of the Demiurge, the “creator god” that
stood between the human race and a transcendent
God that could only be reached through gnosis. In this
context they have the role of the angels and demons of the
Old Testament. They give their name to the sect called
Archontics.

Mars Sabaoth. Feminine name: Deity. Prophets: Elijah, Joel, Zechariah.
The Old Testament title God of Hosts was thought a proper name,
hence Jupiter Sabbas (Yahweh Sabaoth).

The Hebdomad
A characteristic feature of the Gnostic conception of the universe is the
role played in almost all Gnostic systems by the seven world-creating
archons, known as the Hebdomad (?ßd?µ??). There are indeed certain
exceptions; for instance, Basilides taught the existence of a ”great archon”
called Abraxas who presided over 365 archons (Irenaeus, Adversus
Haereses, i. 24); in the Valentinian system, the Seven are in a manner
replaced by the Aeons. These Seven, then, are in most systems semihostile powers, and are reckoned as the last and lowest emanations of the

beyond doubt the planet Venus, as there are
gnostic gems with a female figure and the legend
ASTAPHE, which name is also used in magic spells as the name
of a goddess.
The Sun. Adonaios Feminine name: Kingship.
Prophets: Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Daniel. From the Hebrew term for “the
Lord”, used of God; Adonis of the Syrians representing the Winter sun
in the cosmic tragedy of Tammuz. In the Mandaean system Adonaios
represents the Sun.

Godhead; below them—and frequently considered as derived from them—comes
the world of the actually devilish powers.
The ancient astronomy taught that above the seven planetary spheres was
an eighth, the sphere of the fixed stars.[7] In the eighth sphere,
these Gnostics taught, dwelt the mother to whom all these archons
owed their origin, Sophia (Wisdom) or Barbelo.

Mercury. Elaios, or Ailoaios, or sometimes
Ailoein Feminine name: Jealousy. Prophets: Tobias, Haggai. From
Elohim, God (El).
The Moon. Horaios Feminine name: Wealth. Prophets:
Michaiah, Nahum. From Jaroah? or “light”? or Horus?
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Venus. Feminine name: Sophia
(Wisdom)Astaphanos, or Astaphaios.
Prophets: Esdras, Zephaniah. Astraphaios is

In the hellenized form of Gnosticism either all or some of these names are
replaced by personified vices. Authadia (Authades), or Audacity, is the obvious
description of Yaldabaoth, the presumptuous Demiurge,
who is lion-faced as the Archon Authadia. Of the Archons Kakia,
Zelos, Phthonos, Errinnys, Epithymia, the last obviously

born of Her smile. Seven fold mandala represents 7 branches of
learning
ENKI and NINHURSHAG / Apollo and Artemis
// He / She is Lucifer.
APOLLON was the great Olympian god of prophecy,

represents Venus. The number seven is obtained by placing a
proarchon or chief archon at the head. That these names are only a disguise for
the Sancta Hebdomas is clear, for Sophia, the mother of them, retains the
name of Ogdoad,Octonatio. Occasionally one meets with the Archon
Esaldaios, which is evidently the El Shaddai of the Bible, and he is described
as the Archon “number four” (harithmo tetartos).
In the system of the Gnostics mentioned by Epiphanius we find, as the Seven
Archons, Iao Saklas (the chief demon of Manichaeism) Seth, David,

oracles, healing and disease, music, poetry,
archery, and the protection of the young, who
punishes and destroys (oulios) the wicked and
overbearing, and as such he is described as the god
with bow and arrows, the gift of Hephaestus.
Apollo, another type of Sophia-Zoe, had his oracle just
up the coast from Corinth. His name is also Apollyon or Abbadon and his most
powerful weapons were women and music.

Eloiein, Elilaios (probably connected withEn-lil, the Bel of Nippur, the
ancient god of Babylonia), Yaldabaoth (or no. 6 Yaldaboath, no. 7 Sabaoth)
One of the things you will discover in the Gnostic cosmogony is
that you have to re-evaluate the Old Testament Genesis,
about the Creator and other celestial beings, about the
roles of Adam and Eve, and the belief of the afterlife.
Much of the Genesis has changed in the Gnostic texts are

Hermes is another model. The modern version is that God or the audience can
be manipulated by “praise.” The new age goddesses being worshiped by
singing (and selling) their songs is what incarnates them and
is polytheism.
. Music, of course is absolutely necessary to “ascend into the presence
of God.” http://www.piney.com/DocoriginIntro.html
-Sumerian myth in which the goddess Ninhursag created a beautiful

found in the Nag Hammadi Library.
The roles of the Creator have changed as well. The so-called Creator of
this world, who is the God of Old Testament, was not the true Heavenly
Father or theUltimate Supreme Being that Jesus referred to in the New
Testament. This Creator, or Demuirge I should say, was known by the
name Yaldabaoth (Ialdabaoth) is animposter and a jealous
god

garden full of lush vegetation and fruit trees, called Edinu, in Dilmun, the
Sumerian earthly Paradise, a place which the Sumerians believed to exist to the
east of their own land, beyond the sea. Ninhursag charged Enki, her lover
and husband, with controlling the wild animals and
tending the garden, but Enki became curious about the garden
and his assistant, Adapa, selected seven plants (8 in some
version) and offered them to Enki, who ate them. (In other

The oldest known and well documented superstition is
that mankind can “worship” through
stimulating the human senses. This was the method condemned

versions of the story[citation needed]
he seduced in turn seven
generations of the offspring of his divine

by Paul to the Corinthians. It is the antithesis of “worship in spirit”
or in the human mind. The ancient stories universally see Satan
using the external senses to hide the Word.
Sophia – Gnostic creation myth said Sophia was born from the primordial

marriage with Ninhursag). This enraged Ninhursag,
and she caused Enki to fall ill. Enki felt pain in his rib,
which is a pun in Sumerian, as the word “ti” means both
“rib” and “life”. The other gods persuaded Ninhursag to

female power Sige. Sophia gave birth to a male spirit, Christ, and
a female spirit, Achamoth. Goddess of Wisdom. The World Soul was

relent. Ninhursag then created a new goddess ( 7 or 8 to
heal his 7 or 8 ailing organs including his rib)
25
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named Ninti, (a name made up of “Nin”, or “lady”, plus “ti”, and which can be
translated as both Lady of Living and Lady of the Rib), to cure Enki.

p://www.youtube.com/p/E07021846E398AED&hl=en_US&fs=1
The Avatar Movie, Maitreya and our “New Age” Dajjali

Neither Ninhursag nor Ninti are exact parallels of Eve, since both differ
from the character. However, given that the pun with rib is present only in
Sumerian, linguistic criticism places the Sumerian account as the more ancient
and therefore, a possible narrative influence on the Judeo-Christian

Religionhttp://pakalert.wordpress.com/2009/12/31/the-avatar-moviemaitreya-and-our-new-age-dajjali-religion/
Gnosticism, the belief of the Knights Templar, holds that mankind is
nothing more or less than Aether trapped in a physical world and held

story of creation. Samuel Noah Kramer http://www.sacredtexts.com/ane/sum/index.htm
In Babylonian mythology, Tiamat is a chaos monster, a primordial
goddess of the ocean, mating with Abzû (the god of fresh

there by Satan (they called him the demi-urge).Through multiple
reincarnations, they held, a man or woman could become
purified andultimately freed from the other elements.
-In Gnosticism, the “Demi-Urge” was Aether that got trapped in the

water) to produce younger gods. It is suggested that there are
two parts to the Tiamat mythos, the first in which Tiamat is

elements we now refer to as earth ( HELL/Middle Earth).
It is the Demi-urge’s desire that we should remain trapped with him

‘creatrix’, through a “Sacred marriage”between salt and fresh
water, peacefully creating the cosmos through successive
generations. In the second “Chaoskampf” Tiamat is considered the monstrous
embodiment of primordial chaos.[1] Although there are no early precedents for it,
some sources identify her with images of a sea serpent or dragon.[2] In the
Enûma Elish, the Babylonian epic of creation, she gives birth to the first
generation of deities; she later makes war upon them and is killed by

eternally.
This is the being the Illuminati worship as Satan, a separate and distinct
entity from Lucifer.
This religious belief is not a new one. It has its roots in
the Babylonian and Egyptian mystery religions. In
Babylon, Nimrod, the mighty hunter of the people of the
Lord, was the enemy of God. He waged eternal warfare

the storm-god Marduk. The heavens and the earth are formed from
her divided body.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81001963/8thfire-biz-Canservatives-SerenityGlobal-555-Eden-2012-Manual
http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/09/illuminati-meat-puppet-bilderbergcanadian-traitor-steven-harper-in-china-pushing-666-canadian-slavery-andillegal-free-trade-of-our-resources/

with God’s followers on earth (the City of Salem
underMelchizedek).
NIMROD/MARDUK also swore to build a tower so high that it would allow
him entrance into the kingdom of God, where he promised to slay God. (
MARDUK)http://ldolphin.org/Nimrod.html // http://www.experiencefestival.c
om/shem
Melchizedek is also known as Shem, the righteous son of Noah.
He reportedly slew Nimrod in battle and cut his body into pieces. He then
sent those pieces to the far reaches of Nimrod’s empire to show that God was still

THE CHRISTIAN SCHEME(13) GNOSIS AND
CHRISTIANITY: Christos and Sophia
Achamothhttp://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/chris
tianity/ChristosSophiaAchamoth.html
Fallen Angels playlist // Demiurge From
Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurgehtt

more powerful than man.\
Nimrod’s wife was Queen Semiramis. She was the mother of harlots in
Babylon.
Nimrod was the great oppressor of
mankind. Semiramus, heavily involved in “sex majic”
became pregnant with an illegitimate son after
Nimrod’s death.She falsely claimed that Nimrod
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himself had impregnated her from beyond the grave and that the child
had no earthly father.
The “savior” son was named Tammuz who was slain by a wild boar, but
returns from the underworld each spring. Some have tried to argue that these
systems of religion form the basis for Christianity. I believe the exact opposite.

window to the dimension (heaven) this evil entity came from. The “Global Elite”
need to make sure they are going to be safe going into which is why they use
coded esoteric language to evoke the protection from or and invitation into
Babylon Iraq.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles19.htm

Maitreya also claims the title of “Avatar“. He is admittedly the servant of
Lucifer inasmuch as his movement’s founder, Benjamin Creme, is an
admitted Luciferian. Just like Nimrod was a Luciferian-Satanist and
his wife as well. http://etee.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=129553521398&topic=13875
APOLLYON Rising Notes A book by THOMAS
HORN - Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who
Came Down” to clone and rape human beings.

Original/REAL Illuminati /REAL Knights Templar/ Holy Grail.
Sangre’real. (King Arthur and 12 Knights of the Round Table. Where is
the real story? Yeshua/Iesu/Apostles and Mary
Magdalene). Who is the real Merlin? Joseph of
Arimathea?
Illuminatreee is Lilith, Pindar is Ialdabaoth?
Playlist 2009 ( OPEN LETTER TO TREEE: Your decisions
worry me. You are headed for Revelation 13. Be careful.

Their intent was to make hybrids they could use for
various reasons. They could not create human beings
but they had the technology to create human
hybrids. You will find of these accounts in Genesis
Chapter 6 where it speaks about the Nordic Aryan
Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.” Keep in mind
that they entered our three-dimensional world
illegally and THEY ARE GOING DOWN SOON.
WHAT WAS THE REAL REASON BUSH DECLARED WAR AGAINST
IRAQ. http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/apollyon-risingnotes.html
Babylon in ancient Iraq, was the seat of power of the “Illuminated
One” known as Nimrod who built the “Tower of
Babylon.” These ancient Sumerians worshipped reptilian gods known
as the Anunnaki and the Illuminated one was their leader.
According the my research the creator god of all the reptilian entities
was Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge, who was the entity the Judah Jews

Reptilians want to CONTROL you, shut
you up and take your soul. Nothing has
changed. I am nagging you because I
see you going down the wrong path. I
care enough to tell you to TURN
AROUND! Will you Listen?
TREEE…Get your Cherokee hide to a
shaman. There you will be
cleansed. Not with the
NAZIs! NEVER HAPPEN! ox d)
http://youtube.com/user/freedomroad
888
King Arthur /12 Knights / (Sun god and all the planets)? // Sunwheel
with 12 months/ astrology // Yahweh/Yaldabaoth/Archons // Pindar
Dragon-Lord RA Rothchild/12 illuminati Reptilian Bloodlines
Adamus Illuminati Mystery
Schools taught by Genetist

worshipped as god. Jesus (Yashua) referred to these reptilian entities
as “SNAKES in coded language.”
When the “Global Elite” decided to go declare war against Iraq they
apparently use these coded words as a way of evoking the invitation of Yahweh

scientist Ea/Enki and
sister Ninhursag/Magda/Eve
here.
Adamus race once had the

Ildabaoth the Demiurge, Nimrod and Metatron.Babylon was the “Gate
to this evil Sumerian God” The Tower of Babel was built as a portal, door or

Illuminated teachings
from EA (serpent) or
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theEASU (teachers of EA).Terra Papers
Marduk Ra cursed God and wanted to be god Himself. (god=dog star

United States land area.
It is suspected that this Hepsebah will be the mother of the

Sirius Ea/Enki father; Yahweh=Enlil; Magda/Ninhursag mother Orion
snake Queen). Terra Papers
History/memories corrupted under Marduk Ra/Ishtar-isis Terra Papers
Marduk Ra/Nimrod/Osiris fake builds tower of Babel to reach Heaven.

Antichrist. She is thegranddaughter of Lucifer.Hillary Clinton and
Barbara Bush are both Grande Damme’s of the Mothers of
Darkness group, but they don’t have the power to rule over the entire occult
world.

Languages confused here. Minds erased. Terra Papers
Ritual abuse/blood LOOSH sacrifice to macrobes- Yaldabaoth/Archons
(YHWH)/ Dark Energy Matter. Reincarnation. Dark Energy MatterDemonic Entities/Reptilian Draconians keep us

-Rulers needed to be able to locate Mystery Babylon in the U.S. They needed
theancient American Indian territorial spirits, so Hepsebah’s father is
the top pure blooded American indian Shamman Nephilim, her mother
is of the Druid counsel Grande Damme, so Hepebah carries in her the

in a lock down grid of fear and ignorance.
Sheti Lizards (greys/stone masons-

power of the territorial American spirits and the ruling of the old
European ruling houses through the Grande Druid counsel. Her

freemasions) submit to Draconians Terra Papers
Souls/light trapped and recycled in 3d to keep
us enslaved in Dark Energy matter Pistis Sophia
Pistis Sophia teaches you how to DESTROY
Yaldabaoth (Yahweh Yaldabaoth traps souls in
body/Hell. )
-

grandmother was the top Grande Damme Mother of Darkness and
carries(d) the “Great Whore” spirit passed down through the
generations from ancient Babylon. Her mother, Lucifer’s daughter
committed some kind of offense in the occult world and they stripped her of the
position of rulership, so the position was not passed onto her, instead it was given
on to the granddaughter.
Hepsebah’s titles include, “The Great Whore”

Hepsebah http://www.sherryshriner.com/sherry/cain.htm
There is currently a woman alive today who’s secret name is Hepsebah,
to the occult, she is the most powerful woman on earth. She is the woman
beast. In ancient timesHepsebah was the name of the mother of
Manasseh who led the nation of Israel into idolatry and devil worship.
According to this former insider the entire Satanic kingdoms are a
matriarchal society where the women are the real rulers. Most of their
ruling class is hidden, in other words..the Queen of England bows down to

“The Most Powerful Witch (MPW)” “The Locust Queen,
or Queen of the Locusts.” The name Hepsebah is a name
of blasphemy and means “my delight is in her.” She is
the physical form of the whore that sits upon the
beast. She claims direct lineage to Semaramis and is
worshipped as the goddess Ishtar.
Evita and Arthur Pendragon Playlist
Goddess tradition // evitapendragon // divinemothergod
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archon

Hepsebah. There are six separate kingdoms, three kings of patriarchal
societies; and three queens of matriarchal societies.
- In the occult Hepsebah’s group is called, “The Mothers of
Darkness” and they are a powerful ruling class of their own,
their main thrust is to corrupt Christianity. Their marriages
are arranged and genetics play a big part in who gets to rule
in their occultic hidden society. There are some very specifics
to Hepsebah’s genetics that allow her to rule over the

Galactic Federation Of Light Metatron December 1
2009
-This angel has many names associated with it, that
these evil dark organizations worship some of the
names include Metatron, Enoch 2, Lilith (who is
the demoness who takes the form of anOwl)
It appears to be no coincidence that a giant owl is the statue
being worshipped by the global leaders in the “Bohemian
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Grove’s” cremation of care ceremony every year. These global leaders are the
upper “Elite Neo-cones.” They include the Bush’s, Cheney and many political
leaders who are on the “Who’s Who” list.
-We have to remember that Demons go where they are invited so that
when these codes, names, symbols and rituals are used, they are in a

-To enter our three-dimensional world they had to create Stargates or
opening from their dimensions (heavens) into ours. Once in our threedimensional world these entities are able to winks in and out of our skies as they
travel back and forth into these other
dimensions.

sense, evoking these evil gods to enter their space for various
reasons. When the Bushes use these coded words regarding Iraq, they are
aware that America will be entering the sacred territory of Nimrod who
was the ruling god of Babylon.
-DO THE GLOBAL ELITE WORSHIP OR USE THE WORD JESUS
CHRIST and WHICH GODS DO THEY WORSHIP?
What people must understand is the
word“Christ” is not a reference to

Prophecy states that in the END OF
THIS EARTH AGE, which appears to
be around 2012, these entities will
BLINK INTO OUR THREE DIMENSIONAL WORLD
AND WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BLINK OUT
ANYMORE. They will be stuck here until they are
destroyed by the return of Jesus (Yashua) and his
forces for

Jesus (Yashua) when it comes to
these secret societies or the New
Age movement. TheNew World
Order “Christ” of these secret
societies refers to the “Christ
Spirit”George W. Bush made the
statement that “Christ changed his life.” “ The Christian world assumed that he

good.http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/
apollyon-rising-notes.html
The Draco
Connectionhttp://davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=77934&page=6
Lilith was evil and seduced lovers, only to rip them up with her
taloned feet. This is the goddess Cabalistic Jews from Babylon picked
up and said that Jehovah married when he divorced

meant Jesus (Yashua) however once you DO YOUR HOMEWORK you will
understand that the word Christ means teacher. The New Age and occult
Christ is an evil entity that has many names associated with it. None of these
names have anything to do with Jesus (Yashua) the Christian Christ (teacher).
The word “Creator of the Universe,” according to these “Global Elite”
occultists, refers to the demon god Apollo and Osiris. The symbolism on
the Great Seal is also a reference to Apollo and Osiris who is the god
of destruction.
-Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who Came Down” to clone and rape
human beings. Their intent was to make hybrids they could use for various

Shakina, his original goddess wife. Lilith is also the matron of the Eastern
Star of Freemasonry.
Nimrod who is known as a Dragon and Queen Semiramis an Owl and
are in the bible…The Serpent and Owl are Samael and Lilith, the rulers
of the Qliphothic Tree of the Kabbalah.
Ialdabaoth (Gnostic) (from Shem ilda +
baoth)http://experiencefestival.com/shem

reasons. They could not create human beings but they had the technology to
create human hybrids. You will find of these accounts in Genesis Chapter 6
where it speaks about the Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.”
Keep in mind that they entered our three-dimensional world illegally

terrestrial angels, and thus one of the lower
group of the Qabbalistic Sephiroth, the shadow or
reflection on the lower four cosmic planes of the arupa or formless higher
Sephirothic range.

andTHEY ARE GOING DOWN SOON.

-Ialdabaoth’s mother, Sophia Achamoth(wisdom of the lower four of the
cosmic planes) is the daughter or manifested reflection of the Heavenly

Child from the egg (of Chaos); the spirit of
matter, the chief of the lower ‘elohim and
father of the six dark stellar spirits or
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Sophia — divine wisdom, or the mahat-side of akasa.
Therefore Ialdabaoth is equivalent to the Nazarene Demiourgos of the

struggles against its rise again to spirit. Some Gnostics held thatSophia
sent Christos to help humankind when Ialdabaoth and his forces were

Codex Nazaraeus, which makes himidentical with the Hebrew Jehovah,
thecreator of the physical earth and the material side of the rector of
the planet Saturn. He is also identical withTsebaoth-Adamas, “the Pthahil
of the Codex Nazaraeus, the Demiurge of the Valentinian system,

shutting out the divine light, and Ialdabaoth, “discovering that Christos was
bringing to an end his kingdom of Matter, stirred up the Jews, his own people,
against Him, and Jesus was put to death” (BCW 14:161). See also JEHOVAH
Domination by Deception By Peter

the Proarchose of the Barbelitae, the Great Archon of Basilides and
the Elohim of Justinus, etc. Ialdabaoth (the Child of Chaos) was . . .
theChief of the Creative Forces and the representative of one of the classes of
Pitris” (BCW 13:43n). In the Ophite scheme he is the first of the superior

Goodgamehttp://redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm
Enlil is portrayed as angry, vindictive, abusive and cruel, and he
commits crimes including adultery, rape and genocide. YHWH is
sometimes portrayed as angry and violent in the Hebrew Old

septenate.
As a creative spirit, Ialdabaoth generates six sons (the lower terrestrial

Testament, but to the Hebrews YHWH’s actions were always justified, no
matter how cruel they appeared to be. For the Sumerians there was rarely any

angels or stellar spirits) without assistance of any female, and when
these sons strive with him he creates Ophiomorphos, the serpent-shaped spirit of
all that is basest in matter. When Ialdabaoth proclaims that he is Father
and God, and that none is above him, Sophia tells him that the first and
second Anthropos (heavenly man) are above him. So Ialdabaoth’s
sons create a man, Adam, to whom Ialdabaoth gives the breath of life,
emptying himself of creative power. Havingrebelled

justification for the rash abuses of power that characterized the rule of Enlil.
In examining YHWH and Enki and their respective traditions one must also
address the fact that they make conflicting claims. In the book of
Genesis YHWH is credited with creating mankind, while in the majority
of Sumerian texts Enki is portrayed as man’s creator. Another case is the
similar tradition of the Great Flood. The book of Genesis explains that YHWH
brought the flood as a judgment upon human society that had become

against his mother, his production is mindless and
has to be endowed with mind by Sophia Achamoth – a
reference to the descent of the manasaputras. The man, thus
informed, aspires away from his producer, who
thereupon becomes his adversary, produces the three
lower kingdoms of beings, and imprisons man in a
house of clay (flesh). Ialdabaoth also makes Eve
(Lilith) to deprive the man of his light powers. Sophia
sends the serpent or intelligence to make Adam and

wicked through negative influences from fallen angels. In the Sumerian
accounts it is Enlil who brings the flood to cull the human
population that had become “too noisy.” However, the book of Genesis
tells a story of YHWH mercifully saving Noah and the last righteous
family on earth from the impending destruction. Contrasting this
account, in Sumerian myth it is Enki who saves Atrahasis and his family
from the flood against the wishes of Enlil. These conflicting claims and
accounts cannot both be true if Enki and YHWH are indeed separate entities.
If YHWH is the spiritual source for the Hebrew tradition, and if Enki is

Eve transgress the commands of Ialdabaoth, who
casts them from Paradise into the world along with
the serpent. Sophia deprives Adam and Eve of their light
power, but eventually restores this power so that they awoke mentally. Here there
is much the same confusion that surrounds the various meanings of Satan and
the serpent.
Ialdabaoth, who is lion-headed or in the form of a lion, represents the
kama principle, the false light that draws the soul into matter and

the spiritual source for the Sumerian tradition, then we must face the
reality that one of them is lying.
If YHWH in the Sumerian tradition is represented as
Enlil, the adversary of Enki, then where can we
expect to find Enki within the Hebrew
tradition? Perhaps we need toexamine the
Biblical adversary of YHWH to find the
answer. While Rohl equates YHWH with Enki, he
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nonetheless provides the following description of Enki that resembles this
Biblical Adversary much closer than it resembles YHWH Himself:
In early antiquity this high god was known as Kronos or Enki, who was
represented by the planet Saturn. In later antiquity this leader of the gods
was viewed as the son of Enki, and his name was Marduk, Baal, or

explains that the innovations given to mankind were used for wicked
purposes. The Nephilim ruled with an iron fist, “and when men could
no longer sustain them, the giants turned against them and devoured
mankind” (Enoch 7:4). Regarding Azazel himself, Enoch 10:8 reads: “The whole
earth has been corrupted through the works that were taught by Azazel: to him

Zeus, who were gods all represented by the planet Jupiter.
In the final analysis this story is Enki’s story, and Enki’s great rival Enlil,
understood by so many to be YHWH the God of Israel, had to wait about
fifteen hundred years before He could give His side of the story.
The other “descent from the heavens” account is
the descent of the fallen angels themselves. This is
portrayed in Genesis 6, and it involves unholy relations
between some of the “sons of God” and human

ascribe ALL SIN.”

women, a relationship which produced the
Nephilim. From thishuman-angelic interaction the
world became “corrupt in the sight of God” and
“filled with violence,” which became the justification
for sending the global Flood. According to pagan
mythologies this was the Golden Age of Kronos when the gods lived with
men during the era of thekingdom of Atlantis. However, even though it was

true and ultimate God is the God of Light, who
is purely spiritual, and has no relationship
either as a Creator of, or as a Ruler over,
material reality. To the Gnostics the god of
material reality was the God of Israel. He was accepted as the Creator
and Ruler of the material universe, but he was denigrated as inferior to
the God of Light and viewed as theultimate personification of evil. The

viewed as an idealistic time when the “true religion” originally ruled, Greek
writers such as Plato explained that Atlantis became corrupt in its spiritual
teachings and used its great power to dominate and abuse the entire
world.
The non-canonical book of Enoch explains how the fallen angels taught
mankind astronomy and astrology, charms and spells, and the
properties of plants and herbs. One particular angel named Azazel

grand scheme of Gnostic cosmology is explained by Hans Jonas in his
authoritative study The Gnostic
Religion:http://66.49.206.24/redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm
Mosaic Law- it aims at the enslavement of man. As guardian of his sphere,
each Archon bars the passage to the souls that seek to ascend after
death, in orderto prevent their escape from the world and their return
to God. The Archons are also the creators of the world, except where this
role is reserved for their leader, who then has the name of demiurge (the
world-artificer in Plato’s Timaeus) and is often painted with the distorted
features of the Old Testament God.” [44]

“taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields, and
breastplates, and taught them about metals of the earth and the art of
working them” (Enoch 8:1). In Genesis the craft of metalworking is ascribed to

-The basic teaching of Gnosticism is that all
matter is inherently evil, which is symbolized
by Darkness. Thepurpose of life is therefore to
transcend this Darkness by reaching towards
the Light, which can be achieved through
knowledge, or gnosis, of Man’s true
predicament. The Gnostics believed that the

Tubal-Cain, a descendent of Cain. David Rohl associates this name with Badtibira, which is the second city on the Sumerian King List, following Eridu where
“kingship descended from heaven.”
According to Sumerian accounts the great “civilizer” of mankind was the
great god Enki, the Lord of the Abzu in Eridu, who was portrayed as a firm
friend and champion of mankind. On the other hand the book of Enoch
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The Gnostic hatred of the God of Israel extends to the very beginning
of the book of Genesis. Gnostic texts explain that Ialdabaoth and the

The book of Revelation explains that one day Satan and his fallen
angels will be forcefully evicted from heaven and thrown down to

Archons created Adam and placed him in the Garden of Eden with an
intent to deceive him.After learning of this situation the feminine aspect of
the “God of Light,” known as Sophia-Prunikos, acted to disrupt the
schemes of the demiurge by

earth, where they will be in control for only a short time before their
judgment comes,
“And there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against
the dragon, and the dragon and his angels fought back. But he was not

sending an emissary of the Light
to bring knowledge to Adam,
allowing him to break free from
his bondage. This divine emissary,

strong enough, and they lost their place in heaven. The great dragon was
hurled down–that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who
leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his
angels with him.” (Revelation 12:7-9)

according to the Gnostics, was none
other than the Serpent of the

The judgment upon the “spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms” is predicted by Isaiah the prophet as one of the results of the

Garden of Eden, and subsequent
Gnostic sects reflected this veneration
of the serpent by referring to
themselves as Ophites (from the Greek word for serpent, ophis), and as
Naassenes (from the Hebrew word for serpent, nachash). Jonas explains
what Adam and Eve’s “sin” actually meant to the Gnostics,
“It is the first success of the transcendent principle against the

apocalyptic “Day of the Lord”:
The Origins of
Christmas http://100777.com/node/
1473
Two key figures in the origin of
Christmas areNimrod, a great
grandson of Noah, and his

principle of the world, which is vitally interested in preventing
knowledge in man as the inner-worldly hostage of Light: the serpent’s
action marks the beginning of all gnosis on earth which thus by its very
origin is stamped as opposed to the world and its God, and indeed as a
form of rebellion.” [45]
The Gnostics took the idea that the Serpent was the true savior of
mankind right up to the life of Jesus of Nazareth, as the following text
shows,
“This general Serpent is also the wise Word of Eve. This is the mystery of

mother and wife, Semiramis, also
known as Ishtar and
Isis. Nimrod, known in Egypt as
Osiris, was the founder of the first
world empire at Babel, later known as
Babylon (Genesis 10:8- 12; 11:1-9).
From ancient sources such as the “Epic of Gilgamesh” and records unearthed by
archaeologists from long-ruined Mesopotamian and Egyptian cities, we can
reconstruct subsequent events. {Thechristmas tree is in honor of Nimrod,

Eden: this is the river that flows out of Eden.
According to the New Testament, the sacrifice of Jesus did represent the
triumph of the Kingdom of God over the “lord of this world,” but this
“lord” is clearly identified as Satan in several passages (Matthew 4:8-10,
Luke 4:6-13, John 12:31, John 14:30, 2 Corinthians 4:4, etc). The Gnostics
believe that the “lord of this world” was actually the Creator-God of
Israel, and that the life and teachings of Jesus represented a

the so called sun god}
After Nimrod’s death (c. 2167 BC), Semiramis promoted the belief that
he was a god. She claimed that she saw a full-grown evergreen tree
spring out of the roots of a dead tree stump, symbolizing the
springing forth of new life for Nimrod. On the anniversary of his birth, she
said, Nimrod would visit the evergreen tree and leave gifts under it.
His birthday fell on the winter solstice at the end of December.

manifestation of the Serpent against this “God of Darkness.”
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A few years later, Semiramis bore a son, Horus or Gilgamesh.
She declared that she had been visited by the spirit of Nimrod, who left
her pregnant with the boy. Horus, she maintained, was Nimrod
reincarnated. With a father, mother, and son deified, a deceptive,
perverted trinity was formed.

FIRE http://serenitystreetnews.com/7thfireorhellfire.htm
Grandfather William Commanda of Maniwaki. An Algonquin elder, he
holds three wampum belts, one of which is the Seventh Fire Prophecy belt which
was made in the 1400s. His understanding of the prophecy was received
from Ojibwe people in Minnesota, Michigan and northern

Semiramis and Horus were worshipped as “Madonna
and child.” As the generations passed, they were worshipped
under other names in different countries and languages. ” The
original cult of the mother and child, Semiramis and
Tammuz, became later Isis and Osiris, Venus and Adonis,
the madonna and child in various cultures down to this day.
Semiramis declared that her son, Tammuz, was in actuality the return
or rebirth of her husband, Nimrod. this is where reincarnation was born.

Ontario, and through his own family, which has held the belts for over
100 years.
He speaks of the fact that the white race was welcomed
by the Anishnabek, and it was hoped in the time of the
Fourth Fire that the white race would come wearing a
face of brotherhood, and that the Anishnabek and whites
together would form one mighty nation. This did not happen
and the white race chose the course of destruction and

And sinceTammuz was born on the day corresponding to December
25, this day was highly honored and recognized by Nimrod’s supporters. Note,
therefore, that this date(December 25) was observed in honor of the birth
of Tammuz long before Christianity existed, and that it was not until
many centuries later this pagan custom was “Christianized” as being
the birthday of Christ (or Christmas day). “It can be stated they worship
another Jesus“

death.
Today, in the age of the Seventh Fire, the races are again faced with a choice.
The two roads are the black road of technology and overdevelopment
leading to environmental catastrophe, the other is thered
road of spirituality and respect for the earth. Together, people of the world
have to choose the right road, be of one mind, or the earth cannot survive.
Cyberspace will play a big role in

Nimrod’s followers began to also worship Semiramis. And her son Tammuz was
worshipped as well. Semiramis was revered by the people and was viewed by
many as a priestess and goddess. She soon
became known as “the queen of heaven.”
Thus began the awful practice of exalting
human deities. These false beliefs have led
up to the many different forms of idolatry

this movement http://aplaceforunderstanding.yikesite.com/home/the
-7th-fire-prophecy
AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY - A day will come when
the animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear.
The eagle, bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because people will
become greedy and will not love each
other. The sky will become black and the trees

that are still practiced by different people
today. Yes, it was through the introduction of these satanic evils and
the many sacrilegious practices of ancient Babylon that witchcraft,

and plants will die. The beautiful rainbow will
disappear because people will not remember
to keep the Mother Earth sacred and will

priestcraft, spiritualism, and other forms of paganism were
born.http://jahtruth.net/qofhevn.htm
Santa (Satan) Claus and the AntiChristhttp://66.49.206.24/nohoax.com/component/content/article/1/25.html

destroy its beauty.
Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all destroyed and
they will love the trees and the animals. They will love and respect
each other and they will help
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people to live in peace with all
creation. The rainbow in the
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Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Jrgenius com OLEE H2O
Water and Dream Cream Pt 2

sky will return as a sign of the Creator’s grace.
An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, and those who support our
values
Kinakwii welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your
criticism, your fears, your compliments and your participation. We seek to build
on all Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that Kinakwii will become

Made in cANADa!

not just a nation, but a confederacy of nations.
Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF
http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/01/17/serenity-global-cooperative-tutoringhomecare-petcare-childcare-cleaning-odd-jobs-handy-men-gardeners-
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Orgone Masters and DAISY
DOWSERS

Positive Orgone, Protection and
Shielding pdf

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! (
CLOCKWISE (+) ORGONE MASTERS) SATAN SATURN 6 pointed stAR of
DAVID HEXED HEXAGON, SOUL
SUCKERS, DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) ,
ELECTrons, ANTI CLOCKWISE, ARCHONS, DEMIURGE,
Ialdabaoth http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm

http://66.49.206.24/scribd.com/jrgenius for the link to
IMPORTANT FILES off server.

URGENT AUDIO
OrgoneMasters.info how to make and why
Orgone and HolyHealthy Products here (available
by gifting a donation only) Samples pictures only
flyer to print revising
Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other free lessons
here and Cure All Disease
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OrgoneMasters.info how to make Orgone Masters by Dana Horochowski directions.

6. MAGNETS attach to railings on highways, stair wells, electrical boxes, fences, some
utility poles and death towers, etc. They attract negative energies into the orgonemaster
and are processed out the tip into positive orgone.
KEY- orgone is generated by a combo of inorganic
metals and an organic matrix. Glass beads are much
like fibreglass resin. (your body is an organic matrix, so
DAISY DOWSERS act like orgone generators on your
body. The crystal is coiled in a clockwise motion in
copper wire for +qi. Dowsers need to be cleansed in
PURE incense smudge and charged in full sunlight
and/or moonlight. (sweetgrass, cedar, white sage are my favourites
http://sacredfeathertraders.com/)

Orgone Masters Steps
1. Spray molds with high vibration oil.
2. Add neodyne magnet (or pure copper penny if no
magnet), then copper/ aluminum shavings to bottom.
North side down. This will allow a MAX DIPOLE. USE
this magnet part to deactivate chip implants. ( + qi)
3. Add crystal that is clockwise wound and pointed
upward.
(Tighter Winding= more squeezing = more piezoelectric effect. ) COIL EVERY
quartz CRYSTAL CLOCKWISE ( RHR=right hand rule for flow of electrons (-) to the
(+) N POLE Magnet that you add. If you have other crystal types, they can rest in a
chamber of copper-coiled clockwise, winding upward like a staircase. ( eternal
PIEZOELECTRIC SQUEEZING COMES FROM RESIN AFTER DRYING)

See Orgonecrystals.com ( MY FAVOURITE)
http://66.49.206.24/orgonecrystals.com/catalog/crystals/quartz_braz
il.html
or Jim Coleman crystals love them too
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/quartzpoints/qtzptspou
nd1.htm- buy Item # JP-L-BZ $8, or Item # JP-MR $15
Applied Magnets ( cylinder neodynium magnets. NORTH SIDE
DOWN, attach to metal surface to prevent slipping and away from
pointed tip of Quartz)
http://66.49.206.24/magnet4less.com/index.php?cPath=1_11

4. Add grounding stones, shell, seeds to
top and sides to cover the metals.
I add glass beads or various other crystals
from necklaces for different colour and
frequency emissions. ROYGBIV
rainbow colors for Chakra balancing. If
you are going to do that, then they have
to also go on the magnet side. Lay down the
coloured beads or crystals and the magnet N + down first, then coiled crystal, and
shavings around it. Amethyst is great for psychic attack prevention. Amethyst can also
be added and coiled like clear quartz. ( Purple is High Frequency vibration so it can
activate dna to that level.)
5. Add hardener to resin. Cover with resin ( outside). Pour, let sink in then add to top it
off. Cover crystal so that it is not bare.

Fibreglass Resin- auto parts-Bondo Fibreglass resin ~ $20 Canadian Tire/ Walmart $17
Copper Wire - 18 gauge or 22, TimBr http://66.49.206.24/corfil.ca/ . Some people like
to match the length of the wire with the same length of a chosen frequency like the Great
Pyramid, but I AM not into calling in anything that is related to those pyramids. I prefer
to magnify PRANA- LIGHT and AGAPE AMOR, so I put my intent into the wire,
regardless of how long it is. Measuring is too left brain for me. FEEL your HEALING.
Copper scrubbies to cut up ( Dollarama). Aluminum shavings -call scrap metal dealers
or metal fabrication companies in your area first. or buy
shavings at http://66.49.206.24/orgonecrystals.com/
Use good oil for molds ( extra virgin olive oil/rose oil/ almond
oil), not cancer causing vegetable oil. Silicone molds are best (
Dollarama) or Value Village.
Add a shell and/or non hybrid seed for life force energy.
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Shell has a fibonacci sequence that is found in all living things as they grow. ( Mean
GOLDEN RATIO of PERFECT LIFE FORCE and GROWTH. )
Add Grounding stones so you don't have to bury the orgone and the charges will keep
clearing and reviving. Stones and shells are in Dollarama. Seeds can be
bird/medicinal/spice. NO
MONSANTO seeds- they
have a reverse spin that
produces ( -) ORGONE or
Qi.

Orgone
MASTER

Use your intuition. ALWAYS
wrap the quartz crystal
CLOCKWISE (your hand is
from FLAT to TIP
moving in a clockwise
direction, so that it gives out
+ /NOT - orgone.) Binding the
crystal in copper wire
controls the hyperinfinity and
POLARITY in crystals, so
they don't access all dimensions, including the lower/negative ones.
Avoid phallus shapes. I DO NOT MAKE PYRAMIDS (ego,masculine, phallus/
fission/ explosive E). Just an ignorant flip of the magnet, crystal or coil in the wrong
direction and you can be bringing in a whole STARGATE of unwanted visitors. They
will increase the dipole in the orgone. Jehovah
Witnesses and Rocky Mountain Mystery
School have pyramids. Lucifer portal. ( +)Ascended Masters in 4d drama...beware.
I know pyramids can heal, but make them
yourselves if you want HEALing,

Qi Miracles

Dome energy is female energy/ WOMB/ FUSION /GROWTH/ MATTER from
ENERGY/ mother/EARTH/ SPHERE/heart chakra. Flat topped orgone is FEMALE
DOME ENERGY orgone because the energy radiates in all directions, far and wide.
LOVE/LIGHT/HEALING is shared equally. It is not a STARGATE.
CLEANSE crystals in pure water ( rose oil/water has high
vibration life force energy) or meditate with them in your
bath, if you are healthy and
clear of demonic attacks.
Charge them in high sunlight
11 am to 1 pm and then full
moon 11 pm to 1 am ( moon
energy is feminine)

not lower ASTRAL Visitations.

Others have suggested
...Like Sherry Shriner's Orgone
JERK and his GRAYS.

Blaster JEHOVAH DRAGON

ByBAAL Belters are in for a real
Yahweh...you are going to get him.
you so!

SHOW~! You wanted
Paid for $$$ by you$$. I told

Stuart Wilde suggests chamomile tea and lavender essential oil for the ghouls in your
fractal reality
The snakes feed on human emotional energy as well (fear, anger). They're soul eaters.
Black tourmaline + mica works great against dark siders when used in orgonite. It
grounds their negative energy and can also reflect it back on to them. I also use rose
quartz.

Run Shriner Run...you will have angry customers, not
to mention other entities blasting in your vicinities.
Your god is a DRACONIAN. Heaven help your
children!

Crystals love to be squeezed, and not just in your
hands. Most crystals were born deep underground under
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great heat and pressure. They feel at home in orgonite since the resin contracts when it
cures, thereby permanently squeezing the crystals and creating a piezo electric effect.
A great example of the piezo electric effect is earthquake lights. In other words the
crystals ramp up, and they never run out of power. A nice side effect is that the
crystals continuously clear themselves under this effect at the same time amplifying
the metaphysical properties of the gemstones in the pendant. http://educateyourself.org/
-piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by the Jacques and Pierre Curie brothers.
They found out that when a mechanical stress was applied on crystals such as
tourmaline, tourmaline, topaz, quartz, Rochelle salt and cane sugar, electrical
charges appeared, and this voltage was proportional to the stress.Piezoelectric materials
The piezoelectric effect occurs only in non conductive materials. Piezoelectric materials
can be divided in 2 main groups: crystals and ceramics. The most well-known
piezoelectric material is quartz (SiO2). Quartz SiO2
Introduction
The trigonal crystallized silica of SiO2 is known as Quartz and is one
of the most common crystals on earth's surface. It has an hexagonal
structure made of , Quartz is a very pure crystal and contains only
traces of other elements. Natural quartz contain: Al3+: 13 to 15,000 ppm,
usually only 100 ppm , Fe3+: Ti4+: P5+: H+: Li+: Na+: 9 to 1400 ppm
K+: 3 to 300 ppm Density: 2.65 g/cm3 Mineral class: Oxides/hydroxides
Piezoelectricity-Quartz shows a strong piezoelectric effect
perpendicularly to the prism axis. Applying pressure on a quartz
crystal generates an electrical polarization along the pressure
direction. Alternatively, applying an electrical tension leads to a mechanical
deformation of the crystal. http://66.49.206.24/piezomaterials.com/
-Although the magnitudes of piezoelectric voltages, movements, or forces are small,
and often require amplification (a typical disc of piezoelectric ceramic will increase or
decrease in thickness by only a small fraction of a millimetre, for example) piezoelectric
materials have been adapted to an impressive range of
applications. The piezoelectric effect is used in sensing
applications, such as in force or displacement sensors.
The inverse piezoelectric effect is used in actuation
applications, such as in motors and devices that precisely
control positioning, and in generating sonic and
ultrasonic signals.
What can piezoelectric ceramics do ?
Mechanical compression or tension on a poled
piezoelectric ceramic element changes the dipole
moment, creating a voltage. Compression along the
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vinylester resin and the kevlar fibers can pull out of the glue more easily when stressed.
http://66.49.206.24/redrockstore.com/resin.htm
Quartz crystals have piezoelectric properties; they
develop an electric potential upon the application of
mechanical stress.

direction of polarization, or tension perpendicular to the direction of polarization,
generates voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage. Tension along the
direction of polarization, or compression perpendicular to the direction of polarization,
generates a voltage with polarity opposite that of the poling voltage. These actions are
generator actions -- the ceramic element converts the mechanical energy of
compression or tension into electrical energy. This behaviour is used in fuel-igniting
devices, solid state batteries, force-sensing devices, and other products. Values for
compressive stress and the voltage (or field strength) generated by applying stress to a
piezoelectric ceramic element are linearly proportional up to a material-specific
stress. The same is true for applied voltage and generated strain.
If a voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied to a ceramic element, in
the direction of the poling voltage, the element will lengthen and its diameter will
become smaller. If a voltage of polarity opposite that of the poling voltage is applied,
the element will become shorter and
broader. If an alternating voltage is
applied, the element will lengthen and
shorten cyclically, at the frequency of the
applied voltage. This is motor action -electrical energy is converted into
mechanical energy. The principle is adapted
to piezoelectric motors, sound generating
devices, and many other products.
There are three common types of thermosetting resin to choose from: epoxy, vinyl
ester and polyester.
Fibreglass Resin ( BONDO)MOST COMMON and has glass which is
CRYSTALINE-To form fiberglass, thin strands of glass are separated into minute fibers.
These fibers retain the properties of glass, but can be pliable and mixed with other
products. Fiberglass can be combined with a wide range of materials, depending on the
desired end product. When mixed with resin, fiberglass becomes very thick and is
temporarily quite malleable.
Moldmaking, molding and laminating operations can be performed with any system.
Epoxy is the higher performance and higher priced system. It is used in weight critical,
high strength, and dimensionally accurate applications. Vinyl Ester resin offers
corrosion resistance, heat resistance and is blended for toughness. Polyester resins are
less expensive, offer some corrosion resistance, and are more forgiving than epoxies. For
this reason, they are the most widely used.
Epoxy vs Vinyl Resin-The number of links of epoxy molecules is to a kevlar fiber
would be much harder to count than the number of links made by vinylester resin to a
kevlar fiber. Epoxy ( yellow) resin has more bonds of elasticity, so it will PULL/PUSH
more on the CRYSTAL. Vinylester resin is just easier to use at the factory level but
nowhere near as strong as epoxy resin. The cross linking is just not there in
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Boron.
- use a magnet with the north and south poles marked (easiest method!); - use a compass
and the needle that usually points to the north will point to the south pole of the
magnet.
positive pole of a qi dipole is brought to the south pole of a magnet, or if the negative
pole of a qi dipole is brought to the north pole of a magnet, positive qi is generated (at
the point of contact). If a negative qi pole is brought to the south pole of a magnet, or a
positive qi pole to the north pole of a magnet, then negative qi is generated.

Major varieties of quartz
Chalcedony Cryptocrystalline quartz and moganite
mixture. The term is generally only used for white or
lightly colored material. Otherwise more specific
names are used.
Agate Multi-colored, banded chalcedony, semitranslucent to translucent
Onyx Agate where the bands are straight, parallel and consistent in size.
Jasper Opaque cryptocrystalline quartz, typically red to brown
Aventurine Translucent chalcedony with small inclusions (usually mica) that shimmer.
Tiger's Eye Fibrous gold to red-brown colored quartz, exhibiting chatoyancy.
Rock crystal Clear, colorless
Amethyst Purple, transparent
Citrine Yellow to reddish orange to brown, greenish yellow
Prasiolite Mint green, transparent
Rose quartz Pink, translucent, may display diasterism
Rutilated quartz Contains acicular (needles) inclusions of rutile
Milk quartz White, translucent to opaque, may display diasterism
Smoky quartz Brown to gray, opaque
Carnelian Reddish orange chalcedony, translucent
Dumortierite quartz Contains large amounts of dumortierite crystals
Natural quartz crystals are almost always qi dipoles. When a crystal has one end
smooth and pointed, and the other end rough, it is usually the smooth end which is
positive, and the rough end which is negative. This situation, with one end rough and
one smooth, is the most common

If a qi dipole is placed directly over a compass or bar magnet, aligned with the compass
needle or bar such that the positive qi pole points north and the negative pole points
south, positive qi is generated (in center of the stone or dipole): in the opposite case,
when the positive pole points south and the negative pole points north, negative qi is
generated.
Now we curl the wire so that the two ends come together and it becomes a
continuous circle. As soon as the ends touch, two currents of qi begin to flow through
the wire. Positive qi flows from the positive crystal pole to the negative crystal pole,
and negative qi flows from the negative crystal pole to the positive crystal pole
The end of the magnet which points north is called its north
pole, and the end pointing to the south is called its south pole.
Given any magnet, its north pole, by definition, is the end which
will attract a compass's south pole, and repel a compass's
north pole. Back about 1600 Gilbert discovered that whole
earth is a magnet, and that one pole of the earth was far to the
north and one pole far to the south. Since the north pole of a
compass points to the northern pole of the earth, the northern
pole of the earth is really a magnetic south pole (a historical paradox).
magnetic lines of force. Each of these lines of magnetic force has a direction, and to see
which way any given line tends at any given point, all one has to
do is to place a compass at that point. The compass needle aligns
itself with the magnetic line

two stone dipoles. If you touch the two positive ends together, or the two negative ends
or poles together, then negative qi is generated. If you
touch a negative pole to a positive pole, a positive qi
charge is generated
MAGNETS and NORTH POLE positive qi is
streaming out from the north pole of the magnet, and
negative qi from the south pole. Neodymium magnets
are part of the rare earth magnet family and are also
called NdFeB magnets (NIB) because of their
composition: Nd = Neodymium, Fe = Iron, and B =

Orgone is the Universal Life force, the basic building block of
all organic and inorganic matter on the material planet. Coined by
Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Orgone has been called
Chi, Prana or simply the Force
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Most of the ancient healing practices, shamanism, religious miracles, special power of
priests and their spiritual work, are unthinkable without the use of orgone energy mp3

mentally. The great shamans, medicine men and healers of all times used their minds to
send LIFE FORCE. Many sensitive people can feel this force.
Orgone Masters have Neodyne magnets that suck in the Dead Orgone Energy
(DOR). The metal shavings in the resin collect the DOR. The
copper coiled Quartz Crystal converts DOR to Positive
Orgone Energy (POR)- LIFE FORCE ENERGY.

-Cleans the air and helps you breathe better. Orgone can help those with asthma and
those with breathing problems.
-Eliminates toxins, poisons and radiation from the air
-Defeats chemtrails and keeps your skies clear.

NEGATIVE Energies are neutralized. Gives the area a
protective AURIC FIELD.

-Promotes natural health, keeps you from catching every
flu virus under the sun. Stops headaches and migraines,
improves overall health.

With FEAR, the auric field is greatly diminished, thus
leaving the individual open to NEGATIVE energy attacks
or dis-ease.
CATS are the best reptilian
detectors and reptilian busters
known to mankind. They have been known to wake up
female abductees moments before the onset of a reptilian
abduction or rape.
http://66.49.206.24/tearingdownstrongholds.com/mindcontrol
-bartley.htm

-Knocks out bad thunderstorms before they get to
your area, chills out tornados headed your way.
Those areas gifted with Orgone suffered the least
amount of damage from Hurricanes.
-Nullifies the effects of the strong subliminal
messaging NWO towers erected everywhere. Stops ELF (Electromagnetic Low
Frequency) attacks

SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF CANADAhttp://66.49.206.24/spiritualistchurchofcanada.com/. I recommend seeing someone along
these lines if you are getting attacked by entities. Once your aura is strong and clear, the
orgone can be a shield that can strongly work with you. If you are angry, drinking,
drugging, having sex without love, etc., then the orgone can only protect you so much,
because your aura is wide open for access to all the negative energies. Namaste Dana

-Helps you sleep better. Stops sleep abductions.
-Repels anything evil and keeps it away from your yard, home and family!! Emits
positive energy, evil can't stand being around it!
What is Orgone? Read the article from the Idaho Observer at
http://proliberty.com/observer/20030512.htm

CanadaStreetNews.com - August 11, 2009
4 horsemen, hyperinfinity of crystals, orgone, reptilian
bloodline Illuminati; Eunice Kennedy Shriver, Arnold
Swartzenegger, Maria Kennedy Shriver, imbreeding
reptilians, ritual sacrifice, JFK sacrificed for wanting to get
rid of Federal Reserve, Ashkanazi Jews vs Semetic Jew,
Queen Lizardbeth, Tim Rifat, Occult Science, wars, demonic
access in crystals and bones/blood (will power manifests thru
blood ritual alchemy)
http://66.49.206.24/serenityglobal.com,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com,
http://66.49.206.24/jrgenius.com

ORGONE (LIFE FORCE) THEORY OF OPERATION
Electricity, magnetism, gravitation, elf waves, cell
phones, radioactivity, etc, are all invisible energies on the
physical plane of existence. They all give off vibrations.
Some of these man made vibrations are harmful to
humans. Wilhelm Reich called them DOR (deadly
orgone). The strength of these EMF forces diminishes
with the square of the distance traveled. LIFE FORCE is
invisible. It is not man made and can even be directed

also
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Protect yourself from Psychic attack! // How to release a negative entity from your
sphere
Do this before you go to sleep, take time to do this, really focus but don't concentrate too
much. When I do it I not only feel like I've had a really good nap, but that I have a lot
more energy and life than if I hadn't done it "maybe something isn't able to leech the
energy in the night?"
Pendulum Dowsing Getting Started // Pendulum Charts How To // Use a Pendulum
to Test Orgonite
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WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE
AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and
your NWO plans WILL FAIL!
416-419-9023 GTA /
PAGE 1 // PAGE 2 // PAGE 3 // PAGE 4 // PAGE 5 // PAGE 6 // PAGE 7 // PAGE 8 //
PAGE 9 // PAGE 10 //PAGE 11 // PAGE 12 // PAGE 13 // PAGE 14 // PAGE 15 //
PAGE 16 // PAGE 17 // PAGE 18 // PAGE 19 // PAGE 20 //
Made in cANADa!

http://uboslav.com Use a pendulum to test the power of orgonite. The more the pendulum
swings in a positive fashion, the more powerful the orgone device is.
NO one has all the answers. Yes...we have a creator who loves us. There is good and
bad in everything. DRAGONS, Humans and reptilians included. KEEP AN OPEN
HEART to BROTHERLY LOVE. Honour the SPIRIT in all.
BY GIFTING A DONATION ONLY. Orgonemasters call 416 419 9023

HUman Support
Services 1/17/2012 http://serenitystr
eetnews.com/humansupportservice.ht
m
SERENITY GLOBAL
COOPerativeWE have many talents and services, ready to meet all your needs at
an AWESOME RATE.
Tutoring, homecare, petcare, childcare, cleaning, odd jobs, handy
men, gardeners, construction workers, cooks, delivery etc

www.Orgonemasters.info, http://66.49.206.24/audio.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm, Colloidal Silver Gold
Titanium Water OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living Essential Elements Water)
demonstration with Silver Pulsar first and showing survival components such as
Oxygen Bleach,
Gold plated or Titanium Plated quartz crystals which rebalance the water. Herbal
teas, back to ways of Mother Earth, Survival with serenityglobal.com going local and
global thru barter and trade. http://66.49.206.24/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/serenityglobal.com/,
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global
company see http://66.49.206.24/alfa.com/, http://66.49.206.24/sotainstruments.com/

UNBEATABLE RATES and RESULTS.

416 419-9023

;

705 254 5823

; jrgenius@yahoo.com ;

COMMUNITY CURRENCY COMPATIBLE
DANA

Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 OLEE H2O Colloidal
Silver Gold Titanium Water and Dream Creams Jrgenius.com, fun at home with cold
pressed oil like extra virgin olive oil to make home creams. Beeswax and coconut oil to
make chapsticks, aromatherapy and water ( Olee water) for your own perfumes.
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with others who desire a solution to the problems that currently face us. She speaks
out for an independent Canada.
Dana believes that the education system is failing the youth by suppressing pertinent
information.
IDEALLY, she encourages independent thinking, an integral media, community
cooperation and trade, environmental responsibility, the eradication of poverty and
addictions, world peace and an accountable, honest and reduced government serving
the people.

\

With a background in Biology and Ecology, Dana consistently researches alternative
energies, organic foods, holistic health and healing, as well as issues related to global
warming and the environment.

Dana Elizabeth Horochowski, B.Sc., B.Ed., RNCP, RMMS teacher, and owner of Jr.
Genius Educational Services Inc.
416-419-9023 Toronto, Ont.
Toronto Centre
http://7thfire.biz/
http://8thfire.biz/

She believes in the Restoration of Jurisdiction for First Nations and has
worked closely with the Anishnabe as a teacher and in community involvement.
Having spent time in rural communities, Dana has seen the decline of agriculture and
manufacturing due to Free Trade.
Her focus is to help solve the problems of our under employed, re-educate and re-train
people and create new economies and micro-industries that promote an independent
healthy Canada; one that can help show the rest of the world how to live in peace and
prosperity.

BIOGRAPHY of DANA HOROCHOWSKI
Educated at the University of Western Ontario, Lakehead University, and continuous
education in Nutrition, Holistic Health and Healing. Born February 12, 1965 to
immigrant Polish parents and grew up in Sault Ste Marie Ontario. Taught Math,
Science and Vocal Music for the York Catholic District School Board from 1989 to
2003. Built her own education system in 1995 and continues to advocate her
revolution in holistic education.
Presently single without family commitments, Dana spends time networking

The Focus of this FEDERAL PARTY is to re-educate the masses as efficiently and as
quickly as possible, since New World Order Tactics are quickly overtaking our world.

Global Problems
Since 1998, Dana has been investigating the source of our global problems and trying
to bring these concerns to the attention of the education system, the
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government, media, religious leaders, concerned parents, students and other citizens.
By truly understanding where the problem lies and by accepting that there is a
problem, only then can we make significant changes towards remedying the situation.
Currently our bureaucracy fails to tell us the truth about what is really going on.
Dana opposes the North American Union, NAFTA and the globalization agenda. She
has been educating others about these dangerous issues through her website
www.holyhealthy.com.
She works closely with Toronto Street News (a unsuppressed newspaper, sold by the
underemployed)
which
is
posted
currently
on
her
website
at:
www.canadastreetnews.com.
Global Solutions
Serenity Global Network (www.serenityglobal.com)
-bartering and trading for those who are concerned about globalization
and the control of our economies.
-community currency compatible ---globally accessible to other small businesses,
entrepreneurs and communities.
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a community network
-caters to all income levels,
-education becomes a community commitment. All ages involved
This revolution in education is economical, highly effective, empowering
and Earth Friendly.
http://8thfire.biz/

Integrity in MEDIA
www.canadastreetnewscom
-to expand Canada Street News for national distribution,
-supported by small businesses, the Canadian voice and the integrity of its content.
-to develop an independent television channel that reflects integrity and is not
suppressed.

Government, Monetary

and Judicial Systems

-Complete openness and absence of
representation are essential to the
-100% INTEREST FREE Money to
ABUNDANCE
-ELIMINATION of INCOME TAX
debt which is a result of USURY (interest on money)).

secrecy, full accountability, accessibility, and
integrity of the system.
eliminate
POVERTY
and
create
(which is currently used to pay off the national

Make the SERENITY PARTY an official FEDERAL PARTY.
THE PARTY MAKING A DIFFERENCE in the NOW!

http://7thfire.biz/

CANCEROUS ENTRAPPED REINCARNATION DRACONIAN LUNAR POLICY (CAUSE) AND ARRIVING
UNIVERSAL JUDGES (EFFECT)

-produces independent thinkers who are whole minded, healthy and balanced.
-education centred around the individual.

As G.H.REES has revealed through the Netrino-Naser technology capabilities, the reincarnation
process here on earth is done with advanced Draconian-Cronian technology in the "second"
dimension of matter rarification (invisible to our eyes) with the use of "soul traps"-"LUNA PARKS"

I SEE, I DO, I TEACH Method
EVERYONE is a STUDENT.
EVERYONE is a TEACHER.
-Students (of all ages) learn to live holistically with nature and others, implementing
organic gardening and food prep, practicing optimal health and healing and learning
alternative science technologies.
- Students learn how to build and market their own small businesses and integrate into
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devices-platforms that are scattered around earth on Geostationary orbits. Those devices capture
the souls of the decarnated(dead) beings that travel upwards, as souls being lured to the trap
with "Sounds and Joyful Lights of Party and Joy (Luna Park)" that the trap-device uses. Then the
souls are carried to the moon where they are being processed and programmed through
hypnotism and also through an electroshock procedure they erase the soul's memory. After that
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they usually send the soul back to earth to incarnate to another body. That is the so called
"entrapped reincarnation Draconian - lunar policy", that they use to produce "telecontrolled

As for the arriving Judges just watch those ...news from planet Saturn.

zombies" and to rule the "with limited memory" earthlings, in order to produce: "Lord's servants"
aka: Lunar slaves.

ANDROMEDIAN UNIVERSAL LAW CAUSE AND EFFECT.
The day is coming.

Another main objective of this policy is to entrap and to not allow the earthlings souls: as beings"angels"-"demons"-"gods"-"theoi" (ancient Hellenic etymology of the word "god": beings who fly
in space with extreme speeds) to escape from the local space of earth-moon and to fly to far

Like · · Follow Post · Sunday at 1:31pm
•
•

outer space and notify the "antibodies" centers of the Universal Organism (Universal Hierarchy
Judges) about the ill condition of our planet, about the genocides against the white andromedian
and black sirian race by the yellow draconian and semi-Draconian Mongolian races, and about
the against nature acts and crimes of the local Lizard-Lord-"Gods" in our Solar System (7 inner

2 people like this.
•

planets) and in Earth. The local criminal Lizard-Lord-"Gods" are literally terrified with the thought
that human decarnated beings (souls) will escape from their orbital traps matrix and notify the
outer antibody white-corpuscles centers of the Universal Organism. Because if this happens then
except that they will end with no slaves to serve them, a considerable number of notified WhiteCorpuscles Heroes-Fighters and Judges beings will also arrive in local space in order to eliminate,
annihilate and punish the cancerous apostates "Gods" and their subordinates in earth, as
apostates beings against the Universal Natural Law and the Law of the Galactic Government.
(This which the apostates "Gods" are afraid of happening is already happening).
The biological analogue in our scale is the cancer disease which is rapidly spreading without pain
and without any symptoms at all, except the final terminal lethal phases of the disease. That is
happening because also and the cancerous cells and the cancerous chemical reactions inside the
ill cell - tissue are blocking with "chemical traps" the chemical compounds ("souls") of the ill cell tissue that are responsible to escape from the ill cell and notify the antibodies sections (white
corpuscles sections) and the nervous system-pain sense-system sections of the organism.
Therefore the cancer is wildly spreading without the organism knowing about it until the cancer
evolves into the terminal lethal phases of the disease where it is usually two late to do anything
about it, and the whole organism dies.
(aka: the whole Solar System and the Whole Universal Organism dies eventually because of
orbital collapse-energy imbalance due to the destruction of planets such as Earth and Phaethon
or Maldek as a planet which was destroyed by the Draconians)

o
Jewel Del Core
the soul traps can be avoided as long as your soul tries to stay on earth as long as possible and
to avoid the trip to the sky. Because these Geostationary orbital traps between the Earth and the
Moon and all around the Celestial Sky are trying to lure the souls into them by playing joyful
lights and sounds of party and paradise(!!!). That's why G.H.REES calls them "LUNA PARKS". The
term LUNA PARK on earth is also subliminally used in order to lure as many souls to them as
possible and on the earth plane (1st dimensions) and on the after life "astral plane" (2nd
dimension)
Some people like John Lear also theorize that people who are drunk in the sea (like sailors) are
never caught by the traps, and that's why they call them "lost souls", but I cannot verify that.
Moreover Lear is being manipulated by the Draconians demons possessed Rabbis and sort.
As a final advice I call you not to worry right now about the after life but to try and fight in this
life with your human body as hard as you can against the mongolian/hebrew/turk invasion and in
favour of your country Hellas, and in favour of your planet Gaia or Pangaia that the priesthoods
distorted to heavenly Panagia.
Sunday at 3:02pm · Like · 2

Returning to the Universal scale, in the Universal Natural way of things the soul keeps its ancient
memory intact and can incarnate in every place it wishes, whenever it wishes out of free will.
http://www.stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Global/120625.internet.censorship.html

Thus, the above described Draco/Cronian UN-natural (against nature) cancerous technological
entrapped reincarnation policy is condemned by the Universal Justice.

Alert From Doug Hagmann --Internet Censorship In Full Swing--"Truth Squad" And
Redefinition Of Morality In Full Operational Mode

Rest assured that they will pay for their crimes against the Natural Universal Order and the
Harmonized with Nature order of the Galactic Government.
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I immediately began to back up all of my files to begin the tedious process of
June 25, 2012

moving my site. At 2:20 a.m., still upset that I was given no information about who
or what is behind this, I called the ISP abuse department back and spoke with

Douglas J. Hagmann, Director
Northeast Intelligence Network

XXXX, who seemed to be a bit more friendly. I repeated my initial questions, and
although he refused to provide any specific details, eventually told me to look at a

www.HomelandSecurityUS.com

specific article on my web site “for a clue.” The article he referenced was about
Obama’s “truth teams.” He added that my site is ranked high in the U.S., and

Steve,

traffic to the site is brisk and increasing, which itself makes it a target as people
are reading what is on [your] site and passing the information around. He then

I’m starting this email to you by saying that I am upset, angry, and prepared to fight to the
death, and not necessarily mine, against those who are engaged in silencing the truth.

said “I cannot tell you anything more” and the conversation ended. I could tell, as
the conversation was being recorded, that he was being very careful with his

People need to know that the censorship battle against truth and Judeo-Christian morality
is indeed on in full force. I now know this personally and professionally. I am sending this

words, but his point was clear. I get it.

to you so you can get the word out to people before it becomes too late, and people must
know that their day to be silenced is coming.

Steve, you warned about this happening, and were often scoffed at on political
forums, self-professed Christian sites, so-called “survival websites” and by idiots in

At 7:20 p.m. on Friday, 22 June 2012, I received the attached e-mail from our Internet

general who know nothing, or by hired guns of this Marxist regime. You and I are being
vilified to this day by people who don’t have a clue about that which they write on internet

Service Provider (ISP). As you can see, they have found the “content” of our web site in
violation of their terms of service agreement and gave me 48 hours to move our site from

forums or their own sites. Someday, when it is too late, they will experience this
censorship, but who will hear their objections? No one will be left.

their servers, or they will forcibly take our site down. The reason they gave was vague and
not fully explained in their e-mail, so I called their abuse department for further details.

Since late last night, I’ve been working to find a web server outside the United States. I

At 10:15 p.m. ET on Friday, 22 June, I spoke with an investigator in my ISP’s abuse

find that sad that I have to locate a hosting provider outside of my own country to convey
truth within my own country, which has now become “morally objectionable” to print. I

department named XXXXXXXXX and asked for specific information about the nature of
their complaint. I asked if it was a single complaint they received, or a series of

will not be silenced, and I do not expect any downtime, but it’s going to take every waking
hour to get the job done and the site secured. Truth must not be silenced.

complaints. I asked if they would identify the specific article or articles that spurred
complaint(s). In short, I asked XXXXXXXXX to quickly review their file so I could be

People MUST understand, before it is too late, that they will feel the direct impact of this

provided with answers. She stated that she had my file in front of her and said that there
was not one specific article, but “it was the conclusion of the abuse department that

“Truth Team” that is out in full force, scouring for any “objectionable” information posted
by private websites. Perhaps it’s already too late. Regardless, I will remain in the fight,

the entirety of the my site contains published information they found to be morally
objectionable.” After rephrasing the question in an effort to secure more specific

relocate out of the reach of these despicable Marxists, and continue the battle until my last
breath. Regardless, people need to wake up now. There might not be a tomorrow.

information, the investigator finally became a bit short tempered and said that they made
their decision and my site would be shut down for “morally objectionable content,” period.

Doug

When I asked if they would provide me any information about the complainant, she said
no. When I asked if the complaint originated from any law enforcement source, she was
Sinister Forces
A Grimoire of American Political Witchcraft

quiet, then said “that information is not in my records.” The call ended when she again
stated I had 48 hours to leave their virtual property.
As anyone knows, it takes time, money and a lot of resources time to move a large site
from one server to another. It takes about 48 hours to point the DNS alone, so I am looking
at the possibility of down time. And, any monies paid to them, because of my alleged

by Peter Levenda

violation of their terms of service, remains with them and not refunded.
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A three-volume shocking alternative to the conventional views of American
history.

NWO/MARTIAL LAW WARNINGS for CANADIANS
What the CANADIAN GOVERNMENT Has PLANNED forYOUR NWO/NAU FUTURE

The roots of coincidence and conspiracy in American politics, crime, and culture are
examined in this book, exposing new connections between religion, political
conspiracy, and occultism. Readers are taken from ancient American civilization and
the mysterious mound builder culture to the Salem witch trials, the birth of
Mormonism during a ritual of ceremonial magic by Joseph Smith, Jr., and Operations
Paperclip and Bluebird. Not a work of speculative history, this exposé is founded on
primary source material and historical documents. Fascinating details are revealed,
including the bizarre world of "wandering bishops" who appear throughout the
Kennedy assassinations; a CIA mind control program run amok in the United States
and Canada; a famous American spiritual leader who had ties to Lee Harvey Oswald
in the weeks and months leading up to the assassination of President Kennedy; and
the
"Manson
secret."
Peter Levenda has researched the material for this book over the course of 25
years, visiting more than 40 countries and gaining access to temples, prisons,
military installations, and government documents. He is president of the
international division of a telecommunications company and the author ofUnholy
Alliance. He lives in Miami, Florida.

By Pamela Schuffert presenting investigative journalism from a Biblical Christian perspective-

GREETINGS to all my wonderful Canadian readers in all the provinces! I often receive
emails from Canadians, and my information network reaches not only across AMERICA but also
into CANADA. Many concerned Canadians have contacted me throughout the past 13 years of my
investigating, to warn me of signs they see of impending NWO takeover in Canada as well.

I have lectured in ABBOTTSFORD BC at one time, and gone on radio in TORONTO,
Ontario, with Lenny Bloom and CLOAK AND DAGGER BROADCAST. People in Canada have
contacted me, including Jason Hills of Kelowna, BC, who came down to interview and film
me regarding the FEMA detention camps in Idaho and Montana.

From Norman Mailer's review of Book One—The Nine:
Information sources throughout Canada have told me of seeing Russian military
Face-to-face with twenty-five years of research gathered from no less than forty
countries, most writers would have looked to come up with any number of spy,
horror, and suspense novels suggested by this trove of material. Peter Levenda,
however, tackled it head-on. So, he set himself the near-to-impossible task of pulling
together such diverse threads as pop culture, archaeology, anthropology, poetry,
religion, the occult, and a host of government actions overt and hidden. In return, he
has produced the first installment of a thesis that is by turns compelling, cautious,
maddening,
and
intriguing.

officers in full uniform in TORONTO, and whole apartments with with RUSSIAN
SPETZNAZ troops. WHAT ARE THEY HERE IN NORTH AMERICA/CANADA FOR???

Previous sources of information including a MILITARY VETERANS WATCHDOG
GROUP warned me of GERMAN BUNDESWEHR (military) coming into the country of
CANADA. German and Russian tanks also coming in with them. Some landed at first on

This book lives with the premise that there is a Satanic undercurrent to American
affairs. Since there is a world of clues and indications to support the thesis, but very
little qualifies as hard evidence, the author is enmeshed in a labyrinthine task. Given
the bewildering enormity of the attempt, one can forgive Sinister Forces its serious
faults for in recompense we are offered astonishing coincidences, improbable but
factual interconnections, occasional exposures of buried government history, outright
assassinations and inexplicable historic conjunctions that scream out for explanation
where none can be provided. Conspiratorialists will drown in new floods of old
forgotten material, rationalists will throw this book across the room, then get around
to picking it up and reading a little further before they throw it down again in a fury
at the uneasy possibility that the Devil could conceivably also be a part of our
ongoing and inexplicable American history. Worse! What if it—as Levenda looks to
indicate—it all goes back to the earliest American inhabitants, back to the mysterious
mound-building Pre-Columbian cultures of Kentucky up through the Salem witch
trials on to the Twentieth Century mind-control experiments, the obfuscations
surrounding UFOs, and Manson, and Sirhan, and November 22 in Dallas? The first of
these three volumes of Sinister Forces is already ten books in one. Depending on
one’s reading inclinations, this is either a disaster or a great bargain.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND and then proceeded into Canada. Many of the foreign troops in
AMERICA came in through CANADA and ALASKA also.

Richard Dubeau of Toronto, Ontario, told me of a horrifying situation. Richard warns
people of coming MARTIAL LAW/NWO takeover in CANADA and sells emergency food
supplies to help people survive. Richard told me of a special visit from an RCMP one
day. Introducing himself, the RCMP came into Richard's home. He revealed the following
information:"I am here to tell you, that UNDER MARTIAL LAW in Canada, I have
been assigned to TERMINATE YOU! But because you are an innocent man, and I am a good
man, I have resigned from this assignment. Simply know that YOU ARE MARKED FOR
TERMINATION under martial law in Canada!" He then left a very shocked Richard's home.
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maps and secret brochures of the government and military.CANADA, AMERICA AND
Interestingly, when I lectured in a church in Abbottsford, BC, I talked to the pastor

MEXICO will all be merged into REGION ONE of the coming TEN WORLD REGION of the

afterwards. He told me of what his daughter told him at that time. She works for the RCMP.

NEW WORLD ORDER.

"My daughter told me, 'Dad, I can't tell you everything, but just KNOW that the

Military sources I have talked to told me that it is already a "done deal, " including BRIAN

RCMP is monitoring Canadian citizens and collecting a list of NAMES OF PEOPLE

JOHNSON of OK City, OK. He told me that while working as a USAF security guard in

IN CANADA and putting it together for the future....'" He presumed that they were

CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN, CO (NORAD) in the 1970's, he was shown a classified military

people profiled to be arrested and terminated, just like in AMERICA, under a similar state of

brochure outlining the coming NEW WORLD ORDER agenda for North America. He was

MARTIAL LAW coming also to CANADA in the future.

shown a map in which ALL BORDERS WERE ERASED BETWEEN CANADA, AMERICA
AND MEXICO TO FORM REGION ONE OF THE COMING NWO AGENDA FOR OUR

Now, follow this scenario and line of thought. I later go live on radio in TORONTO on

CONTINENT.

"CLOAK AND DAGGER" broadcast. As I am being interviewed by Sherman Skolnick and Lenny
Bloom, I began to state, " When martial law is triggered in CANADA, I exhort the RCMP

My dear Canadian friends, understand that without YOUR knowledge or consent, this has

to exercise restraint towards the Canadians they are going to apprehend, arrest

already been determined forYOUR CANADA and is about to be revealed and enforced. This IS

and....."

what the NAU is all about! You have the SAME KINDS OF DETENTION CAMPS in Canada
and Alaska as in AMERICA. You have the same kinds of prisoner boxcars with

RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF THIS STATEMENT THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT

shackles in place in Canada as in America. You have the same foreign troops in place for

INTERRUPTS THIS BROADCAST AND CUTS ME OFF THE AIR! I certainly made

Canada as for America's future. SAME NWO/NAU agenda for CANADA as for America.

them very nervous that night as I was about to reveal what the RCMP was going to
do to Canadian citizens under martial law...just like RICHARD'S EXPERIENCE with

My many prayers for America include prayers for CANADA as well, and so

the RCMP!

should YOUR prayers in this hour.

I have received numerous reports from Canadians of RUSSIAN TROOPS arriving a

And you can be certain that just as PERSECUTION IS COMING TO THE CHRISTIANS

major airports in Canada, including ABBOTTSFORD, BC, and LETHBRIDGE, Alberta, CA.

IN AMERICA, so it shall come to Christians in CANADA as well. Same
NWO/ANTICHRIST agenda for both countries!

Canadians have told me also of sightings of PRISONER BOXCARS WITH
SHACKLES, including those evidently from GUNDERSON STEEL OF PORTLAND OREGON,

Christians prayer warriors in Canada, please fast and pray for YOUR country in this

painted UN WHITE and heading far north into BC from Portland, OR. Previously, photographs of

hour.

these boxcars were sighted on the Internet, but later they could not be found. They were allegedly
Intense NWO/martial law preparations along the US/Canadian border have been

taken far north, to a FORT RICHARDSON (or RICHARDS?) in BC.

sighted in the following regions:Where IDAHO, MONTANA and CANADA come together,
Indeed, Canada will experience the same kind of martial law transition as AMERICA. WHY?

including following highway 95 running up from Idaho, past Bonner's Ferry and right into Port

because already, the borders have been erased between CANADA, America and Mexico in military

Hill, Canada, and also where Montana and Canada come together above EUREKA, Western
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Montana (near Glacier/Waterton International Peace Park region.)

would use to patrol and control the 21st Century and life under the NWO.

Many sightings of PRISONER BOXCARS WITH SHACKLESand reports of new covert

This couple, under government attack for the husband producing superior quality bullet

detention camps building facilities throughout these region have been reported to me. I have

molds, is frequently targeted by visitation of these unmanned drone type spy craft discs, which

received much confirmation while researching up there.

harass them, shine bright lights on them, all to further intimidate them. They live in MOYIE
SPRINGS, Idaho, near the Canadian border.

Right past Bonner's Ferry as you go up into Canada on highway 95 through IDAHO,
locals have told me of sighting an obvious prisoner detention facility immediately visible as you

It would only make sense to expect that, just as there are many prisoner boxcars with

are going into Canada. Locals in SAND POINT, IDAHO, have told me of huge trucks carrying

shackles, foreign troops, and hidden detention camps are in that region on the AMERICAN SIDE,

concertina barbed wire and things for building detention camps, heading NORTH ON 95 towards

there surely must be the SAME on the CANADIAN SIDE as well.

Bonners Ferry and Canada.
DO not think you can escape by crossing the border into the USA. It will be terrible here in
NEAR THE BORDER OF CANADA, in Western Montana, in the YAAK RIVER VALLEY

the USA as well under martial law/NWO takeover. Furthermore, advanced technology for the

above TROY, there are consistent reports/sightings of a hidden UN MILITARY TRAINING BASE

border patrols will make it very difficult for you, should you try to sneak over the border. There

FACILITY. (In the CABINET MOUNTAINS.)Two people who witnessed foreign troops being

are sensors in the ground, remote cameras, the drone flying discs now patrolling the border, etc.

trained there, including on horseback, died later of mysterious causes, according to reliable
Be prepared, My friends in CANADA!-Pamela Schuffert

sources I interviewed while there.

I personally traveled into the YAAK in the KOOTENAI National Forest, to investigate
and interview. I met one man who told me of his experience of hunting with several friends, of
Uranus square Pluto

how A PLATOON OF FOREIGN TROOPS appeared seemingly out of NOWHERE, and
crossed in front of them, They said NOT ONE WORD. They soon disappeared into the woods.
Many hunters have had this experience in fact in that region.

I discovered while staying with a couple in IDAHO near the Canadian Border, that
the governments of both nations are using ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY to patrol the
border.They are using what appears to be unmanned FLYING
SPACECRAFT resembling DISCS, which are remote powered with obvious cameras to spy on
all activity below them. They often have bright lights they can direct on suspicious activities
beneath the unmanned drone craft. THESE ARE NOT "ALIEN CRAFT!" They are merely
advanced military spy technology, or BIG BROTHER activities to patrol the border more
effectively. I have personally witnessed pictures of such unmanned spy craft of the US
ARMY in one Army publication I discovered, boasting of their advanced technology they

Uranus in Aries will square Pluto in Capricorn seven times from 2012 to 2015 in the
degree range of 6-15 degrees.
Squares present conflicting, mutually exclusive desires. These desires remain exclusive
of each other if only dealt with on the level originally experienced. For instance the desire for
control (Capricorn) is mutually exclusive of a desire to treat others with equality (Libra). People
who have these two signs in square in their birth charts have the challenge of trying to satisfy both
desires. This brings conflict. The only resolution is to deal with these energies on a higher level, to
‘rise above’ and bring about some kind of internal compromise.
In the case of Aries and Capricorn, there is the need for freedom and self will of Aries and
the need for security, safety, and collective force of tradition (Capricorn). This conflict is played
out within the individual but also within socio-political structures around the world.
The question is can we all be free and all have enough?
The urge of Uranus in Aries is the urge for freedom and the right to create. The urge for Pluto
in Capricorn is an urge to survive in the physical world. These two forces on the global scene
can manifest in struggles over resources (survival) and freedom. Those who control resources
affect a strong and powerful force to keep those resources. Coming from a deeply rooted
fear about survival, those who ‘have’ fight to keep and those who ‘don’t have’ fight
to get.
The question now becomes is there a way for humanity to have the freedom to
create and also survive. Many individuals don’t do what they want in life because the
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necessity to attend to survival issues. Pluto governs money in the picture. Those with the money
can be creative and free. This is not a new issue. What is different now is the perceived limited
pile of resources left on earth.
Uranus reenters Aries on March 11, 2011 and is within orb of a square to Pluto all of 2011. The
demands for freedom will be apparent. At the same time so will the signs of evolution.
Then there are seven squares between 2012 and 2015. Will we go over the top and lose patience
with corruption, insist on reform, and expose the culprits?
Pluto in Capricorn reveals the misuse of power. Those who have amassed power have
been able to do so, in terms of collective consciousness, because of those who are afraid of their
own power. Corporations and government have been given power. Pluto in Capricorn will
challenge us to be in power over ourselves. A real resolution of this square as individuals is in
finding the compromise inherent in the expression, ‘freedom through responsibility’.
Because this is a 'waxing' square between Uranus and Pluto, Uranus is likely to win. Change
will prevail over the status quo. My guess is the new economy will tumble the corporation.
The blame game starts to come to an end. Individual responsibility becomes more of the norm.
Tradition and longstanding seats of power will experience a reduction of scope and influence. The
rise of accountability will make it too difficult for institutions, namely
corporations to flourish as they have in the past.
The history of past aspects between Uranus and Pluto that are similar suggest that these things
will not be accomplished without a fight. It could be a rough road.
From THE COMBINATION OF STELLAR INFLUENCES, by Reinhold Ebertin, p.198:
URANUS/PLUTO
Principle:
The process of transformation. (The collapse of the old order of things, the construction of the
new). Revolution.
Psychological Correspondence:
+ Restlessness, activlty, creative energy, the fight for the establishment of innovations and
reforms, a strong awareness of purpose and of objective, mobility, creative power, untiring effort,
endurance.
-Impatience, the tendency to scatter one's energies, fanaticism, one- sidedness, violence,
precipitate action, the mania of destruction.
C- Daring and also foolhardiness, the tendency to strive for new things, extraordinary powers of
creation and per formance.
Biological Correspondence:
Changes in the rhythm of biological processes. The relationship or connection between pulse and
breathing. Fever spots (found very often with insane people capable of being healed).
Sociological Correspondence:
Pioneers, reformers, explorers, people who are very much out of the ordinary or who are
endowed with universal genius.
P ro b a b le Man i f est a t ion s :
+ The attainment of great objectives by an immense application of effort, the bringing of new
things into being, the creation of new conditions of living.
-Acts of violence, upsets, subversive activities, putting the gun to someone's head, the
enforcement of decisions, an accident.
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A much more optimistic take on the Seven Squares of Power in Astrology. I like the way this astrologer
shows the countercurrents of freedom against the fascists, which is what Marilyn Muir identified in
"Presidents of Hope and Change" is the effect of planetary squares. While the mainstream current drives
toward fascism and control, the planetary back eddies and countercurrents strive for freedom. Ultimately
the countercurrent eddies will prevail because they are many and diverse and cannot be herded into
totalitarian control. Diversity and multiculturalism is a godsend and our salvation. Love thy neighbour as
thyself. As a wise rabbi once put it: "I am You and You are I for if I am not You and You are not I than I
am not I and You are not You."
Clow on the Uranus Pluto Square – from Denise at Transitions
Posted on June 21, 2012by Jean
As we know Barbara Hand Clow stopped writing her free monthly New Moon and Equinox/Solstice
reports in December 2011. Recently I received a couple of emails from readers letting me know that Clow
had a new astrological article up on her website. Here’s the first article from Clow about this very
important, challenging and reality changing transit.
Denise
June 21, 2012
http://www.handclow2012.com/bhcnews.htm
Welcome to the Truth: First Uranus/Pluto Square: June 24, 2012
By Barbara Hand Clow
“This is the first of seven articles on the seven Uranus/Pluto squares—2012-2015—the time of the early
stages of a great renaissance in our world. We are breaking through to another evolutionary level, a
process that always involves great struggle very much like a baby bird breaking its shell. Some day, people
will realize that our species experienced a great leap forward 2012-15, one that can be compared to the
late medieval Renaissance 500 years ago. During the Renaissance, we learned that art and beauty feed the
human soul; now during these seven squares, we are discovering the power of the human heart. This article
describes the potential of the first Uranus/Pluto squares in light of the critical issues we face right now. My
intention is to clearly assess current reality to identify the special qualities that can manifest do in this
climate. As many of you know, it seems to be impossible to comprehend what’s actually happening to our
species right now, and it seems to be even more difficult to forecast what is coming next. However, for one
small group of humans—astrologers—there is clear guidance at this time. We are very much needed right
now, so we must strive to find ways to describe what we know to ordinary people, not to just shop talk
among ourselves. I begin with the general astrological map of our times, which is very informative and
compelling.
Astrology is rarely as clear as it is right now: Pluto, which rules truth and debt, went into Capricorn in
2008 where it will be through 2024. When Pluto transits Capricorn, there is always a great struggle over
the control of human resources, so the battle opened with the financial crisis in 2008. Previously Pluto was
in Capricorn AD 778-795; 1024-1041; 1269-1286; 1516-1532; and 1762-1777, and all of these periods
were characterized by great transformative changes in the world. For example, the first period indicated—
778-795—was when Charlemagne carved Europe up into territories and the Papacy was granted its
territories, which has evolved into the hugely powerful Vatican Bank. The last period listed—1762-1777—
was the time of the American Revolution and its foundation as a nation. Simply put, we are in the early
stages of a gargantuan struggle over who globally owns and controls what. As it was during 1762-1777,
the United States is the central stage for this transformation because 1) it is still attempting to be the
world’s empire, and 2) in the USA 1776 founding chart, Pluto is in 28 Capricorn, so the US will have its
Pluto Return in 2022. Secondly, while Pluto is in Capricorn, during 2012-15, Uranus in Aries—revolution
and surprise—applies seven squares to Pluto that will trigger a crisis over all the issues that came forth
during the Uranus/Pluto conjunctions of the 1960s. The charts for the seven Uranus/Pluto squares are cast
for Washington, DC, since it is the theater for the struggle over global control. More about the 1960s in a
moment, since first we need more general astrology.
When Uranus goes into Aries every 84 years, a whole new innovative cycle begins, and the surprise factor
is always huge. The last time Uranus was in Aries was 1927-193—the previous world financial collapse.
Few doubt that we are now in the middle of a global financial crisis. Well, Uranus in Aries squared Pluto
in Cancer in 1932-34, but these were waning squares after Uranus opposed Pluto in 1901-02, the time
when processes complete, which in the 1930s was the West’s heavy industrialization. So, even though
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comparisons between our era and the Great Depression are tempting, something entirely new is going on,
since the squares are applying as the squares after the conjunction when new things emerge. We will see a
totally new reality emerging out of due the struggles generated by these squares. We need to identify what
this reality will be and also realize that nobody can avoid the coming changes. The Uranus/Pluto squares
were pushing everyone during 2011, which was so apparent with the Arab Spring and the European
financial crisis. Personally, anyone who is not experiencing great changes right now is resisting this
energetic push. However, you can see what’s actually happening to all of us if you face your truth. This will
happen because these seven applying squares are the first to occur since Pluto was sighted in 1930; we are
slated to hyper-truthful.
No matter how much anyone tries to hide from it, Earth’s people must adopt sustainable living, or the
slated renaissance will abort. As this new emergent reality formulates pushed by intense Uranus/Pluto
squares, we struggle to co-create with it. Meanwhile, many people are confused by the failure of the 1960s
alternative-cultural revolution, yet now we can now see that sustainability was birthed by the flower
children. This failure occurred because it wasn’t time yet. But now that Uranus has attained its square
position to Pluto, sustainability will be the fruition of the Uranus/Pluto conjunctions of the 1960s. This
failure forty years ago is the cause of a great amount of angst and pain between generations, which is
explored in depth in my article, “Uranus Square Pluto and Generational Tension”. This failure is the
wound that needs to be healed now because the generations must work together.
Elite power systems won the battle in the short run, but now a battle over the issues will be played out
again, and the winner is going to be chosen by each one of you. Let’s look at a few of them:
1) Organic farming and protection of species seems to have lost out to chemicals, genetic modification,
seed control, and pesticides. Corporate agricultural businesses seem to be totally dominant, especially
financially, yet locally grown organic food and species protection is emerging.
2) Alternative and natural healing has been constantly belittled and attacked by allopathic medicine and
pharmaceutical corporations. Yet, the Wellness movement has been growing in spite of them.
3) Sustainability struggles to save limited resources and to stop constant growth, while houses have
become “tear-downs” in the face of high rises as technology just keeps on producing seductive gadgets and
gobbling up world markets with the inventions. Yet, in this ferocious end-stage struggle to take
anything one can get, small sustainable communities are forming everywhere.
During the 1970s through 2000, movements to create sustainability and harmony with our planet were
driven underground, but they didn’t die and now they are the seeds for the new era 2012-15. However, the
global elite power mongers possess unbelievable power and control over resources by means of
globalization, corporate legal systems, and financial systems that concentrate money in the hands of a few.
Yet, the path we each must choose is so clear! Each person who buys or grows local organic, uses
alternative medicine, and lives simply (even if it’s only because they are forced to by the economic crash) is
turning the tables on the elite. Elite systems are crashing internally and externally just when the
sustainability movement is attaining critical mass. In this environment, the Uranus/Pluto squares are
pushing everyone to destroy the old systems, which forces more and more people to adopt new ways of life.
Many people are already noticing that they feel good when they are riding the new energy wave, yet they
feel chaotic and terrible when they resist the changes and cling to the old ways. This evolutionary tidal
wave is rolling anyone who can’t flow. The first square offers insight on the tides.
The chart for the first Uranus/Pluto squares is cast for 1:17 AM, EDT (Michelson) for Washington, DC,
and it gives us much information about the winners and losers in this struggle. Since the US is still the
dominant global power, I am using exact conjunctions to the USA 1776 founding chart (Sibley). The Sun in
3 Cancer is conjunct Venus-conjunct-Jupiter in the 1776 chart indicating that we must protect beauty and
nurture our resources, which emphasizes the need for sustainability. The Sun in 3 Cancer exactly trines
Neptune in 3 Pisces calling attention to the transit of Neptune in Pisces, which has just begun! Pisces is the
home sign of Neptune and its quest is spiritual awakening, so the central drive for beauty and wellbeing is
very spiritualized. Therefore, besides adopting sustainable living now, it is also time to activate our
imaginations. This combination tells us that we all need to engage in a collective dream by filling our
minds with beautiful images of the coming golden world. Jupiter, the lunar south node, and Venus all
square Neptune/Chiron, which means the awakening of our spiritual powers is very intense. This square
also shows us exactly what’s missing—a beautiful and spiritual life.
Of course, Uranus exactly squares Pluto, as the Sun in Cancer opposes Pluto, which stimulated the global
activation of nurturance. The Sun/Pluto opposition puts Uranus at the top of a T-square, so how this works
out will be a shock. This shaking will be continual through June 29, when the Sun exactly opposes Pluto

and later exactly squares Uranus; whew! Uranus exactly sextiles Venus in Gemini, so these surprises may
come through intellectual beauty, possibly a philosophical epiphany. Or, wild and chaotic expressions of
Mother Nature may awaken many to her beauty. Retrograde Saturn squares Mercury in Cancer, which
encourages us to meld our intentions with the sustainability movement, especially since Mars in Virgo
sextiles Mercury in Cancer giving us aggressive and clear minds. Putting it all together, the first
Uranus/Pluto square suggests that a religious crisis is brewing. This will probably be expressed in the US
elections with a Mormon contender, Romney, going against rather charismatic President Obama. Also, the
sexual abuse crisis in the Roman Church is simmering beneath the surface and many fingers point to the
Pope. In this testy environment, it is always best to keep your mind clear and know your own beliefs.
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astrology. This is useful for the major outer planetary aspects, as when viewed from the Sun
(Helio), we get a more solar system based view, there are no retrograde motions, so we end up
with one moment in time for the exact square.

Now to the climax of the upcoming Uranus Pluto square. The Heliocentic event of 1933 turned
out to be very useful when we looked at the timing. Here is the exact Heliocentric square coming
up, November 2013. As our Facebook friend Jen DeMorgan stated, “oh *$#%”. A very
challenging T-square pattern. Jupiter opposite Pluto, our faith is going to be tested, as will growth
and prosperity. The focus of the planetary aspect pattern in on Uranus, radical change and higher
awareness. Hang in there with us for the ride.

Marilyn Muir is a great astrologer and wrote a book called "Presidents of Hope and Change",
which is available for order at Amazon.com. She identified cycles such as the one identified
below. It is a major Oh-oh! I submit that the Tribulation may have just begun on June 24, 2012.
Uranus Square Pluto
June 21, 2012
By Jamie

Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging
planetary influence in a generation. These planets came together in the mid 1960′s and will
oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through a major generational upheaval. We
have starting feeling this already, as these planets came within one degree of the square from
June 2011.
Uranus represents change, invention, revolution and higher awareness. It’s effect is shocking,
unpredictable and erratic. Pluto represents globalization, destruction, transformation and renewal.
It’s effect is grinding, ruthless and extreme. Both of these planets are distinctly non-personal and
emotionless, yet their effect is dramatic and deeply felt. The square is the most challenging of the
planetary aspects representing tests and challenges. It’s effect is stressful and frustrating. Here
are some quotes from people discussing this Uranus Pluto square on our Facebook Page:
•
”Feels
exciting,
global
awakening.”
Viviana
Staikowa.
• ”our government is finally going to go thru a major change. Both scary and needed.” Ruby Page.
• ”Unrest. Polarisation between those who want change and those who want to keep the status
quo.”
Lynda
Stevens.
• ”a truly major shift that will surpass all previous shifts…The world is headed towards “rock
bottom,” a place we need to get to in order to wake up to higher consciousness for humanity and
the
world.”
Philip
Young.
• ”a very rebellious/revolutionary and transformative ride that will create a major energetic shift
globally.”
Susan
Powell.
• ”I forsee some difficult birth pangs for the Aquarian Age as the old guard is swept away.” Al
Mackenzie.
Uranus Square Pluto History
The last series of squares was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits. Many of the fears
astrologers have about the upcoming series are based on what happened to the world in the
early 1930′s, the Great Depression, political and social upheaval, and the rise of dictators and
extremism. For a different perspective, a more esoteric view, we can look at Heliocentric

Uranus Square Pluto Dates
We will be looking in more detail at each of the seven exact square as they approach, from our
earthly perspective through the geocentric horoscopes.
• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
The focus is on revolutionary change. The most telling of the seven squares is the one in the
middle, the one closest in time to the Heliocentric Uranus Pluto Square. Massive social, political
and economic upheaval.
Uranus Square Pluto June 2012
In the 1930′s, this heliocentric event occurred in January 1933. This was the height of the Great
Depression, the stock markets were was bottoming out, and unemployment was peaking. In
January 1933, Adolf Hitler cemented his power, becoming Chancellor of Germany. Soon after,
the Reichstag fire led to the a Decree nullifying many German civil liberties. Pluto, discovered
only three years prior, was in line with the Earth. This put a very Plutonic influence on this square
for us. For this 1933 square, Pluto was also conjunct a fixed star called Pollux, in constellation
Gemini. Ebertin says “Pollux has a strong Martian nature and has the name ‘the wicked boy’ of
the of the sibling Twins. According to its nature, this star is brutal and tyrannical, violent and cruel”
[Fixed Stars and Their Interpretation, Elsbeth Ebertin, 1928, p.41].
Uranus rules invention and technology, and square Pluto we saw in the early 30′s great
advancements in this area. If we look to Hitler as a manifestation of ruthless Pluto control and
power, we can see how he harnessed the cutting edge technology of the day. He was the first
political leader in the world to take advantage of air travel, spreading his message in person all
over Germany. He also led the way in the use of new media as a tool for propaganda.

There are two exact aspects in 2012 of Uranus square Pluto, the first on June 24, the second on
September 19. These planets square each other within one degree orb from June 3 to October
10 2012. Those things we believe are related to this square have been manifesting for at least
one year, such as the financial meltdowns and the revolutions in the Arabic counties. As the exact
aspect nears, we should expect these dramas to increase, both in number and intensity.
The heliocentric chart posted below under the subheading “Uranus Square Pluto Peak” describes
the overall influence of this major planetary aspect. It’s very challenging because Jupiter is
opposite Pluto, making a T-square to Uranus. But for now we want to see what this first square in
June 2012 looks like. Uranus on the fixed star Algenib makes one a “reformer or agitator“, so the
revolutions are set to intensify. The worst will come out with Uranus square Pluto on the
destructive fixed star Facies. You might expect a more calming and peaceful influence to come
from Venus sextile Uranus. I’m not sure about this given that Venus is retrograde and in the
stormy Hyades of constellation Taurus, “tears, sudden events, violence, fierceness“.

Uranus Square Pluto Peak
Today, our new technology is the Internet, and this does give hope for a “global awakening”. We
will most likely face similar challenges to those of the 1930′s. In the news we already see
extremism rising, unemployment rising, nationalism rising. One big advantage we have today is
global networking that the internet provides. It will be most important that this Uranian freedom is
upheld, and it will be challenged by Plutonian organizations and governments. We see the
Plutonian influence already with China. We see the Uranian influence already with Wikileaks.
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What follows is a transcript of a recorded speech inside the Zionist Chinese-Hebrew Masonic
Hyper-Lodge of "Holy Oak" in New York. The recording was made with electronic means by exmen of the Hellenic Central Intelligence Service in cooperation with electrical engineers of the
Hellenic Restoration Group in 1984, New York U.S.A..

BEGINNING OF THE RECORDED SPEECH

"…Brothers, in the name of Draconian Yahweh Asmodai Jedi, of the Saturnian Lord and Lord of
the Moon. After all that comprised the thesis of the teaching you have accepted, we would like to
have them closed with antithesis and avoidance of certain actions that could endanger our great
goal of the Atlantian group-of-races, through the extermination of the Andromedian-Dravidian
group-of-races in our planet. We roundup the denials you have been taught by Brother
STEINBERG. The nations, members of the Andromedian-Dravidian group-of-races, FOR ANY
GIVEN REASON MUST NOT HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE FOLLOWING:

1. The Atlantian group-of-races includes the 3 race branches of Israelites – Arabs – Touranian
Mongols, and this must remain hidden because of the danger from the revelation that the conflict
In times of trouble, people often turn to their faith for guidance and comfort. In this chart, you see
Jupiter is conjunct the South Node, and as Jupiter rules our faith and belief systems, you could
say we will return to our faith, the old ways of orthodox religion, or for some of us, the even older
ways of Paganism. It gets really interesting from here because Jupiter and the South Node are
very tightly square Neptune, which also rules religion, but more so the higher personal
relationship with the Divine, rather than the structure of the Church. This square suggests that the
global challenges we are set to face, will see some involvement of religion, but this in itself will be
a source of conflict.
At the more personal level, we may be torn between the comfort and security of the Church, and
the less structured, more individual spiritual path as shown by Neptune on the fixed
star Fomalhaut. Marina found that this star has a very ethereal nature, a lot like Neptune, and is
associated with gurus. Uranus square Pluto does suggest major changes in technology (the
internet), so we may see a rise in spiritual and religious personalities and movements on the web.
This, and our personal spiritual journeys are supported by Sun trine Neptune, so long as we avoid
the alure of these smooth talking gurus and other Neptunian catches like drugs, “All is well if Sun
trine Neptune keeps the right company. This would work exceptionally well on a spiritual path and
in service to humanity as a whole“.
One more point of interest is that Ceres is conjunct the May 2012 Solar Eclipse degree making it
especially significant. Ceres, as the ruler of cereal crops, may indicate that the simmering food
supply issue becomes more prominent later this year.
Related Post: Uranus square Pluto – Sexual Revolution
Home > 2012 Astrology > Uranus Square Pluto.

between them is faked, in order for the Andromedians to remain disoriented.

2. The Atlantian group-of-races founded and commands U.S.A., Soviet Union, European
Economic Community and China, and this must remain hidden because of the danger from the
revelation that the conflict between them is faked, in order for the Andromedians to remain
disoriented.

3. Members of the Atlantian group-of-races, Avarians and Bavarian Mongols of Germany, created
theory and action of Nazism - Fascism, and this must remain hidden because of the danger from
collapse of the fake Holocaust we created by genociding a part of our Atlantian Israelite people.
Our brothers, in the Name of Yahweh do not tantalize, because one tree bears fruit only after we
lop it.
We have destroyed one part of our people in order for the rest -who was without national zealto flourish.

4. All the religions of our planet were created by our Atlantians brothers with purpose their final
DRACONIANS CHINISE ASIAN FACE REPTILE

unification, regardless their seemingly differences.

by Jewel Del Core on Sunday, May 29, 2011 at 1:42pm ·
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5. The head of our group-of-races is Israel, the heart of our group-of-races is Arabs, the kidney

13. Nefeleim are the reproduced race from Epsilon Bootes that drove the 5 races of 5 planets to

of our group-of-races is Touranian Mongols.

conquer the Earth, under Tamil’s leadership who is the high officer of the supreme Draco
Yahweh.

6. The head of the Andromedian Dravidian group-of-races is Hellas, and the only way to get rid
of this snake of knowledge and demystification, is its final fall and crash, after we raise it too high

14. Yahweh and his draconian population arrived in our local space of Earth using the ships

in the position of the International Peace & Security Leadership in order to take on its shoulders

Levanah (Moon) and Lilith, 12.500 years ago, and were permitted to colonize Atlantis which was

the full responsibility of the failures of International Management and the collapsing of Nations

already colonized, as the rest of the planet Earth, by Andromedians.

that we will secretly perpetrate through the Masonic lodges for the year 1995.
15. Yahweh and his people declared revolution against the Government of the Local Galaxy and
7. We will lead all the nations of the planet to ask the head of Hellas on the plate for its failure as

thus against the Federal Government of the Local Group of Galaxies that have as a center the

a international leader of Peace & Security in the upcoming septennium and that will be our moral

Andromeda Galaxy. Yahweh ordered Tamil to play the role of the “Devil”.

alibi in order to completely genocide the Andromedian Hellenic race. Hellas is surrounded by our
Touranian Mongols brothers of Turkey, Albania, Bulgaria and our Arab brothers of the

16. Yahweh, under the names of Sin, and Zion, engaged in the conflict of the Uranus dynasties

Mediterranean, and our nation Israel, and all the above must remain hidden because of the

(Uranus, Zeus and Saturn), and made alliance with the first rebels of Saturn, against the Galactic

danger from the revelation of the total genocide of Hellenes we perpetrate for the year 1995.

Government and against Uranus and Zeus, the representatives of the Galactic Government.

8. All the political ideologies corresponding to the colors of the rainbow were founded and are

17. The 3 outer planets still obey in the Galactic Government while the 6 outer planets under

commanded by our Brothers in order to disorientate and divide Andromedian Dravidians

Saturn obey to the great rebel Yahweh.

Hellenes.
18. The ships of the Local Galaxy and Andromeda Galaxy have already arrived in the orbital level
9. Hellas has passed from the occupation of our Touranian Mongols brothers of Turkey, to the

of planet Neptune in order to engage for the restoration of Galactic Authority in our Solar

occupation of our Israelite brothers of England and the U.S.A..

System.

10. That the main biblical religions that refer to Jerusalem, are the same regardless of their

19. The forces and ships of Yahweh are in a disadvantageous technological position, but will

contradictions and that our Atlantian brothers wrote the “Protocols of the elder of Zion” in order

defend to the last one with the help of the Nations of our Planet, with the technology of U.S.A.

for the Andromedians Goyim to believe in the alleged conflict between Judaism and Christianity.

and the Soviet Union.

The Andromedian head Hellas will be the Political Antichrist of the upcoming septennium.
Alelou Yahweh Alelou Yah, Alelou Ia, Alelou Metatron, Alelou Asmodai."
11. The Atlantian Israel will be the Political Christ of the 1000 years socialism, until for the Master
of the planet Saturn to take himself the everlasting government.

END OF RECORDED SPEECH

12. The Saturnian Lord will command the underground Nefeleim of AGANTA and SABALA and the

ublished on May 19, 2012 by maidenkid84
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/2010/09/galactic-federation-of-light-pleiad...

nightmarish DEROS of the underground lodges to climb in the surface of the planet in order for
Hellas to take additional impeachment during the kingship of the Political Antichrist of Hellas, and

"Galactic Federation of Light", "Pleiadians" and rest Dragonian sewage

additional impeachment to the Andromedians that live in the inner cavity of the planet.

Readers of our blog are putting pressure on us in order to comment the appeared thousands of
youtube videos that mercilessly propagandize in the World Wide Web the alleged "GALACTIC
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FEDERATION (GALACTIC GOVERNMENT) OF LIGHT" and/or the alleged "PLEIADIANS".
We will not write much because already from the several G.H.REES documents that we have
publicized in our blog (Greek and International version) a long time ago, It's becoming more than
obvious the grand fraud and the psychological operation (psyop) of the Dragonians, taking in
consideration the following data:

Published on May 14, 2012 by maidenkid84
Raymond Drake's very rare book. Download it!
http://www.mediafire.com/?8u7kqfc675c71s2

a) The "Galactic Federation of Light" is presenting itself with a complex emblem that contains
inside it the "Reversed Epsilons", presented as )+( with curved epsilons (exactly as the "reversed
Epsilon" symbol variation that prefer to use the Theosophical Masonic gangs of the Pseudo"Epsilon"-"Olympians"-"Krinaetoi"(Rosicrucian Lodge of the Crinum & Eagle) etc etc, by falseimpersonating the alleged returned Dodecatheon of Zeus, false impersonated to them by
Cronians(Saturnians - Savaothians)/Yahweh Demons). But the climax and the completely
ridiculous thing in this case is that their complex emblem except from the )+( contains inside it
also and the "STAR OF DAVID" or the "CABBALISTIC HEXAGRAM OF SOLOMON" as a main
emblem of the Lunar/Dragonians forces and of their communication methods with their earthlings
subordinates: "tele-controlled projectiles". So here is completely obvious the alliance -- collusion
of the Theosophists Cronians 666 with the Lunar Dragonians 888.
b) The "Galactic Federation of Light" is presenting itself with eponym supreme governors of their
ships the entire Lunar Sin-Zion-Sion-pseudoYahwehic Dragonian drain that blood bathed and
wiped out the planet and especially the White Andromedian Pelasgian and the Black Sirian Race
for about the last 13000 years. Namely they presents as their ship's governors the: Metatron or
Mataron of the demon possessed lunatic and loser black magician Pseudo-EUMOLPOS (enemy
of G.H.REES), the Gabriel, Uriel, Michael, ...Urinael and all the rest known Lunar Cancerous
sewage of the Galaxy accountable to the Universal Justice -- NEMESIS preparative to the
Ultimatum years 2012 -- 2013.
c) The "Galactic Federation of Light" presents formations of luminous semi -- transparent
spherical ships and/or holograms that form in the sky: Christs / Angels and the Judeo-Christian
Cross Symbol. G.H.REES has for a long time ago informed the public about the form of these
ships of 2nd Dimension of matter rarification (For earthlings the 2nd dimension ships are visible
as bright semi-transparent geometric spectral solids. Higher Dimension Space Wars: SPACE
GATE OF PYLOS:http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/space-gate-of-pylos.html
) and therefore the sub-daughter vessels of this alleged "Galactic Federation of Light" are actually
Lunar ships of the directly above Dimension namely of the 2nd Dimension. The true ships of the
Galactic Andromedian Forces of planet Saturn that can drive through the defensive barriers of the
adversary and that can monitor "inductively" our planet and/or that can commit
tectonic/electromagnetic(EMP)/meteorological warfare against the adversary, are ships of the 3rd
Dimension and above, made of Neutrino matter, and therefore are completely invisible.
d) The "Galactic Federation of Light" and the alleged allies of them the "Pleiadians" are admitting
that they communicate with their earthlings subordinates and spokesmen through
"CHANNELING" namely through "MEDIUM" namely through "DEMONIC POSSESSION -TRANCE -- CATALEPSY". Those though are not the ways of communication that apply the true
Governmental-Federal Andromedians Hyper-Scientists in Saturn's Orbit but are "ways of
communication" (Read: WAYS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TERRORISM AND MENTAL CONTROL -WARFARE) that prefer to use the sewage of the Galaxy, known also as: Black Magicians
Cronus/Yahweh Inc. -- spacebandits and annihilators of planets and solar systems -- megacells
of PANA or SYM-PAN or Universe or Universal Organism. G.H.REES communicates with those
true Governmental -- Federal Andromedians in Saturn's Orbit by strictly using only SCIENCE and
TECHNOLOGY of passive and active telecommunication devices NETRINO/NASER, while the
charter of the Group strictly forbids from the Group's members any Para-psychological or Spiritual
activity-method, as members which also have as a duty to immediately report to their superiors
any para-psychological harassment against them whatsoever.

http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca/2011/05/complete-truth-about-draconians-and...
The Complete Truth about the Draconians and Moon (PART 1)
Icke is right in some things in his new moon research but under the false guidance of his Rabbis,
Mediums-Psychics and voices in his head (aka: Lunar influence) he continues to conceal the truth
and the whole picture. So here it is in brief:
Moon is a gigantic ex-physical-planetary body converted (terraformed) into a hybrid hollowed
space semi-artificial body capable of travelling into interstellar space.
Moon origins is the constellations of Draco and Boötes a coalition Draconian rebellious
constellation.
(See: scotish astronomer Duncan Lunan research, Russian Academics Vasin & Scherbakov,
NASA/JPL leaked statements, G.H.REES research, Raymond Drake, Don Wilson, etc)
Moon is governed by a race of Reptilians from the Draco constellation. The reptilians are
dominating the Moon with extremely high technology and beings in two parallel space dimensions
separated by light barriers (c, and c*10^6). Our current 1st visible Dimension of matter rarification
(3rd Real) and the 2nd Dimension (4th Real) invisible to our sensors. The 2nd Dimensions of
Reptilian Beings rules the 1st and can see all that happens in the 1st. The 1st cannot directly see
what happens in the 2nd but has technological capability to communicate with the 2nd.
The Reptilians are a mutineers spacebandits faction which acts as a cancer against the Universal
Organism. They made a rebellion million years ago against the Galactic Order and the Galactic
Government - Federation. They wander around the Universe stealing planetary raw - valuable
materials, by using the original planetary settlers as slaves aka:"Lord's servants" who bring out
the raw materials to the surface. After that, they steal them, genocide the settlers, destroy the
planets and leave for another solar system in order to repeat the mega-crimes and spread the
cancer. They create religions and after that masonic-matrix-mind-control NWO pyramidal beehive
systems in order to manipulate the "Lord's servants". In case the system is occupied by
populations that are faithful to the galactic government (aka, the white andromedian race) they
usually create through genetic engineering serpent DNA hybrid humans that look like the
Draconian Chinese that live today in our planet. Then they use the Draconian Chinese serpentsaurian looking hybrids in order to assimilate and essentially genocide and overrun the enemy
unfaithful to them population.
Moon came to our solar system around 20.000 B.C. when there was a legal Andromedian
Government in our system, the Uranides or Varuna Dynasty (See: Hindu Scripts). Uranides
means "People that came from the Sky" = Skylings. The Uranides rulers dynasty consists mainly
of Zeus (Diaus Pitar in Sanskrit) and Saturn-Cronus factions. By the time moon entered in our
solar system there was already a civil space war between Zeus-Cronus (See ancient Hellenic
myths, Hesiods' theogony, Titans clash etc). Zeus made a temporary win against the mutineer
Cronus-Saturn-Savaoth and closed the rebelious Cronians to prison-like places, like the
Underground Tartars.
Moon at this time (20.000 B.C.) made a first attempt to enter Earth's orbit, that failed. It made a
collision course towards Earth which was intercepted by the Andromedians Uranides.
The second attempt was successful and Moon entered Earth's orbit around 11.436 B.C. (See
G.H.REES and Raymond Drake research, Tiahuanaco Bolivia encarvings, etc)
The Earth then was already occupied by white race colonizers from the Andromeda constellation
and by the local indigenous Black Sirian Race. The white race Hellenes civilizers from
Andromeda came to Earth through the star-portal of Sirius(Hyperion=Supersun) as a scientific
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mission in order to teach and civilize the indigenous Black Race about the Ecological Harmony
and Universal Physical Laws. (See the Chronicles of the Dogon Tribe in Africa)
The Reptilians Draconian Moon having as high commanders: Asmodai Metatron and El Shaddai
(See: Bible) or Sendai - Jendai (See: Star Wars) - or Judas, asked from Zeus permission to
disembark its populations to Earth.
Category:
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- Vrill love music...and pain causing and screams... - really like music.... they dance to it..... [31 May at
17:35]- they live to hear music- soothes the savage beast- even advancing at me as a horde... to swarm
me... if i start singing a new song- they start bobbin their ugly heads buzzin along they get happy and dance
start havin sex with each other- till songs over n omg lookout if you stutter or voice cracks- they will swarm
you...- me i mean

Education
Tags:
--- Vrill language, Screams, clicks…

• Vrill quotes
By Douglas Henson in Donald Marshall-CloneCenter Victim · Edit Doc
*VRILL*: for clarity I edited these quotes from Donald by correcting typos but essentially leaving the way
in which he said things intact. I would refer anyone to google search or go back through the archives to find
the context in which some of these statements were given if you’re interested, but hopefully this will
consolidate some info and Donald can elaborate or expand on any of these points so there can be a good
introduction to Vrill for people unfamiliar with these creatures. Dates that I managed to get are included.
**This document is continuously revised and ongoing.**

--- Physical Appearance

- They have 2 claws.... like big fingernails... one main big one and a smaller thumb claw.... they couldn’t
operate machinery.... ok their mindset... eat sleep sex.... get torturous on a human..... that is all.... [31 May
at 17:35] - They have 2 claws, one big main one and a smaller thumb claw... they’re just like fingernails
just big and thick, they’re diggers so they’re evolved for burrowing. Smart enough to use tools- They're just
parasitic prehistoric lizards... all are a foot tall..... they all must be killed....[31 May at 17:35]- They’re 1
foot tall weak and hollow boned, their weaknesses are how weak they are :) there are a bunch deep
underground unknown how many in colonies... on surface people hide them as pets and there are a bunch
of humans in the world (drones) walking around in human bodies they’ve body-snatched.- Their heads
resemble the body of a king crab- Body covered in red scaled- Exoskeletal spine, with proboscis on top of
spine that can shoot a parasite into a human's eye and into the brain, creating a body-snatched human
"drone".- On the discovery channel there is an odd prehistoric looking insect that lays eggs in a body near
water... like body of a grasshopper... oddly enough....this small bug controls the grasshoppers brain very
basic... makes it jump to the nearest water source to then lay its eggs in the grasshoppers dead body as it
kills the grasshopper not by bodily control or muscle, this bug is very small... visible to the naked eye... it
controls the grasshoppers brain for i forget how long just to instinctually jump towards nearest water
source... grasshopper lands badly too from jumps... like stupid zombie grasshopper [31 May at 12:32]Their heads slightly resemble the crab people in the K-os video for the song "Crabukkit" -----> http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v180/hensonism/kaos3.jpg ,http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v1
80/hensonism/kaos4.jpg , http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v180/hensonism/kaos1.jpg

- vrill are ancient... survived dinosaur extinction... other things but they couldn’t tell you, they didn’t record
their history... dumb things... they scratch stuff on the walls but no written language..... oh they scream too
when in distress... calls to others... and it is a scream...sounds like nothing you’ve heard before.- vrill
passed the story down with their language of clicks and squeaks. They were there before Atlantis :)- the
things are stupid and erratic violent and evil, also being so small they are instinctively cowards alone...
they attack in groups... they can communicate with a language of clicks and whistles, they have built in
sonar for clicking in total darkness underground... they used the mindcomputer stuff on them to see what
sonar visually looks like to them and they saw it,... its a kind of pretty bluish view ... they used this view to
make a recreated view with computer graphic its how daredevils (Ben Affleck) saw when he looked at
Elektra in the rain.... nearly exact... 31 May at 12:32- Yeah those disgusting things bit me a bunch of times
Ive picked em up... now lizards didnt evolve so good intelligence wise they are so dumb... can say some
words like talking after breathing helium, sound like that.... 1 June at 18:52

--- Vrill Sexuality

- they're A sexual....its comical.... they make trains of group sex... its horrifying to behold... 30 front to back
[31 May at 13:51]- they’re a-sexual, all the same gender.... both male and female sex organs.... their asses
double as vaginas.... and they make trains... they put this in a psi factor show... where a guy was trapped
with them... and underground with them.... only they were bigger.... they formed a chain at the end of the
program and did their thing and the guy screamed..

--- Vrill Religion- Azazel.... this is the name of the reptilian god from an ancient religion called Gerber....
the vrill used to worship.- and now they worship me :( - as a living god- they cant wait for me to die- they
want to eat me daily- multiple times daily once im dead- There's a few religions that worship them as
demons from hell here to help humans in the name of the devil.... been hiding them secret for centuries... till
now
- 31 May at 15:28

--- Vrill and Music
---Donald fighting the Vrill, Their poison bite, Black Eyed Peas reference to Vrill
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- to be eaten alive by one or more of these things as a clone or in real life is worse than being burned to
death which is one of the worst things itself... they have a necrotic bite that paralyses after about 5
seconds,... less if they swarm you which they do because they're only a foot tall. Elizabeth has sicked them
on me many times but I kill many before they get me... as a kid i was terrified... then i figured why not... so I
started stomping the shit out of them... dancing around in the dirt stomping... they restrained me after that
if they had them bite me... its why i put the line in the BLACK EYED PEAS song let the beat rock??? um sez
beats so big um steppin on leprechauns y'all gettin down with the boom boom.... half the celebs loved it
because they're terrified of vrill... [30 May at 22:07 ]
- oh so the one i had picked up I grabbed its legs and smashed its upper half off the edge of the hockeyboards....obliterating it.... Elizabeth had me bit for that ...1 June at 20:36

--- Maria Orsic – VRIL Society, claims they escaped to Aldebaran using ufos they made from
instructions apparently channeled by maria orsic via humanoids from Aldebaran

- no... some true some is bs they’ve spread.... right about rockefellers hiding them... roths[childs] too.... no
space travel though these things can make a sandwich but no... Saucers? Lol

--- Comparison to Mythical Creatures

- I have to tell you about these grotesque hideous things as it is very possible that I may have an aneurysm
or after i wake up a little while... I stomped a bunch and they got mad that I killed too many of em... gotta
tell people :) 1 June at 18:15
- I had physical wars... their saliva is one of the most painful substances to living things in the world... 2
June at 10:01
--- What do the Vrill eat?
- people... occasionally because the vrill thing gets mad... like a druggie needs humanbevery once in
while... real too...1 June at 20:47
- its going to sound like im scaring you.... with this but Im not.... you must know this... the Vrill prefer... to
eat children, said they taste better... same difference from eating a large old lobster and a smaller younger
lobster... some say smaller younger lobsters taste better... also some say female lobsters are better than
male... the popes sex slaves that no one can believe about..... theyre used as sex slaves.... then thrown into
the pit to be eaten by Vrill... while others watch.... im sorry to just say so plainly... 2 June at 10:11
- kidnap children to feed the things... also feed them live victims because as someone else said to me and
surprised me they knew... they frighten their prey first...for the adrenaline surge, it makes human blood and
tissuez taste better to vrill 2 June at 12:21
--- Human Fear of The Vrill

- humans have an automatic instinctual fear of them.... just like looking at spiders and scorpions... humans
somehow instinctively fear stuff like that. And with Vrill its times two... and they look so evil ugly... its
incredible.... you'll understand what I mean when they're bein hunted :) Theyll be on tv- ive seen this
reaction when Vrill are exposed to the highest level scientologists that pay for the highest level of
knowledge, even when they regret becoming a scientologist at this point they know they must follow or they
will die... possibly eaten by aliens potentially through cloning over and over... its a trap... to make you
unquestionably loyal.... [31 May at 13:12]- Britney Spears can't even look at them when shes a clone
lmao... flips... its like the instinctual fear when humans look at a big spider or scorpion, you know somehow
that thing can possibly kill you... but its like double spider scorpion at the same time... they eat people..
animals... total carnivores... can eat some fruit but veggies make em sick... they get tired of eating clones its
not as good to them.... and they like it when humans scream n then don't scream anymore [31 May at
11:42]

- Chupacabra is another name for vrill... I didn't want to say chupacabra because it sounds dumb... but
yeah... leprechaun demon mag yoi troll pixie fairy fey folk gremlin, doppelganger mimic... but their name
has always been Vrill from their earliest records which are scratches on the wall- gremlins is another name
of theirs... next, the shapeshifting refers to the transition from Vrill to human drone..... truthers say this
[shapeshifting] as a hint so they don’t have a remote aneurysm like Tila [Tequila] had... they could have
killed her... allowed her to live... the truthers don’t like vrill but are afraid.... they add their hints in [and]
hope someone will talk and save them someday.... and that day is now- they’re not demons not dark ones
they’re stupid lizards they use to bodysnatch people... they don't come in spirit form they come at people
when clones... in rem... its science and technology... not mystical spiritual... [31 May at 16:55]- they’re not
magic or demonic unholy power, they’re simply parasitic lizards... a really smart bipedal iguana... waaay
uglier than an iguana though.... ugliest animal on earth [31 May at 17:02]
- they're not demons... its a metaphor... they're prehistoric parasitic lizards from underground... dumb...
that's all.... amazing intelligence for an animal... but no emotions... evil... born evil... its just an animal, 31
May at 15:30
- an animal which must be rendered extinct, 31 May at 15:32
--- How the Vrill would infiltrate homes and lay eggs to parasite humans
- i had one picked up once... and it was trying to look cute but this thing is a human killing bodysnatching
thing...so the cute act did not work... it was literally stumbling around clasping its claws behind its back
like Marylin Munroe at a photoshoot.... they do this instinctively to infiltrate...then when in and kept safe as
an unknown thing wow this thingvis smart some ugly though.. ugly scaled monkey toy!!! then the Vrill once
infiltrated releases reproductive fluids by choice... stored stuff... and faster than you think secretly without
the owners knowing like an evil alf... which it is... just a terrestrial alien tho... So lays a clutch its called of
3 eggs... they hatch in secret then someone is taken over by the parent...n he supposedly is ill.... this
happened many times in the past... people thinking they had an angel demon or leprechaun... or troll...
some of the old fables about trolls are about these guys and are true... you think they are made up bedtime
stories but nope legends passed down to warn against the danger of trolls... mag yoi in china means
underground troll. 1 June at 19:58

--- Vrill and Norse Kings
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- Both had Vrill…trolls to Viking- Parasitic to some human priests- They mined gemstones for Vikings and
the Danish kings…why the Danes were so wealthy back then
- they told me they knew the danish kings and in return for bringing the king the amethyst from a massive
underground geode, the king *so they said* would give the "Trolls" [they called them] dogs chickens and
children... for eating. not trying to scare... 1 June at 18:52

---Caverns, Worshiped as Gods, Rewritten into History by Drones

- deep in earth are tunnels and huge caverns... too much pressure that deep for humans to survive.. vrill
dont need as much oxygen and are aquatic too... stay under a long time... they're worshiped secretly by
certain religions that I'll reveal later... they're worshiped now because for hundreds of years in one case
1000s of years they were thought to be demons... angels... gods from stars... now they got written into
secret pages of some older religions by idiotic people and drones they took over and mimicked, they were
protected as a religious devotion... they say God made them for a reason and everything happens for a
reason... and when I get them extincted... that will be happening for a reason too :)
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--- Machines That Can Hunt Them Down

- they're small though... and tunnels underground only a foot around... each country will mass produce a
killing robot... MASS PRODUCE like a rolling killing thing.... mini flashbang grenades they're blinded by
bright light... they have built in sonar the robots will train on the clicking they click... then just send em
in.... there's millions of these things down there....- above ground it wont take much to track them down...
they stink like something rotten and people will give them up to save themselves... for the many
underground, a gas or virus toxic to lizards will be made and mass produced so we can internally gas the
planet internally.... I can imagine it will be a worldwide collaboration.

--- Vrill In Dungeons N' Dragons

- they modeled the body of vrill off a hook horror in dnd... the rich guy gary gygax that invented dnd did
that and put their name in the game... he attended cloning centers too...dead now though...- made hook
horrors have a different head though cuz theyre uglier than anything in dnd... also added muscle to the
hook horrors body... Vrill are skinny and breakable... hollow bones- yup... the power is the takeover [how
they swarm a single person]

--- What Killed dinosaurs?

--- Elites turning the Vril in to save themselves
-Meteor they've said to me... but vrill survived this cataclysm being so far underground....

--- Erased message about eating native children- Monitors at cloning stations

- [PARAPHRASED FROM A DELETED MESSAGE] They have giant tv monitors at the clonezones, they
watch children being dropped by rope into a cylindrical hole in the ground, with a 1ft door at the bottom.
The child thinks its friends are playing a trick on them, and then someone opens the tiny door and Vrill
begin to very slowly walk out as if to maximize terror in the confused child. They begin shaking and
trembling, trying to befriend the Vril out of fear by saying how cute they are, but they are killed and eaten
while everyone at the cloning center watch on large tv monitors which also record the event.

- the rich are giving them up... to save themselves.... problem the good people there as clones that pass out
if you make them look at Vrill too close, and the incredibly evil people that like Vrill more than humans and
have helped them become drones. These two different types of humans want to claim they were ALL only
complicit because of fear.... they all want to survive after turning in the lizards...- people like Elizabeth and
Charles and Vladimir don’t want to get lynched.... no vrill have their claw on a nuke button... their
handlers do....no one is gonna push the button.... they want a way to ensure their own survival.... they will
give up the Vrill with pleas for mercy for themselves... leniency... they will help make them extinct... I can
imagine no mercy will be tolerated for the vrill society leadership, but that is to be expected and is not my
problem,... shut down cloning centers eradicate Vrill and punish and replace ringleaders... this key to
ensure the survival of the earth [31 May at 13:44]- if the vrill society get found out helping another species
helping control humans the vrill society would be known as people that betrayed the human race to an
alien being... they would be executed or worse lynched in the street... so they really try to cover all the
bases… [31 May at 12:41]

--- Vrill as pets for the elite
- they're kept secret, some world leaders grew up with them, they made the sitcom "Alf" about them, some
have a hole in their basement walls and give these things animals and in some cases humans... they're kept
ultra secret, Elizabeth's pet is named Matilda... its bigger than average and old...they're smart. not nearly
as smart as a human but can say some English words and have their own language of clicks n pops n
gurgles built in sonar and everything... secret room recently made public tell all about these things, and
there's even more... gotta kill these things off, and gas internal earth on a global scale...
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- people scared now... its ok... the nwo want to destroy them now... to save themselves... its all but over...
this is why they gave tila supposed permission to join me without getting killed... theyre gonna give up with
the first angry crowd and point the way... to save themselves...from the populace... seriously...31 May at
15:24
- no need to be scared... no reprisals coming.... they have capitulated... that means surrendered
basically.... unconditionally but will beg for theyre lives and leniency. Dont get stressed out in fear.... there
is no need to... its as good as done... I need to raise an angry mob... to confront harper or elizabeth...
Harper will fold easily... he is terrified. 31 May at 15:26
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--- So the lizard vrill are being thrown out as the scapegoat, and the illuminati want to dodge the
blame?

- Yes…a planned hoax of theirs that will not succeed- they’re hoping for my success.... guys they’re gonna
allow me to win... DO NOT STRESS They just want it to unfold correctly without chaos...- they're not a
faction even in the Illuminati....they have little say [31 May at 17:10]- they’re an oddity they [need?] for
the biological properties.... the Satanists try to play like Lucifer and Azazel the lizards’ god, which supplied
them with his demons to grant them powers of immortality... but most of even them know this part ------>
they’re just a stupid animal :) and the Illuminati will give them up to be destroyed in an attempt to get
leniency and mercy from the populace... [31 May at 17:12]

--- Drones- [My Paraphrasing] the Vrill have a proboscis on their exoskeletal spine that shoots a parasitic
worm containing the intelligence of the vrill into someone's eye, then into the brain where it controls them
and the vrill gets to experience life as a human, albeit a dumber and more evil human known then as a
drone.- there are many Vrill in society walking around trying to enjoy life as humans... but they’re
detectable... with catscans and other tests- sometimes they have one eye swelled out more than the other
due to the "transition" and theyre way more dumb than the original person.... but smarter than normal
Vrill... as they adapt to higher intelligence but are still dumb... they have a vacant look, there are medical
ways to detect them... drones do a LOT of the unbelievable evils you hear in the world- [They] are very
loyal slaves... they just like the opportunity to be humans,... they say the quality of life is better.... they
become smarter.... like a really dumb guy... and they’re evil child molesters, half turn gay other half are
bisexual

--- Vrill’s getting chipped with human consciousness, then droning a human to make a new chippedVrill drone.

- Vrill heads are too small for a chip...so they put the chip on the outside of their heads and insert a wire to
the spot in the brain it needs to go... Then they can literally put a human conscience in the vrill... Its
disorienting but they do... Then they do the spine-in-your-eye thing to a human and cheat death but this
drone is different... Less side effects regarding intelligence and other things but... Evil.... Very evil
afterwards, half gay child molester and hurting things bring them pleasure.... They’re all over the place
too... We will need a worldwide cat scan and destroy them all....

area 51 to make saucers... Made em... Test flyin but it was during the cold war... This thing was unstable,
incredible speed i dont know how the pilot didnt die... If it accidentally crashed in a town the russians
woulda got wind of it and become nervous of a superweapon... So they put alien looking symbols on it in
case of a crash.... It crashed, the skin was mylar... Now they said they made this material ten years later but
they had it before just didnt disclose it to public... The russians heard about the landing and were afraid the
americans were down with aliens... The americans fostered this idea to keep russia in check.... Russians
and chinese have been vrill droning the world for decades from hospitals...and other places... They could
be lying but i dont think so i would have met one... They said there's just vrill. Oh and drones are detectable
in cat scans... There will be a world wide purge as they call it of all vrill drones. And markIII clones with a
dead mans consciousness in the chip in his head...
- Are they an alien/e.t. race, or an indigenous earth race?
•

earth.... always been on earth... they say they were in Atlantic... kept really primitive records...said
Atlantis destroyed itself rather than be entirely parasitized.... these things have an instinctual like
sex drive to take over humans... and half the illuminuts think that Lucifer or Azazel wants his
followers to make drones... in tribute to him... so they do. 2 June at 09:43

- Yeah they don’t know any EXTRA terrestrials though... they speculate on anunnaki and greys are a total
invention... leaked because they if their saucer crashed in a town they wanted [the] Russians to think it was
aliens and not a secret weapon being tested... which it was... and that was cold war time too... there are no
greys, they don’t hang with space aliens... there are only Vrill.l 31 May at 20:15

--- Vrill and "South Park"- crabnasties is the name I called Vrill... the makers of south park or the
owners thought it would be funny to put something similar into a south park episode... making fun of me
trying to inform the world about Vrill... had Eric Cartman running around as if he were me saying aaah the
crab people oooh someone save me from the crab people and they come up from underground and start
running around taking over.... they look something similar to vrill too... Its all right under your noses...
--- Vrill and The Simpsons- some of you will remember or watch presently a show called the Simpsons
with Bart Simpson. continued in next post here 1 June at 04:22 - I forget if it was a halloween episode or
not... but.... It was Illuminatti made... um was the one where the aliens with the pods were from space and
they were posing as clinton and bob dole and were laughing about how they were still voting pro alien lol
for clinton or dole.... I want you guys to watch that because they made that episode to stick it in the worlds
face.... but they dont come from outer space... they come from deeeep underground in tibet they said... and
they named themselves... theyre name is Vrill and they must all be destroyed... animal activists had better
shut theyre mouths when it comes to these terrible things as they must be rendered extinct... Im sure you
agree... I know its scary too... but cant hide under the bed... you have to do something... because your a
human. and no one is safe... unless the cloners and handlers of these things are stopped, 1 June at 04:30
•
Like · Report · 14 hours ago

--- Aliens, Greys, Vrill Society, Area 51…

•
•
- there are no greys, no nibiru, there are only vrill and they come from underground... feel privileged to
know this...anyone else tell you this they will have an aneurysm.... tila [tequila] calls them demons...
because that's what they told her they were called...she had an aneurysm before when SHE tried to tell
people about them - The idea [of aliens] was born in area 51. The vril society in Germany were brought to

6 people like this.
•
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9 hours ago · Like · 1
o
Angela Mihalski WOW!! You have been busy!! What a sweetheart you are!! Donald was
on here earlier. Please post this in the Forum. I am over there posting some things, hoping
to get all the info. in there too!! There is already a category that Andy (I believe) started
for Donald and everyone. You will see it. Let me know, if you need help posting.

o
Douglas Henson KILL Vrill...Blow up the cloning centers....Arrest the Powers That
Were, interrogate them, then execute them....Erase them from the eternal memory and
history of mankind...

15 hours ago · Like · 2
5 hours ago · Like · 1

o
o
Douglas Henson Lots more coming, I have a mega document that is edited everyday by
copy n' pasted quotes, going back to the beginning of the group and the beginning of
Donald's wall posts over the past 7 months.

Virginia Alcaraz what about the jesuits? who is gonna kill them?
5 hours ago · Like

15 hours ago · Edited · Like · 3

o
o
Virginia Alcaraz http://merlintm.eth7.com/blackpope1.html

Angela Mihalski Awesome!! Donald is still here. He was able to pick up someone's
unprotected internet service and piggyback in on a couple of bars!! LOL!!
15 hours ago · Like · 1

The Jesuit Black Pope - Part 1
merlintm.eth7.com

o

So, you thought you were pretty well informed by now about all of the main playe...See
More
Richard Nuno DOUG YOUR KILLING IT GREAT JOB... LOVE ALL THE INFO.
5 hours ago · Like
11 hours ago · Like · 2

o
o
Virginia Alcaraz they control the CIA/MOSSAD/KGB
Nick Derek Walter wow im gonna have nightmares
5 hours ago · Like
10 hours ago · Like · 1
DEEP INFULTRATION INTO SINO - ZIONIST LODGES - THE COMPLETE ARMAGEDON
PLAN OF DRACONIAN YHVH, METATRON, ASMODAI, SIN, SION,
by Jewel Del Core on Monday, January 9, 2012 at 10:04pm ·
o
Deep infiltration into Sino-Zionist's lodges PART 12
Donald Marshall scariest stuff in the world.
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Below is a fraction of what G.H.REES has to say about Bnai Brith and affiliated secret societies: (explains
a lot of past inquires)

The text is specific addressed to masons of various dogmas and degrees and uses certain hidden meaning
concepts not broadly understood by the …“profane” world. (According to emetic Masonic terminology of
pseudo-elitism)

The Scottish and the French doctrine are commanded by the tertiary staff of “Benen Berith” and “Olam
Berith” or “Lodge of the Grand Oak” of New York, chief lodge of the “Argonauts 21”(a.k.a. A
philosophical Masonic lodge in Volos, Greece) , in theory the tertiary staffs Ordo Adeptis Atlantis and
Benen Berith, hate each other to the death, because they correspondingly have “higher leaders”, the Tamil –
“Devil” and Yahweh “God”. The hatred of the two orders came to such a point that made possible to cause
two world wars, in which the “bad” German leaders obeyed to lodges Ordo Adeptis Atlantis or Tamil
subterraneans and the “good” allies obeyed to lodges Benin Berith or Yahweh heaven lies.

Because we are not having empathy against the Hellenes masons of the legislative, legal, executive,
military, cleric and economical authority, and because the members of G.H.REES are mostly “awakened”
members of the above sectors, “sleepers” and “active” in the Masonic world view, because of that we are
calling the Hellenes masons to cancel their Masonic oaths. We give to them the chance to understand the
following and to exit on time from Hebrew masonry:

It is known to you by your “special initiations” above the 18th degree that the forces Asmodai, Metatron
and nomenclatures that end with –IEL under the general characterization “Tetragrammaton YHWH,
equilateral upward looking triangle” are forces that emanate from Levan (moon) or Levanhiah. Alike it is
known that Levanhiah is not a natural satellite of earth but an artificial planet – ship originated from the
constellation E’ Bootes and Hercules. Those are for you that have only an MTM initiation. For those of you
that have OTO initiation, it is known that behind Levan (moon) and in a synchronous orbit with moon lies
the sister ship of same size which is called “Lilith”.

2) Because the planet earth was in a higher cultural level, from a previous colonization by the center of
local galaxy in cooperation of the central galaxy Andromeda and the rest 11 galaxies of the local group of
galaxies “KNOZ”, the new colonizers from “Levan” and “Lilith” were accepted as “under terms guests”,
from the thirteen membership (and not twelve membership) staff of Zeus, as a temporary planet
commander in anticipation of a new thirteen membership staff from the center of local galaxy, because of
the rebellion by the planetary leader of planet Saturn against the solar system leader with headquarters the
planet Uranus. The area of Atlantis was given to the settlers from “Levan” and “Lilith” under the terms of
keeping the population analogy to 1:108 in comparison to the already present population of the planet and
respect of the pre-existed cultural trend and language of the planet (archetype Hellenic) , as an official
cultural trend and language of the local group of galaxies. (see: demystification of Hesiod’s Theogony)

3) The governors of ships “Levan” and “Lilith” accepted the terms and discharged from 11.000 B.C. to
10.500 B.C, using transport ships, populations from E’ Bootes to Atlantis (Water-land). Right after they
violated the terms and geocoding the Hellenes of Atlantis through the sinking of the area using lunar hyper
gravity technology, while they -already informed by the lunar staff - started to depart and colonize the
eastern coasts of the American continent (Esperia), the eastern coasts of Siberia and China and the western
coasts of Africa and Europe (Basque), where they started systematic genocide of the Hellenic dialect local
nationalities. At the same time -by using the same technology of hyper gravity- they sunk the Hellenic
dialect Dravidian Aegis, where lies today’s Mediterranean sea. At the same time the aggressive ships from
Selene and Lilith attacked against the galactic fleet of Zeus and occupied the 6 inner planets. They've
blown away 3 out of 12 planets of our solar system, because they believed that carried bases of the Zeus
forces. Finally the fleet of Zeus divided in 3 parts one of which departed to the already existed bases inside
the inner cavity of our planet, the other third departed to the 3 outer planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto), and
the last one departed completely from the solar system in order to inform the local Galaxy center for the
crimes of Asmodai and Tamil, respective governors of Levan and Lilith.
The final conflict and sinking of Atlantis and Aegis is dated by the lodge of the Grand Oak in 9.600 B.C.,
and it’s probably the actual date because it is cross-referenced by the ancient manuscripts of “Timaios and
Kritias” of Plato.

4) The forces of Zeus that escaped inside the inner cavity of earth from the two holes of North and South
Pole, preclude the dominance of Levanians and Lilithians (Israelites – Mongols – Arabs) in this planet,
because they have technology for telepathic communication with their representative (Zeus priesthoods)
and they inform them about the strategic moves of the adversaries that aim to genocide the Hellenic dialects
Andromedans.

Because neither of you has initiation AOA meaning a “tertiary” of Atlantis Ordo Adeptis, we promulgate to
you the results (findings) of the G.H.REES recorded transcripts in sessions of the Lodge of the Grand Oak,
New York (Benen Berith) (Olam Berith):

In precisely that point Tamil under the command of his superior Asmodai or Yehowa of the Moon, sends
crews of Lilith to organize underground cities in the earth’s crust that will fake-act as the Zeus
subordinates. Such underground cities exist right down from the pyramids in Mongolia, Egypt, Babylon,
Mesopotamia, South America etc, and additionally right down from natural pyramids that formed by
earth’s mountains.

1) The ships “Levan” and “Lilith” (moon and Lilith) came into the solar system in 11.500 B.C. and entered
orbit around earth in 11.432 BC with same linear velocities. In 9.600 B.C. Lilith accelerated and stabilized
in same angular velocities with the moon, in order that the three bodies, Lilith-Levan-Earth to lay
continuously in a straight line (see “Cabala”)

Concerning Greece we note that the department of technology of G.H.REES has located such installations
that emit low frequency sounds and other frequencies, in the places of underground lodges characterized by
mythology as “tunnels that lead to Hades”. We refer among others, Heleusina, Dodoni, Pelion, with the
larger located machinological installation that of mountain Sarakinos of Magnesia (Magnet) in a depth of
100 meters from the sea level and with lodges that communicate with caves. (Triangle alike: Dimenion –
Goritsa of Volos – Sarakinos Volou – “The triangle of Iolkos” is inspected by lunar ships every September
or October).
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Those underground forces of Lilithians uses technology of telepathy that because of its lower range from
the earth’s surface overcomes the transmissions by the forces of Zeus from the inner earth and achieve to
corrupt the earthly “Zeus priesthoods” driving them to degeneration of Spirit-Arts-Matter, to idolatry, to
sexual lack of restrain (see: Vakhes and Mainades), to civil wars, to moral rampage, to myths that present
the staff of Zeus as a “collection of vain drinkers, sex maniacs that demand a worship of idols and blood of
subjects”.
Those underground forces are characterized by the …Holy Scripture as “The Devil”, and by the masonry as
“Tamil Forces”. The “Tamil forces” is the religious infrastructure of Buddhism and the second Hinduism.
These forces are invocated by the newly founded Theosophical lodges and propagandized by the
“proHellenic” organizations like the “New Acropolis”, department of the Theosophical Society (Tamil).

These are the underground VRILL forces of America, ZEN of Mongolia-Tibet and others that created the
telepathic “shows” of power to the SS of Himler, during special initiations in Bavarian towers. They are the
same forces that through the politicians of the “New Right”, who belong to theosophical lodges will try to
turn Europe to Nazi Europe from 1988 to 1995 having as leader Hellas, which will be presented to the
European public as “degenerate warmongering Zeus and Apollonians”, “Black sexual magic of degenerate
Venus” and other similar, in order for the final defamation of Zeus staff and the anihilation of those who
still love the light of the galactic civilization, the archetype civilization of the planet of the Hellenistic
civilization. (see: “Nazism: Secret Society” and “The Apocrypha of Enoch”. The above mentioned SinoZionist scheme was "blown open", "busted!" several times by G.H.REES).
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the masonic lodges. In contrary the visitors, right before the appearance of the monstrous mothership, send
for scouting three minor ships that stabilize in the air and create a triangle with its base upwards and its top
downwards. The two triangles, straight and reverse, combined, are essentially the cabalistic six pointed
“Star of Solomon” and the official flag of Israel.
For those who still doubt the seriousness of these writings, we refer to a fraction of the Orphic comments
by Proklos, No.9, Timaion 41, 283, 11 Erman Diels: (translation)
“He created (Saturn?) another infinite (spherical) earth, which the Gods named Selene(moon) and the
human Minin. It has many mountains, many cities, many megara (palaces)”.

Zionist Holy-Wood movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
Notice the upwards triangle (HONG's Right hand path) as a patch on the arm of the Earthlings
(Earth "Seclorum" Base)
This is also the earthlings base flag triangle as presented in the movie.

We judge necessary to refer that the three branches Israelites – Arabs – Mongols have separate roles of
genociding their adversaries, by using them as tools for the three major religions – Christianity –
Mohammedanism – Buddhism. Mohammedanism teaches that God (Allah or Al Yah or Al Yahweh) lives
in the moon!!!

The base flag is the upwards triangle of tetragrammaton YHWH taught in regular Scottish rite masonic
lodges, or else represented by the well known "illuminati" "all seeing eye", it symbolizes heavenly (Lunar)
"spiritual" (psychotronic) forces, Yahweh, Metatron, Asmodai and nomenclatures that end with -IEL. (that
emanate from the Moon)

Buddism teaches that God lives in the center of the earth under Mongolia – Tibet as a projection "Ta-Han –
Tso –Han" of the … Universal Logos, and from there he will come the “ruler of the world”.

And the U.F.O. formation (Yahweh "Heaven lies-Nepheles Collusion Space Forces of Nepheliem &
Elohim") that display a downwards triangle (HONG's Left hand path)

Christianity teaches that “the woman (organization) of God stands on Levan (moon)” (Based on the moon),
meaning that is having as a “central base the moon” (See: “John’s apocalypse” Bible, IB’1)

Finally notice Christianism and Zionism emblems appear together. The cross and the hexagram which is of
course the combination of the above two triangles. A sign revealing their (pseudo-)enmities between them
(virtual enmities only in low hierarchy levels along the "profane") and their true Sinomongolian common
origin (in high masonic rites level).

The above as concerns the A-O-A initiation.
We have any reason to combine the above with the lunar installations that literally “drove crazy” the
American astronauts when they landed. For the ignorants we refer that the crews of “Apollo” sent reports
for “ships and lunar installations of unknown origin”, and for a “second moon” (Lilith) behind the first
moon.
We clear out that although the Judaic priesthood is called Levanio or Levitico, meaning “Lunar
Priesthood”, in the bible the term Iera-Selene (Holy Moon) or Jerusalem is preferred in the Hellenistic
attribution.
The event is en-lighted completely by the allusions of John’s Apocalypse C’12 where the new Holy Levan
(moon) (New Jerusalem) “lands” in order to “settle among people”, memorizing movie messages that they
have ingeniously and deviously served to us thought the “close encounters of the third kind”. In the specific
movie by the Hebrew director Steven Spielberg, the flag of the earthlings is white with a black triangle that
has its base downwards and its top upwards, exactly the same as the triangles Tetragrammaton YHWH of
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The prytaneum of G.H.REES Athens disclose to the Hellenes Masons a fraction of a Rabbinic initiation to
the degree of arch rabbi. The recording was made using radio electronic means and was executed by ex
officers of the Greek central intelligence service in behalf of G.H.REES .

Place of initiation: “Lodge of the Grand Oak” New York, January 1985.

You now understand the convenience of silence and the secrecy level of this knowledge. We must not
allow under any means the leaking of this knowledge that reveals the unity and the unification of the parties
God-Angels or Christ-Saints and Devil-Demons, not even between old rabbis, because there is a grave
danger from the demystification of the polarity God-Devil or Good-Evil, with devastating results for our
final plan of the religious/political polarity Christ-Antichrist or Socialism-Fascism or Christian Socialism –
Buddhist Fascism. It is unthinkable to imperil such a brilliant plan of 13.500 years, now that it is close to
completion.
In general terms you already know the facts from your rabbinical initiation. We roundup quickly for the
connection with what follows from your chief-rabbinical initiation.

BEGINNING OF THE RECORDED SPEECH

..Brothers, the oath of silence you gave under the penalty of death in case of violation, doesn’t have humble
personal motivations or motivations of an earthly organization, but protects our great plan of our lord
Metatron Yahweh, continuously here and 13.500 years after the arrival of Selene (moon) and Lilith in our
space area. In the rabbinical initiation you have been taught about the technique of anions and downwardlyions from vocal vibes of the cabala for the causation of physical hologram phenomena of materialization
and dematerialization that we present to the Goyim gentile of the Masonic lodges OTO and MTM as
miracle actions of spirits or telepathy.
You have not been taught though that the vocal vibes of cabala automatically convert to electromagnetic
vibrations frequencies due to physical laws that can be detected by receivers of lunar technology and the
technology of our subterranean Atlantean brothers.
You have not been taught that the so called miracles that amaze the senses of the gentile masons goyim
(animals), are caused by transmitters of lunar and subterranean Atlantean technology, that focus
electromagnetic holographic frequencies of materialization and dematerialization to the place from which
they received the cabalistic encoded vibrations request, anywhere on the planet that a cabalistic session
took place.
And most important of all you have not been taught that our brothers of Selene and the subterranean lodges
of our planet use the same frequency transmitters in order to cause angelic miracles of the official religions,
and demonic miracles of black and white magic, according to the terminology we asserted to the goyim.
While the gentile goyim counts entries and exits of spirits in their Masonic cabalistic sessions, it is
impossible for them to conceive that they are actually watching the focus of holographic frequencies been
produced by our brother's technology, able to produce any physical phenomena, even artificial antigravity,
and even interference to the cellular function in order to harm or to cure.
The goyim of masonry must continue to believe in the spiritual origin of those “miracles”, because the
revelation of their origin from technology, could wipe out the psychological terror we force upon them with
the use of cabala.
More importantly, they must not be aware of the common origin of frequencies that cause phenomena to
the brotherhood of the left path and to the brotherhood of the right path, from the same technology
transmitters being used subterranean and terranean by our same brothers, under the command of our
sovereign master Metatron Asmodai.

The ships Selene and Lilith forced to abandon the constellation of Arcturus because of the collapsing and
death of the sun from the Epsilon Bootes system. They searched for refuge in a new planetary system for
survival of the rescued populations from the planets of E’ Bootes. There was a fortunate opportunity
because after the arrival in the present planetary system, they didn’t encountered unified forces of galactic
government ships, but a situation of conflict between the leader of the planet Saturn who has overthrown
the galactic representation of the Uranides from planet Uranus, and the leader of planet Jupiter (Zeus) who
counterattacked Saturn in order to reconnect the present planetary system with the Central Galactic
Authority. (Read Hesiod Theogony about the conflicts of the dynasties of Uranus against Saturn)
The ships and crews of Zeus prevailed in the conflict. In that point, arrived in our space area the two ships,
Levanah (moon) and Lilith, under the leadership of commander Asmodai Metatron Yehovah, our sovereign
master. Metatron asked from Zeus permission to disembark populations from Levanah (moon) and Lilith in
order for their survival in planet Earth.
The permission was authorized but only for the continent of Atlantis, that belonged to the commanding
authority of the junior officer of Zeus, Poseidon, and was populated by 10 Andromedean tribes of Hellenes,
from an original colonization from the Galaxy of Andromeda. The transport ships from Moon and Lilith
disembarked our ancestors who soon abandoned the worship and leadership of Metatron and turned to the
worship of Poseidon and Zeus, assimilated by the Hellenic Andromedean races of 10 Poseidonian tribes.
This event enraged Yahweh Metatron who sunk Atlantis in the deep of the Atlantic Ocean by creating upon
this continent electromagnetic low field of additional gravitational inspissation, through lunar technology.
From our Atlantean ancestors have been rescued only their colonies outside Atlantis, namely the group-ofraces of Mongols, Israelites, Arabs. This event gave the occasion and the cause of total war between Zeus
and Yahweh Metatron.
In the space war that followed, Metatron Yahweh enlisted the defeated by Zeus forces of Saturn and -as
considered natural- all the Earthly Saturnian priesthoods. Zeus enlisted the forces of Uranides and the
corresponding Earthly priesthoods of Uranides. The situation that followed was chaotic.

The camp of Metatron contained over terranean forces of Saturn, Selene, Lilith, chthonian forces of
Selenians, Lilithians and subterranean forces of Cronians that have been defeated by Zeus.
The camp of Zeus contained over terranean forces of planets Uranus, Jupiter, chthonian forces of Uranus,
subterranean forces of Uranides that have been defeated by Saturn.
Because of geological alternations that followed the sinking of Atlantis, the opposing European and
Hellenic Atlantean armies were destroyed as mentioned by Timaios and Kritias of Plato. This book must
disappear from the libraries of Hellenes because it makes possible for our adversaries Andromedean
Hellenes, to investigate the whole history. Alike, the book Hesiod’s Theogony, in which is dangerously
clearly mentioned the conflict between Uranides – Cronos (Saturn) – Zeus.
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Until here everything is known to you by your rabbinical initiation. The additional knowledge that will be
given to you in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the dominance of the alliance of ships Metatron –
Saturn because of a paradox and surprising withdrawal of ships from the alliance of Zeus – Uranus ,while
they were dominant in the space battle, a withdrawal partially inside the inner cavity of our planet (through
the polar holes) and partially in the 3 outer planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus, outer orbital level of
planet Saturn.
Zeus informed Metatron that he withdraw victorious in order to avoid further destruction of earthly fauna
and flora, in anticipation of reinforced galactic forces that will shorten the length of the space war. Those
ships of Zeus, launched out of bases inside the earth’s cavity and out of the 3 outer planets, continue till
today to scout the surface of our planet escorted by ships from 13 battle planets that have arrived in our
planetary system in 1984, as representatives of the 13 galaxies from the local group of galaxies, called by
ships of our grand Andromedean opponent, Zeus.
We are being completely surrounded brothers but we will not dispirit, with the force of our sovereign
master Yahweh Asmodai Metatron.
Alike, the knowledge that will be given to you in your chief rabbinical initiation concerns the strategic need
that came in order for the subterranean Centaurian Cronians and the subterranean Atlanteans to act, in their
frequency transmissions to the surface of the planet, as subterraneans Uranides and as subterraneans Zeus
of the inner cavity of the planet, in order for the last ones to take the blame of diabolical forces of the abyss
or the underworld, through transmission of corruption and degeneration to the earthlings on the surface.
Concerns alike the strategic need that came in order for the over terranean Cronians, Selenians, Lilithians to
act as the overchthonian hostile forces of the planets Neptune (Poseidon), Pluto, Uranus in order for the last
ones to take the blame of diabolical space forces, as is revealed in the book of apocalypse in our Bible:
“The Dragon that is dragging with his tail the third of the stars”, which are actually the 3 outer out of the 9
planets of our solar system.

Our strategic needs were fulfilled completely through our state-of-the-art double game of miracles of GodChrist-Angels and Devil-Demons, from technology transmitters of our over terranean, terranean, and
subterranean brothers Alelu – Yahweh, Alelu - Ia,
In today’s ceremonial oath will not add many more. In tomorrow’s initiation beginning you will have the
opportunity to enter in the demystification of the John’s Revelation of our holy script, with full analysis of
our Selenian and subterranean Atlantean technology that will be used for the Armageddon scheme, in order
to terrorize and eliminate the Andromedean races. They would be given to you the protection
countermeasures from this kind of technology in order to protect our local brothers in your appointment
places. Those countermeasures must at all costs not be promulgated neither to gentile Andromedeans
neither to our simple rabbi brothers. Those countermeasures require knowledge of physics that you have
partly through the cabala, and you will partly get in the end of your initiation.
You will have the great chance to find out how brilliant is our unified scheme Christ-Antichrist with its
political corresponding extensions, namely Socialism-Fascism, that will completely overthrow the cultural
trend of the Hellenized Andromedean planet Earth. Project Armageddon must be accelerated as maximum
as possible because already from 1947 we receive in our planetary system signals from ships of the
Galactic Government except those of Zeus from our planetary system. We have indications that between
those ships there are ships from Andromeda Galaxy being called by the ships of Zeus from the 3 outer
planets.
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of Andromedean races and especially with Andromedean Hellenes to transfer to them instructions or
receive strategic information about our capabilities and equipment. We have arranged for those earthlings
witnesses of those events to be closed to mental institutions and to suffer electrical shocks in order to erase
their memories and their experiences.
Those ships asked numerously times from the communication centers of our strategic installations the
unconditional surrender of the planet. We have been given an interference ultimatum. We will defend
though with all the forces of the 6 inner planets, Moon, Lilith, USA, Soviet Union and the rest of the
nations. Whatever will be the outcome of the next Star War, earthling’s goyims will be convinced that the
galactic government will be the diabolical force of demons and diabolical U.F.O.’s and a Galactic
Government of Fascism.
Our brothers bankroll the cinema-movies art form industry and according to our instructions they have
presented to the global audience the Galactic Government as a fascistic evil empire that attacks earth (StarWars movie). Our ships of Saturn and Selene will attack earth, if we are defeated, in order to be impossible
for the Galactic Federation to disembark crews that will make friendship with earthlings, after the blame of
Fascist Devil of corruption that will give to them through the destruction caused by our weapon systems
and our frequency transmitters of holographic phenomena.

The blame will be absolute against the Galactic Government through the Atlantean and Saturnian
subterranean Centaurian abnormality that will -with the order of Yahweh- soon climb to the surface of the
planet using the fake name of Zeus and Apollo or Apollionos or Abaddon, as was mentioned in the scheme
of the Apocalypse of our holly scripture, chapter Theta, verse 11.
Already from the point of beginning of our geopolitical scheme in Mesopotamia 680 years before the birth
of our brother Joshua, we have corrupted the priesthoods of Zeus and his 12 junior officers, by using our
brothers who have corrupted them by finally taking their leadership. Beginning from the Hellenic Colhida
which lied where is today’s Mongolia and Tibet, and continuing to the Hellenistic civilizations of
Mesopotamia, Babylon, Persia, Delphi, Egypt, Roman Etruscans, Northern Europe, American continent,
we have genocided the Andromedean races in such a rate that their extinction from the face of this planet
will be certain.
We have corrupted their priesthoods that kept the original traditions of their previous space lords, in such a
rate that they became synonymous of corruption, of degeneration, of hunger, of wars and unworthy
government, of treason and idolatry, in order to completely erase their archetype.
In the time point of the sixth geopolitical force that we have founded in Rome, we replaced the 12
Olympian Gods, which we have corrupted to the eyes of the goyim, with the 12 followers of our brother
Joshua, thus the Hellenic dodecahedron of Zeus and the Hellenic monotheism of Phaneos were destroyed in
favor of the Atlantean dodecahedron of Joshua son of Metatron Yahweh, and in favor of Israelite,
Mongolian Turanian, Arabic, dodecahedron, twelve-races, with the 12 symbolic stones and the 12 gates of
upper Jerusalem of the Moon as mentioned in the Apocalypse of our brother John in the Bible, for the
fulfilment of the words from prophet Zachariah, Chapter Theta, verse 13:
“I will turn your sons Zion against your sons Hellas. The sons of Zion will destroy the opposing Hellenes
with sling stones in the forehead”.
Meaning with spiritual stones of religions and political-economical theories we have invented against the
spirit, or forehead of the head of Hellenes for their absolute aphasia and stupefaction and division.

We believe that they are launched from the 13 battle planets of the 13 galaxies from the local group of
galaxies KNOZ 3 centered on Andromeda. Many out of these came into contact with earthlings, members
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END OF RECORDED SPEECH

RESTORED ETYMOLOGIES OF THE HELLENIC WORDS "THEOS" (GOD) AND
"THRISKEIA" (RELIGION)
by Jewel Del Core on Monday, December 12, 2011 at 9:29pm ·
Restored etymologies of the Hellenic words “Theós”(God) and “Thriskeia”(Religion)We put forward the
etymologies of the Hellenic words “Theós”(God) and “Thriskeia”(Religion), because all today religions
without exception corrupted and abused those two concepts, with the most dirty and dishonest way. (Under
the instructions of Yahweh and Tamil)THRISKEIA (RELIGION):The Hebrew-Mongolian establishment
by decreasing the gravity of the word, gave it the etymology from “therapwn” which means “a voluntary
servant” of a King or a Priest. We give the true etymology of the word from “Thrwskw” which means
“jump”, “buck”, “jump high”, “spring upwards”, “lift off” etc. So “Religion” meant in Hellas of 30.000
B.C., the “Saltation learning of the Sciences of the Gods”, of “Anw Thrwskwntwn Thewn” or “Anwthrwpwn” or “Anthrwpwn”(Humans)THEOS (GOD):We override the falsified etymologies and we give
the true etymology from “thew” which means “run”, “fly”, “cruise”. The word “Theós” in its first use, was
referred to “runners and flyers with ships-chariots of Gods”, to “Theontes Gods with extreme speeds”
through TECHNOLOGY.For the Hellenic Trwskein (Religion) the “Scientific Examination of the Higher”
makes accepted the existence of “Gods” who “théoyn” or run without technology. Those NATURAL
THEONTES (Gods) are determined as “Logos’”(Words) such as Planetary, Solar, Galactic Logos etc.In
contrast with the Théontes(Gods) through Ship Technology, the NATURAL Théontes(Gods) does not have
capability to choose course, but they move in orbits that are determined by NATURAL LAWS: The
Universal Logos as a Supreme Intelligent Being contains in its Organism or Universe, all the partial
“Natural Théontes(Gods)” = planets – solar systems – galaxies – nebula etc. The Universal Logos –
Universe although is the Supreme BEING, is not a “God” because it doesn’t “Théei”, meaning it doesn’t
run, it doesn’t move to any direction, because out of its barriers exists only Inert Space, of Inert
Dodecahedral Space, which does not exercise any kinetic energy or pressure of radiation, to any direction
of the Universe.The Hebrewmongolian establishment, by naming as “God” the Supreme Being, it
undermined it down to the level of “Gods” or “running” stellar inspissations, which contains in Its Body as
Organs of Its Functions.By giving a parallel example, the above is analogous by naming a human
“corpuscle” or “microbe”, by undermining the container into the content. Same humiliation of the Supreme
Being was attempted by the Judean-Christian religion, which without shame teaches that the “only son of
the One God, Christ, was incarnated into the womb of an earthling”. If the Supreme Being – Universe …
had Son, the Son would be also Universe, with the same dimensions as … Father Universe, and anywise
Universe – Son outside of the Body – Space of Universe – Father … A thing which means that the
Universe Son must zero its Mass of Matter scattered in distances of trillion of light years, and reduce its
size into a size of a human spermatozoon, and to exit from one opening of the Universe – Father, in order to
reach the pudenda of miss Mary. Those paranoid enormities of the Priesthoods, with Gods that enter the
pudenda and exit of pudenda, undermined Hellenes into a people who worship pudenda and spermatozoon
of Gods, namely literally a people who worship BULLSHITS!In this way we honour we the uppermost of
Hellenes the Inventor of the above emetic theory, chiefasshole Yahweh of the Masonic Tetragrammaton
and his only-son subasshole Christ.In this way we undermine we the uppermost of Hellenes the corruptors
of the sciences of our “Gods” into Non-Rationalism Faiths of Emetic Dogmas, which converted the
Rationalism Nature of the Hellen Researcher into a Passive Receiver of Religious & Political Dogmas of
“Christian socialism equality”.Researcher E.R.DODDS in his book “Hellenes and the Paranoid”, is asking,
how the Hellenic rationalism was converted into a superstition of “pantheistic magic” in the Classical Era.
According to his conclusion this “paranoid behavior” left a huge Spiritual and Moral Gap, in such a manner
in order to pave the way for the acceptance of Christianism by Hellenes who starved morally and
spiritually. His conclusions are fundamentally correct!It was impossible for Hellenes to feed morally and
spiritually, by the revolting myths of the Priesthoods who presented the “Gods” as dawdlers, drinkers, sexmaniacs who conspired in intrigues and symposiums, when they were not causing wars between the
mortals in order to have fun.But weren’t these Hellenic the Priesthoods which corrupted the Rationalism
and the Moral of Hellenes?Instead of answering, we will suggest the reader to examine the actions of the

Gefyrean Municipality of ancient Athens (Gefyreans or Gevyreans or evreans or evraioi – Hebrews). The
homosexual Hebrews – Gefyreans with the Hellenic-localised names of Armodios and Aristogeiton
(lovers) murdered the Athenian Governor Hipparchus. The Eleusinian Priests at the same time, corrupted
by Gefyreans, subverted the Aristocratic Regime (from Hellenic word Aristos, meaning to be ruled by the
Worthy One elected through duels) into the mob ruled Democracy, and at the same time befooled the
population with cabbalistic displays of non existent “Gods” appearance. The “Gods” had left long ago our
planet, but the subterranean Cronians (Saturnians – Savaothians) and Tamil continued to appear as Zeus
and Apollo, Ceres and Pluto, by counterfeiting the names of the members of the 6th Galactic Mission with
corrupt actions. The counterfeiters will be “paid“ by the 7th Galactic Mission.The above dishonest tactic is
applied by the crews of Yahweh Selene (Levaniah – Moon) and his subordinate (collusion player) Tamil of
Lilith, ordered by Yahweh to degenerate the planet until the dissolution of the nations that left behind the
“Gods”, after their departure in 16.000 B.C.The Tamil forces (Devil) until today lead the instigation of
wars, ecology damage, prostitution, drugs, crimes, illnesses, economical dissolution, whereas the forces of
Yahweh-Christ found organizations and religions which claim peace, restoration of morality and ecology
and … eternal life with economical prosperity that will bring the little Christ (socialist).PERFECT
THEATRICAL SHOW!

ANDROMEDIAN MESSAGE TAKEN FROM BELLUM MENTALIS (WHEN YOU DIE)
by Jewel Del Core on Sunday, November 27, 2011 at 11:18pm ·
(WHEN YOU DIE)

DEPARTING FROM THIS LIFE… …FROM THE FIRST DIMENSION,

ARRIVING AT THE SECOND DIMENSION,

RECOVER CONTROL OF THY NEW ABILITIES.

GET USED TO THE NEW VISION OF THY EYES.

EXPERIMENT WITH THY NEWLY-ACTIVATED POWERS.

DO NOT TRY IMMEDIATELY TO REACH THE STARS.
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MANY PATHS WHICH LEAD THITHER, ARE TRAPPED.

ASCERTAIN THYSELF FOR THE INTENSIONS OF AYEONE WHO APPROACHETH THEE.

THEY ARE GUARDED BY DARK, REPTOID, FILTHY, WICKED DRACONIAN LUNAR BEINGS.

THE DRACONIANS CAN TRANSFORM INTO AYETHING THEY WANT IN ORDER TO ATTRACT
THEE.

STAY AWAY FROM THE INDUCINGLY IMPRESSIVE COLORED LIGHTS, WHICHBY THEY
SHALL CUNNINGLY TRY TO LURE YOU.

MAYBE THOU WILT HAVE TO FIGHT.

STAY AWAY FROM THESE MOON PARKS OR “LUNA PARKS”, WHICH ARE SCATTERED INTO
ORBITS AROUND EARTH.

WE SHALL BE THERE.

REMEMBER, THAT ONLY IGNORANCE AND FEAR, FEED THE HOPES OF DARKNESS.
STAY AWAY FROM THE DRACONIAN MOON.

CHOOSE A PATH WHERE THERE WILL BE THE GALAXY’S AZURE-GOLDEN SHIMMERING
OVER THE DARK CLOAK OF THE VAST UNIVERSE.

BECAUSE, MILLIONS ARE THE SECOND DIMENSION SOULS WHICH STAY IMPRISONED OUT
THERE FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, IN THE MATRIX OF THE SOULS’ PRISONS AROUND
THE PLANET AND INSIDE THE DRACONIAN LEVAN (MOON) AND LILITH, SUFFERING AND
SCREAMING AS THEY ARE BEING TORTURED, HOSTAGES OF THE GALACTIC PIRATE SINYAHWEH AND OF THE TRAITOR OF HUMAN RACE, CRONOS-SABBAOTH.

IF THOU CHOOSEST TO STAY ON EARTH FOR A PERIOD, STAY CLOSE TO US.
WHOEVER HATH DENIED HIS/HER LUMINOUS HUMAN NATURE AND HATH TURNED INTO
CREEPING SLIMEY MAGGOTS THAT AVOID THE ADVERSE WAYS OF BRAVERY AND
VIRTUE AND CHOOSE THE DARK, WET, SLIMEY PATHS OF THE EASY VICE, HATH NO
POSSIBILITY OF ESCAPING THE MATRIX OF THE DRACONIANS.

LOOK FOR US.

THOU SHALT RECOGNISE US EASILY.

Posted by BELLUM MENTALIS at 8:10 AM

DO NOT FOLLOW AYETHING THAT SHALL APPEAR IN FRONT OF THEE, NO MATTER WHAT
FORM IT HATH TAKEN.

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW AND HISTORY PART 10 - G.H.REES Andromedian Portal
True Geostrategics & Astrostrategics
by Jewel Del Core on Thursday, November 17, 2011 at 4:51pm ·
PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW PART 10G.H.REES Andromedian Portal True Geostrategics
& Astrostrategics

THE ENEMY LURKETH.

PLANETARY SITUATION REVIEW
DISGUISED.

Let me post a very quick briefing of our planetary situation... This might sound crazy to some, BUT... it
does connect all the dots...
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Earth has been colonized by the White Pelasgian race for about 3.5 million years. They made first contact
with the indigenous black race (aged 4.5 billion years, born with the planet). A deal was made to give the
Pelasgians the northern lands in exchange for advanced technology and communication with the other 70
billion human inhabited planets. Our solar system fell into severe siege in 11,500BC when the Draconian
fleet under the command of YHWH arrived... after the galactic government suppressed his revolution and
destroyed his home world in the Alpha Draconis and E-Bootus systems through the Perseus mission.

The incoming fleet allied with the former system commander, Cronus (see Hesiod's Theogony) and took
control of the inner system. Ever since the planets (up to Saturn) have become the Draconian inner
defensive perimeter. They commenced the first attempt to empose the New World Order with Atlantis, but
their plans failed. Ever since, they are building up to make this planet a second home world, by annihilating
both black and white race.

The yellow race made its appearance on the planet as a cross-breed between Vrills (Grays) and traitor
Croneans in 4,000BC (exactly when the scripts say that Adam appeared on Earth). After a massive
genociding campaign launched by Ur of Mongolia (today's Ulan Bator) in 2,200BC (with 7 hordes) they
are now preparing for their judgement day (Armageddon) through the world wars (especially WW3). The
reason why such huge technology is brought out the past century is because the previous remainings of the
government fleet returned with massive reinforcements. The past years, the Draconian control of Saturn
was lost to the fleet. Draco war planets are stationed outside Jupiter these days (look into the newly
discovered Jupiter "irregular satellites"). Also look into the Mars project, where they are now building
defensive lines (as the US military participates, claiming they are expecting a threat from outer space).
There is no accident that all of this hurry to erupt a 3rd World War exists.

It is quite a big story and it took quite some time to put all of these together. The fact is that I never read
any of David Icke's books, but some things are common. Ok, let me begin from the source of the
information I have.

Still, I was not certain of everything, as in the beginning it sounded more like science fiction. According to
their words, we were a planet under Sino-Mongolic occupation, which was (and still is) under the orders of
the Draconian leader YHWH (Yahweh, but at times used other names such as Asmondai, Jedi, Metatron
etc) and the traitor ally Cronus (which in the scripts is referred to as Savvaoth). After a year our group was
contacted by H.R.G. itself and we got to meet its external representative, ex member of the sub-command
of the group (ex, because all his family was killed and he got totally bankrupt from Zionists once he made
his appearance). He gave us several hundred pages of hand written and typed reports (not printed). Ever
since the attacks on our group got worse and we've been placed under surveillance from Mossad, NSA and
even the supreme Zionist lodge -AOA (Adeptis Ordos Atlantis = Order of the Descendants of Atlantis) of
London set up a plan of framing one of us, which was uncovered and sent to us by H.R.G.

After performing about 2 years of research, verifying the reports we got, it all made sense. Everything
linked. You name it, Zion, cults, religions, world wars down to ancient invasions (and legendary wars) and
up to genetic experiments, clones and UFOs. Everything connected to one single master plan. That plan is
the forming of a new Draconian home world in our solar system. This means that the black and the white
race will either be totally assimilated genetically or... annihilated. And here is where Zion comes in place.

The long term assimilation plan has failed, and therefore they move into our annihilation.
The top of the pyramid hierarchy of the occupying forces is located in Levan (the original Draconian name
of our moon). It is the flagship of the Draconian fleet. It's headquarters is operated by a 24+3 council,
which YHWH (Yahweh) is the ultimate leader. Behind it lays Lilith (legends speak of that name as "the
mother of demons"), the secondary flagship, ruled by Tamil, known to the scripts as Velzevul, Lucifer,
Satan, Devil. Two sides of the same coin. That is why the NWO logo, the pyramid its cut-off top, comes
into place. The lower pyramid is the rule structure down here on Earth (Gaia). The top part is the hierarchy
council in Levan, that sees all of us down here.

N.W.O. dragonian logo:
(the original has an eye of a reptile)

In Hellas (Greece), the past 12 years specific books started to "move" in the market, speaking of an "Team
Epsilon", that was supposed to be Zionism's great opponent and that it was laying low until the time was
right to turn the tide of today's situation. The strange thing I saw was that those books were only published
in this country.

I seeked a contact with a person I somewhat felt had something to do with non conventional reality. I was
right. He belonged into a group of researchers that were looking into things that in several ways was close
to what I read in the books. I joined the team (of free researchers, no initiation or cult) and started looking
into things. From there I learned that there was something wrong with the books that were out in the
market. Something was not right. There I came to know about an even larger group, called H.R.G.
(Hellenic Restoration Group), that was acting in secret mostly, because of the Zionist plague. There I got a
more clear view of the situation and our position in the Universe.

Here is a bit of story as to how they came down to our planet.

One and a half million years ago, a huge rebellion broke out in one third of our galaxy. The core of it was
the systems of Alpha Draconis, Epsilon Bootus and Opheos (snake system). The Draconians destroyed
several races and assimilated others through their mastery in genetics. Some of those species allied with the
rebels, in order to evade extinction. Such an example are the Orions (Vrills if I am right, known widely as
"Grays"). In the end though, they were almost assimilated and became the ones to do the Dracos' dirty work
in multiple worlds (including Earth). The intergalactic government of Andromeda, a defensive species of
extreme intelligence (the most advanced one in our part of the Universe) set up a mission to strike at the
heart of the rebellion (Star-Wars inversed). The name of it was Perseas. After the success of the fleet, the
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systems started to slowly be liberated from the Draconian influence. One last fleet escaped, composed of
118 war planets and 2 flagships (Levan and Lilith) and entered our solar system in 11,500BC. They pleaded
for permission to disembark their populations down to Earth to survive, which was granted by the Zeus
headquarters, under specific terms only in the land of Poseidon... the continent of Atlantis.

The entire procedure took place from 11,000 to 10,500BC. The white race (Pelasgians, codenamed
Hellenians, a healing-civilizing tribe of the Andromedians) was already present in the northern lands of the
planet for 3.5 million years (as recorded in the chronicles of the Dogon race in Mali of Africa, which were
the ones to make first contact). After the disembarking of the populations, the first forms of religions
started to appear, worshiping the snake God named Seth. The Draconians (and their assimilated allies)
turned the Pelasgians against their own kind in Europe, Esperia (today's America) and Asia. In 9,700BC
they were secretly starting to mass technology and building up armies to perform a total invasion against
the neighboring continents... to impose the New World Order (sound familiar?!).
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genetic experiments, the Draconians initiated their assimilation plan. Cross breeding the Vrills (short, big
headed, big black eyed, weak bodied alliens) with the Cronean Andromedians produced an entirely new
species: the Yellow race. The new species disembarked in the steppes of Mongolia/Siberia in 4,000BC
(when religions speak of the appearence of Adam and Eve). In 2,200BC the huge campaign of invasion
began, broken down in 7 hordes:

Greys or Vrills (Orionids)
Abductions & Genetics Masterminds-manipulators of the Draco Alliance:

Mongols
Semi-Draconians Genetic Creations of Draco Levaniah-Lilith

The white race at that time though, being in its Golden Age (extreme technology) discovered the plan and
the solar counsil decided to prepare for a wide scale war. The Zeus headquarters send the message to the
Athenian Empire (a huge state that expanded from the middle east to the canal of Gibraltar, known back
then as Heraclean Pillars) and a surprise invasion to Atlantis took place in record time in 9,600BC. The
Athenians destroyed the Atlantean armies and caused them to run to the neighbouring continent, Esperia.
The rage of YHWH was brutal and warned Zeus headquarters not to intervene, or he would destroy the
planet. As a warning, he used Levanian gravital cannons to increase forces over the continent of Atlantis
and cause the crack of the lithospheric plaque, thus submerging the entire land under the Atlantic Ocean.
The instability of the crust caused the submerging of the Aegis valley, creating today's Mediterranean Sea.
The pressure applied to the magma below seeked a way out and burst through the volcanoes to the west,
causing extreme disasters.

and "Chosen One People" of Sin-Sion-Zion-Chin-YHWH for the task
of genocide and infiltrate into the White-Andromedian-Pelasgian and Black-Indigenοus Races:

1st Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Hyksos and Elamites invaded south, today’s China, killing all Pelasgian (white) male
population and committing massive rapes of females. In the central area of today’s China they found
powerful resistance and were forced to turn South West. To protect their territories from the counter
attacks, those that remained began the construction of the Great Wall. The advancing horde then invaded
Assyria and Babylon, which in the end fell.

THE ANCIENT CONTINENT OF ATLANTIS: PLACE OF BOOTUS-DRACO ORIGIN CORRUPTED
LEVANIAN-LILITHIAN H***-REPTILOIDS POPULATIONS & PRIESTHOODS.

Cronus, the former system commander, who had joined the revolution earlier and lost to Zeus, joined
YHWH and attacked the Jupiter (Zeus) Uranus coalition. The Andromedian fleet, composed mostly of
transports and laboratories, was forced to retreat in order for the battle not to completely destroy life on
Earth. It broke down into 3 parts. One entered Earth's poles (North and South), the other retreated to the
outside planets of our system, making a defensive line in Uranus and the third left to call in for
reinforcements. The Draconians then attacked each and every inner planet, demanding its unconditional
surrender. Two planets refused, Hephaestus and Phaethon (Hephaestus was between the Sun and Mercury
and Phaethon between Mars and Jupiter). Both of them were destroyed. Hephaestus debris was sucked in
by the Sun and Phaethon is now the asteroid belt we see between Mars and Jupiter (even though many of
its debris, including structures fell down on Earth, as the ancient texts speak of a "sky crying tears of
blood").

YHWH and his forces managed to set up an elementary government system on the planet on 5,619BC. The
Pelasgian memories of the Universal codenames Zeus, Hera, Apollo, Artemis, Athena etc were from there
on replaced with the 12 Gods that were played by officers of the Cronus-Savvaoth army. After extensive
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In Babylon they found the city of Ur, as a tribute to the mother land (the city of Ur of Mongolia) and to
honor the God Sin/Sion (Zion) of Selene (moon). In that place, Habra Khan was born (Habra Khan >
Habrahan > Abraham), father of Jacob, Isaac and the genealogical line of David and Jesus Christ.

The Assyrian-Babylonians revolted and drove the Hebrew-Mongol Elamites out of their territories. A part
of them (Elamites) under the leadership of Abraham headed towards Egypt, which they crippled through
internal conspiracies. The other part headed to the east and invaded India where it waged wars that
destroyed the Pelasgian population there. From there they formed the Semitic Arabs, who up until today are
Israel’s supposed enemies, until the total genocide of the non Semite Arabs (of Pelasgian origin) of Iran,
Iraq, Syria and Palestine.

2nd Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
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Under the name Japanese they invaded the island of Ainus (island of Ionian colonists), today’s Japan. They
genocided the Ionian tribes , keeping alive as slaves only the ones expert in fishing and boat building in the
coast areas.

7th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the Tamerlane attempted to invade Europe but was cut off by the Mongols of the 4th and the 6th
horde, due to conflict of inner Mongolic interests. So they turned east and attacked today’s China with the
help of the Mongol Manchu co of ex Manjuria.

The Mongols Khan of Japan in cooperation of the Bavarian Mongols Othon Khan, produce in 1930AD the
fascist axis against themselves .
Descendants of the 5th horde, known as Saxons headed on to the west, entering today’s Britain and
continued the Atlantean expansion project by genociding the Pelasgian tribes there . They met strong
resistance in the northern highlands of Scotland and in the island of Ireland. Ever since that time, the
Saxons have waged wars against those two territories.

3rd Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under falsely naming themselves Dories (after the ancient Hellenic tribe of Dories) they traveled through
the southern coast of the Black Sea and invaded the Balkan Peninsula. All the Hellenic cities managed to
repel their attack, but Hebrew agents achieved in infiltrating Sparta deeply in its priest orders. The horde
heads to the west where they invade the Italian Peninsula and genocide the Hellenic tribes of Etrusk
Sabines and Latins of Troad and Sicily . There they find the city of Rome.

Having as a tool of corrosion the priest order of Sparta, they break the Hellenians in opposing alliances.
Lacedaemon of Menelaus is corrupted to the barbaric Sparta of Lycurgus that was exchanging ambassadors
and letters of “National Identity” with the head priest of Jerusalem, as is extracted from the books A’ and
B’ of the Maccabean of the Holy Bible, Translation of the Seventy.

Through these wars, massive rapes of white and black women took place and gave birth to the whitemongols and black-mongols.

This is merely one part of the story, as to how things began on our planet. I hope I gave you enough
information to think about!

F.A.Q.
4th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Huns and the leadership of Attila or ATL (meaning ATLantean) arrived and established
themselves in eastern Hellas (today’s Turkey), Bulgaria, Bavaria and partly in Rumania. According to their
fixed tactics, they slaughtered and genocided all the native European tribes.

The lizards right now are in a very difficult position. Despite what has been written about them, it lacks
several other key information. Like as to how and when they got here, why they got here and what exactly
is their purpose. Other questions that follow up, are they alone? Do they have friends? Enemies? Are we to
expect big developments?

5th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name Urges (from Ur) / Hangars (Hungarians) and the leader Jenkins Han-Khan-Kon-Koen they
captured today’s Hungary, Finland, Leetonia, Estonia and other ex USSR lands. They genocided the native
Pelasgian populations and especially the Russ and Thubals (descendants of the Pelasgian Scythes), who are
today’s Byelorussians. Also they descent to the Balkans and destroy the Scythes.

And above all, do WE, as humans, have allies?

I happen to be "inside the game" for quite a while and the developments are quite astonishing...
6th Touranian Hebrew-Mongolic horde
Under the name of Seljuk they empowered the Turkish Mongols of the 4th horde of today’s Turkey. A
second division took over the area of today’s Albania, where they genocided the Hellenic tribe of Illyrians.

How can you say you know their purpose?
I operate as a member of a semi-public group of researchers of mostly non-conventional information in
cooperation with other secret groups that have infiltrated even the Zionist supreme lodges. This story about
the former Draconian Empire and its homeworld destruction by the Perseas Operation (see the myth of
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Perseas & Andromeda) up to our days has become such an everyday routine to us, that our "morning
prayer" is about cursing YHWH and his traitor ally Sabit/Sabbath/Savvaoth/Cronus.
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millions of captured souls into the Draconian Energy Generators (that's right, just like the first episode of
Matrix... those souls are being used as batteries), things are not that simple.

Of course, for that reason we have sustained numerous attacks, but we are holding the line, because we
know how the Draconians function.
Why Andromeda?

Who are their enemies?
The Andromedean Intergalactic Government. Ever since the huge rebellion on the 1/3rd of our Galaxy
about 1.5 million years ago and the treason of our system commander Cronus (see Hesiod's Theogony), the
remnants of the Alpha Draconis and Epsilon Bootes systems entered our solar system by 11,500BC Earth
time. The battle between the alliances Zeus-Uranus against Levan(moon/Selene)-Saturn(Cronus) ended
with the retreat of the first coalition, to avoid the total destruction of life on Earth. One third of the ZeusUranus fleet (which was mainly composed of laboratories and transports) found refuge in both North and
South Poles of our planet, another 1/3rd returned to the outside planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) and the
last third left the solar system to request reinforcements.

Developments in what?
The 4th Solar Space War has commenced already. The Draconian forces count 118 war planets and 2
flagships: Levan (moon) and Lilith (the second moon behind Levan). All of them are on the 1st dimension
of matter inspissation (visible) The Andromedean fleet has arrived in the mid 20th century and completed
its massing in 2000 by 960 war planets, 340 of which belong to the 1st matter dimension. The rest are of
higher and therefore visible only through neutrino telescopes.

In 2003, reports announced that the Andromedean fleet has taken back Saturn and is now advancing
towards Earth. The Draconian fleet massed outside Jupiter (that's where all the new "moons" came from).
More recent information say that the higher dimensions of the Andromedean forces have just arrived. The
levels are from 2nd to 6th of matter rarification. Keep in mind that each mater dimension can effect ONLY
its own and the one below it through technology.
The Draconian forces have crew of 1st and 2nd dimension of matter rarification, while their high leader and
commander, YHWH belongs to the 3rd. The Draconian sensor capability is limited to 3rd dimension
spotting. The reptiles' high command consists of 24+3 members under the leadership of YHWH.

Andromeda is the white race's home world. The Andromedeans, codenamed Hellenians (healers of
light/civilizers) colonized this planet 3.5 million years ago when they made contact with the indigenous
black race and came to the agreement to populate the northern part of the planet, in exchange of advanced
technology and direct communication with the other human inhabited worlds.
Either we like it or not, we are Andromedean descendants and the race of the Dogon tribe of Mali in Africa
know it, as they were the ones to make the first contact.

The Yellow race appeared in 4,000 BC through the Draconian genetic labs in order to begin the operation
of total world hegemony, thus to create here a new reptilian home world. Along with other cross breeds
they plagued the world with 7 major campaigns that started from 2,200BC and ended at about 900BC. They
acted that way, since their first attempt with the NWO through Atlantis failed because of the Athenian
attack... and it took them about 5,000 years to establish an elementary control of the planet.

How do I get to get a space ship and kill Draconians?
This will be taken care by the Andromedean fleet. Our task will lay down here with the rest. Once
everything is done, many of us will be called as witnesses and DAs to create a case against those
responsible for our world's journey to death. The guilty will be taken to labor camps upon prison planet
Titan.

How do I contact higher density beings?
You cannot. They contact you. Be aware though, because the Draconians fake this level of communication
too often through certain frequency broadcasts. Trust your instinct and trust it deeply. Monitor your head's
reaction (where the mind, part of the soul, resides), as it is the entrance to the depths of your soul. If you
feel short but sharp pains and/or high pressure, it is the Dracos that try to get in. You need to focus upon
yourself, to "Know Thyself" before you come in full balance and have the power to resist the Draconian
energy and mental warfare. Our soul is a 2nd dimension entity and once you get to know it, you will be
able to hear its calls.

So there is no one left in this little galaxy?
The entire revolution has been suppressed and utterly defeated by the Andromedeans. Our solar system is
the last Draconian outpost and the 70 billion human inhabited planets have their eyes on us... the planet
with the most extraordinary oblivion that was ever encountered. The operation has been hard though, since
two planets have been destroyed by the Draconians and our balance hangs from a thread. One more loss
and it could mean the failing of the system, the hyper solar system, the galaxy and then the Universe itself.
We are talking about a deadly serious situation here, that's why there were no other operations against the
Draconians, not until the Andromedeans gathered an extremely powerful fleet. If we add to that the
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If at any time you need help, ask of it only from the one supreme being, the Intelligent Universal
Organism... the Universe itself. Make certain that it is not for selfish reasons and your request will most
likely be granted. Request aid for things that are mostly in the energy levels, which are required to
empower your soul.
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The Andromedeans are the governors of 1/3rd of the Universe, the Hera part (left) of anti-matter and
inspissations (tendency to materialism). The middle part is the Apollonian Mid-Sun and the right is the
Zeus part of matter and rarifications (tendency to spiritualism).

THE ABOVE IS A TEXT WRITTEN BY A "HELLENIAN" OF "ALPHA-OMEGA" (WITH SOME
ADDITIONS BY OTHER RESEARCHERS) AND IT CONTAINS POPULARIZED
UNCONVENTIONAL "OUT-OF-THE-BOX" CONCENTRATED KNOWLEDGE (FINDINGS) FROM
THE YEARS OF PAINFUL RESEARCH BY VARIOUS INDEPENDENT GROUPS AND
ESPECIALLY OF G.H.REES (GROUP OF HELLENIC RE-ESTABLISHMENT)

Is it true that Jesus Christ and Lucifer are brothers?
Jesus Christ or if you prefer his real name, Rabbi Yehoshua, was a clear Draconian creation, sent for a
specific mission of mental warfare. Lucifer is YHWH's second in command Draconian, commander of
flagship Lilith. His real name is Tamil... The "Satan's" orders though come directly from YHWH himself.

Jesus (Yehoshua) has been residing in Levan (moon) for the past 2,000 years, coordinating the religious
mental warfare. It is highly possible though that his spirit has reincarnated and not for a good purpose. Ever
since reptilians have been sighted upon the planet, it means that they are in a huge hurry to initiate their
"predicted" (read planned) Armageddon project. I don't think they will have enough time though...

But I have met some hot asians. Is it not possible that we are all hybrids now?
Even though the Yellow race is very dangerous, in the past several Andromedeans were spared in order to
serve the Sino-Mongols with their expertise. Much of the Andromedean DNA has survived in them and
that can be seen through their appearance, as they are not quite identical with the other yellows. This
phenomenon has happened mostly in Northern Japan.
Unlike other species, the Andromedean gene is extremely powerful and the Draconians have not managed
to defeat it yet. Just recently I gathered some experiment results that show just that. It takes many
generations for the Andromedean Ichor gene to become powerless against the reptilian DNA.

Interface,
From my point of view, we are in front of a challenge: to survive the physical death.
For me, there is no other being in the universe superior from Man, only the Universal Being of whom Man
is a part. Many beings have consciousness and their certain evolutionary paths, time-space technology and
power over inferior matter , but only Man has the gift of Passion, Feeling, Love, the energy that makes the
stars to radiate all over Cosmos.
The day the Man would stop to love its offspring, or our Gaia, is the day the Sun would stop to reflect the
human love on the planet.
"When someone is in a state of love they emit a radiant energy. It takes but a second for it to reflect off the
celestial bodies floating overhead and come back to Gaia and give life to everything that breaths. The Sun
is one of those celestial bodies, and it reflects but a tiny fraction of that radiance, Only bright rays can
travel into Space from man on Gaia. And only beneficial rays can be reflected from Space back to Earth.
Under the influence of malicious feelings Man can emit only dark rays. These dark rays cannot rise, but
must fall into the depths of the planet (Tamil powes-incantations).
Bouncing off its core, they return to the surface in the form of volcanic erruptions, earthquakes, wars etc.
The culminating achievement of these dark rays is their direct effect on the Man originating them,
invariably exacerbating this Man's own malicious feelings."

In this life? How long do I have to wait for eveyone to get their panties out of a wad?
You should ask members of other groups to see how long they've been waiting for this moment! In our
group we have the "patient" and the very optimistic... the latter expect it very quickly. Most recent reports
speak of major developments in 2004. Do you think I am not fed up with them? I had a permanent YHWH
demon over my head for years, until it was recently destroyed by the Andromedean forces of the 3rd
dimension of matter rarification that arrived. You have no idea how good it felt!

I am sick of living like this. I feel like I am at constant warfare with these beings. They are very crafty. The
entire planet is in the war... some know it, most don't. Most things do come from our soul, its age and past
experience. Some of us have been sent down here by the Universe itself for a reason. This case is the
planet's best kept secret. EVERYTHING that is happening today is orchestrated for that purpose alone. You
name it, Zion, religions, cults, secret organizations, world wars, NWO... it all serves this one thing.

In my innerstanding, help might come, but the Universal Law of Justice, the Order of the universe doesn't
allow salvation for a warrior being like Man. Such move would be a shameful denial of Man's free will of
choice and an eternal slavery under the obligation of feeling saved without liberty anymore.
The present situation of humanity could be likened with a father King who has given to his children all the
gifts of the Universe, they are the Princes and Princesses of the Cosmos, and they have the honor to be
challenged for their evolution. And them instead of feeling their integrity and self confidence in their
nature, they have been spoiled, they are begging for Saviors, they pretend they are babies who s*** bricks
in their nest, our Gaia, make the planet full of garbages and pollution. How this father would feel for these
children?
Our planet Gaia in her infinite love for us is going to give us a very simple lesson which all mothers bring
to their offsprings in order to lead them in maturity, self responsibility, integrity, freedom and life: DON'T
S*** INSIDE YOUR NEST.
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Monday, July 2, 2012
Admire this fucking asshole fake-God genocider of the humanity for 10,000 years consecutively. Admire
this fucking being, son of a bitch, who with the other sons of a bitch on Earth, Hebrews, Chinese, Saxons
and Mongolians, machinate a world war and justify the war outbreak from Syria and Iran with such
HOAXES and FAKE news, which from China through fucking asshole scoundrel agents of Islam
[incomprehenslible 08:04.], bought out scambags.

3rd WORLD WAR OUTBREAK ATTEMPT BY THE CHINESE AND THE HEBREW CHIEFRABBIS BAROUCH OF NEW YORK
The link to the original voice signal [in Greek]:http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/blogpost_20.html

We did not expect such a behaviour from Arab Muslims, because they had the characteristic of Godfearing, the assholes themselves too. And allegedly they never tell lies before Allah, so a fuck-off for Allah
and for those who believe in him. They are all in the game of the 3rd World War outbreak. A fuck-off for
Allah or Jehovah or Father of Christianity or Sin-Sion-Zion-Sina God of China.

http://oea-video.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/blog-post_19.html
Karageorgiou Giannis,
G.H.REES spokesperson
GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT
VOLOS – HELLAS 19.06.2012
We got alerted reading the news which was broadcasted by DefenceNet (translators’s addition: the website
address of DefenceNet is defencenet.gr), or TurkNet according to G.H.REES. but eventually ChinaNet by
all appearances. According to these news, DefenceNet broadcasted that from the end of June and during the
upcoming July 2012 a big common drill will take place of the military forces of Russia, China, Iran/Persia
and Syria in the Syrian territory and in the sea of Syria.
These news were uploaded on DefenceNet 24 hours ago
[http://www.defencenet.gr/defence/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=45189&Itemid=139].
Today afternoon, through the Greek TV channel ET3, we were informed about an official announcement of
the Russian government that these news are FAKE and that no common drill will take place of Russian
army and Chinese army and Syrian army and Iranian/Persian army in the Syrian territory and sea.
As DefenceNet was obliged to do vis-à-vis the truth and vis-à-vis the Greek and the planetary security, it
should, just like the TV channel ET3 did, DefenceNet should immediately edit and upload these news as of
today’s afternoon, that is, immediately after the denial announcement of the Russian government through
the Russian news agencies.
Up until 12 o’ clock tonight, however, DefenceNet, in a insidious and deliberate way even thought it is
aware of the disclaimer of the Russian government of this common drill of Russia, China, Iran and Syria,
did not upload these denial news. And this proves that Hellene and Chaos website’s claim was right that it
is rather TurkNet instead of DefenceNet and above all it is surely and absolutely ChinaNet after the
common drills of Chinese and Turkish army in the Turkish territory.
What really happened is the following: The news were broadcasted by the Arabic channel Al Arabiya,
whose Arab paid agents [incomprehenslible 4:39-4:40.] that has bought out and deceives all the journalists
of the planet and also is currently deceiving the whole planet with fake news, broadcasted the news that
there is going to take place the common drill of Russian, Chinese, Iranian and Syrian army.
So that, on the part of China, which is behind the New York based chief-rabbis Barouch, who are the
movers and shakers of the entire geostrategics of half of the planet, that is, of the West, i.e. of the axis
UEJ/USA-Europe-Japan, in order to be created in the American and European military forces of NATO
and also in the people of the West and of the NATO member-states, that it is allegedly justified the lurking
attack of the intervention of the American army to Syria and Persia/Iran, because allegedly the Americans
are against the Chinese, and because allegedly the USA is threatened by the presence of Chinese army in
Syria, and because allegedly in order to prevent the entry of Chinese and Russian army for the common
military drills in Syria, therefore NATO should accelerate its attack against Syria and Iran. These are the
machinations of the evil Chinese Mandarins of the hyper-satanic hyper-lodge Hong, of those Satans on
Earth, of the extra-terrestial Satan Jehovah Sin-Sion, son of a bitch, fake-God, leader and God of
Christianity and of Islam and of Judaism, burglar-pirate (Space bandit), coming from the Draco
constellation.
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We repeat: We ask the Greek to burn the offices of DefenceNet , because Greece put up enough from such
traitors. They broadcasted these fake news, in order to infuriate us, to lose our night sleep, and for the
Greek army to lose its temper and [incomprehenslible 09:12-9:13.] fire in Syria and in Iran the Greek army
[incomprehenslible 09:16-09:20.] to participate against the army of China allegedly and against the Russian
army allegedly and against the army of Iran allegedly in the common drills allegedly which will never take
place.
Still, the climate was created by DefenceNet, as an agent of China and of Russia and the Hebrews that it is,
and this climate is the psychological preparation of the Greek army against the army of Russia and of
China.
On the other hand, the schizophrenic scambags and night thugs of the Golden Dawn (translator’s
elaboration: Golden Dawn is the Nazist political party of Greece), have cheaped down and joked out the
whole game and have made even worse the already bad game which [incomprehenslible 0:21-10:22.] the
chief-rabbis Barouch of New York had crossed out for Greece. They have been handed in the torch from
the (political) dead now LA.O.S.’ Karatzaferis (translator’s elaboration: Karatzaferis is the president of
LA.O.S., a Greek right wing political party whose alleged ideological underpinning is somewhere between
the political parties of the New Democracy and the Golden Dawn), whom G.H.REES. annihilated ethically
and politically by revealing truths about his anti-Greek agentive machinations for the provocation of the
axis of the armies of BASTR/Bulgaria-Albania-Skopie-Turkey-Romania against Greece, in order for this
scoundrel Karatzaferis to become the prime minister of the Constantinople Empire 666.
This moment, Greece is facing the worst scenario, because the role of the agent Karatzaferis has been
undertaken by the psychotic Michaloliakos (translator’s elaboration: Michaloliakos is the president of
‘Golden Dawn’), this failed Hitler and failed Himler at the same time, both of them of Jewish origin.
So, we stand before the scenario which G.H.REES. has intercepted from masonic lodges, from secret
services and from other sources which will not be named here for obvious reasons, and they confirm the
programme of the 3rd World War outbreak.
A program that is followed from the Barouch of New York the fabricated tensions through the masonic
lodges to the Hebre-Saxons of the entire West, with the supreme directors of the West being the lodges
AOA and OTO of London, as direct executive tools of the planetary Chinese hyper-lodge Hong of
Shanghai.
We are taking the opportunity in this signal to express our congratulations to the Russian government,
which disclaimed on time these fake news. And we believe that this disclaimer means that the Russian
government has realised that, if it asks or accepts common drills with Chinese at the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea, then, these Chinese military forces will never go away from the Mediterranean Sea but
they will settle here for good in order for them to be ready to attack against Russia through Russia’s
underbelly, that is, through Syria, the alleged [incomprehenslible 13:18-13:19.].
For all these reasons, we ask the first recipient of the present voice signal, that is, Mr Apostolos Papanakos,
of the official blog of G.H.REES., Hellene and Chaos, to broadcast the present voice signal to the Russian
embassy of Athens with the subject ‘Ultra urgent matter of Russian security’. And we also ask the
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colleagues of the blog Hellene and Chaos to translate and type this voice signal into English and to send it
to every direction in Russia, to the Russian military forces, to the police corps of Russia, to the judiciary of
Russia, and to the universities of the Russian Federation, as well as of those of the countries of
CIS/Commonwealth of Independent States of the Commonwealth of Russia [incomprehenslible 14:34.] of
the armies of the countries, that is, the countries of the former Soviet Union, always through their
embassies in Athens, Greece.
These fake news of provocation of the 3rd World War outbreak G.H.REES. will not let it pass just like that.
We warn the Barouch from now and we herewith ask the blog Hellene and Chaos to send the present voice
mail to the criminals against humanity and potential criminals of the 3rd World War, the chief-rabbis
Barouch of New York, as well as to send it to the military forces of Israel and to the embassy of Israel, with
our warning that we will ask the entire population to assassinate the chief-rabbis Barouch of New York, the
global Kings of the Hebrews. This is so, because they execute [incomprehenslible 15:56-15:59.]
provocation of the 3rd World War outbreak.
We ask the silly “greek” Admiral Stavridis, who is currently the director of the NATO, to go fuck himself
for the last time in his masonic lodge and then resign from his position, in which he unworthingly is,
because he is neither a soldier nor a Greek. He is a Greek-American fucking bastard big time with Chinese
brain and Hebrew hypophysis, this fucker.
Because he is the one who will go against Persia and Syria as a leader of NATO. And it is destined,
according to the plan of the Barouch, that Greece will be charged with, though General-in-Chief Stavridis,
General-in-Chief my ass, the whole crime of the attack of the forces of NATO against Syria and Iran.
Greeks, assassinate the Admiral Stavridis [incomprehenslible 17:00.], Chief of NATO nowadays.
Assassinate the chief-rabbis Barouch, honourable American military officers, honorable American police
officers and American officers of FBI and of the secret services of the USA.

Note: The reference to planet Saturn it was more just to poke fun at all the saturn worship of the elites. (The
Saturnian/Savaothian/Cronian Draconian faction) Next episode will feature the moon. Ofcourse this has
nothing to do with the Andromedians stationed in the orbits of planet Saturn ready soon to kick some
reptiles ass.
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS CHAOS at 2:17 AM No comments:
Sunday, June 24, 2012
China Invading America NOW (2012) The Silent Takeover!!
http://youtu.be/o6rXrWy--hg
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS ΧΑΟΣ at 12:56 AM No comments:
Wednesday, June 13, 2012
THE ‘‘ICHNEYMONOIDEA’’ OPERATION AND THE BLOOD-LIVING ‘‘MANSONI’’
The ichneumonoidea insect and the schistosoma mansoni worm are parasites who lay their eggs
inside the body of their xenists. The young parasites, as they are growing up, eat up from the
inside the bodies of their xenists in which they live as… illegal immigrants.
Seriously, is there anyone who would like parasites laying eggs inside his body, worms sucking
his blood, viruses repressing his immunity system, deteriorating his tissues and destroying his
organs? And, yet, this is exactly what is happening in the soul and the intellect of every person,
as well as in the ‘’body’’ of society, of every society where the ‘’ICHNEYMONOIDEA’’ operation is
taking place.
Everywhere, in all the activities of the people and of the society, in all the sectors, in the religious,
financial, political, military, scientific sectors etc, white-yellow and black-yellow Mongolians,
crypto-Hebrews and turned-into-Hebrews (Masons), as insidious Troyan Horses, enter,
deteriorate, corrupt, enslave and destroy all the time. It is an operation of the Draconians, which
has been taking place for thousands of years against Humanity and against the Universal
Organism.

We repeat: This provocation of the 3rd World War outbreak will not pass just like that.
Over and out.
Karageorgiou Giannis,
G.H.REES. spokesperson.
The denial of the "big war drill" news by the Russian Government is found in this greek site:
http://www.inews.gr/3/rosia-kai-syria-diapsevdoun-ta-peri-stratiotikis-askisis.htm and several other greek
websites, except the treasonous Defence-net
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS ΧΑΟΣ at 1:47 PM No comments:

A phyletism which is healthy and according to nature could form a first line of defence, but this is
fought against and repressed. Since their school years, people are taught to be internationalists
and antiracists, while in our days the nazism, which is not according to nature, is also heightened.
And here attention is needed!!! Read the texts of G.H.REES. and find out the role of the Golden
Dawn.
Sometimes, the medicine which is proposed, donated or administrated forcefully is more
destructive than the disease itself. It is as if one administrates an antibacterial powder in a bottle
full of killer parasites. After the death of the patient, the ‘’attendant doctor’’ will wash his hands off
it, like a modern Pontius Pilatus, and will announce that ‘’the operation was successful but the
patient is deceased’’. Afterwards, it will be proven that he was not a doctor but a ‘’cannibal’’ and a
‘’human organs seller’’.

Friday, June 29, 2012
China News Hour (cctv 1) special guests: Shitcream & Creepy

http://youtu.be/cIsCKUzzBw4

Similar tactics are implemented for the ‘’rescue’’ of the Greek (and of the European) economy by
capitalists, socialists and national-socialists (soon). This is something which is not conceived by
the pure patriots who are imprisoned in various religious and political organisations showing blind
obedience to their chinohebrew-machined leaderships.

This is a joke but at the same time its not.
Please read the following thread... educate your self about the Chinese threat!
ALL RUSSIANS AND AMERICANS MUST READ THIS THREAD IT'S LIFE OR DEATH!
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1696795/pg1

Someone will wonder, do all these look like a forensic report on ‘’dead bodies’’ of completely
deteriorated people and societies with slim chances of recovery? Perhaps! But the war has not
finished yet! Not all the battles have been lost!
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The Andromedian Intergalactic Forces in the orbit of Saturn are ready. The Universal ORGANism
has not deployed yet its ‘’killer cells’’. Until now, the enemy and its subjugated have just had an
idea of what is awaiting them. The end of all those who have been ‘’polluted’’ and submitted to
the systems of enslavery and corruption that the enemy has been using will be horrendous. Even
more horrendous will be the end of all those who act as modern Ephialtes [translator’s
explanation: Ephialtes was an ancient Greek who betrayed his homeland by showing the invading
Persian forces a path around the allied Greek position at the pass of Thermolylae (read below)
and thus helped them win that battle of Thermopylae in 480 BC. See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephialtes_of_Trachis]. And they should know that, after their first
death, the death of their body, there will be a second death awaiting them, the death of their soul.
As G.H.REES. mentions in its texts, ‘’there is not any heavier sentence than the termination of
both the body and of the soul at the electromagnetic fields of Serius B or ANTI-SUN or HERA’’.
G.H.REES. is perhaps the only intellectual lighthouse, shedding with its light the few sources of
resistance on the planet, guarding modern Thermopylae [translator’s explanation: ‘Thermopylae’
in Ancient Greek or ‘Thermopyles’ in Modern Greek was the place where the ancient Greeks led
by the 300 Spartans of King Leonidas fought against Xerxes and his Persian army who invaded
and tried to conquer Greece. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Thermopylae. In the film
‘300’, this place is referred to as ‘Hot Gates’, which is the literal translation of ‘Thermopylae’].
However, every human being can and must function as a source of resistance and immunity
against the enemy. Being ‘image and likeness’’ of God, that is, of the Universal ORGANism, the
human being already has the natural mechanisms and the power to do it! All one needs is
knowledge and will to do it!
INTERESTING AND RELEVANT TO THE TOPIC:
Read:
G.H.REES._1998 pdf. TOPIC IA. Pages 14-28.
ON THE UNIVERSAL INTELLIGENT ORGANISM (On ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com)
Masonry, the state within the state of Greece (On Xemandrios1. blogspot.com)
Watch on youtube:
ΙΧΝΕΥΜΩΝ ΚΑΙ ΑΙΜΑΤΟΒΙΟ ΜΑΣΟΝΙΟ [translation: ICHNEYMONOIDEA AND THE BLOODLIVING MANSONI] (On neoellhn.blogspot.com)
See below:
The structure of the hierarchy of the forces of the enemy:

Posted by Unknown at 5:57 PM No comments:
Monday, June 11, 2012
G.H.REES - COSMIC ETNA - TOP URGENT MESSAGE OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL AND
PLANET SECURITY
G.H.REES - COSMIC ETNA - TOP URGENT MESSAGE OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL AND
PLANET SECURITY
TOP URGENT MESSAGE OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL AND PLANET SECURITY
FROM G.H.REES – GROUP OF HELLENIC REESTABLISHMENT
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•

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT._

•

TO FSB/KGB._

•

Energy client, CHINA, which will blackmail anymore, and Economically, and Politically, and
Defensively Russia, and will demand ridiculous up to null prices for the Russian Oil and Natural
Gas, which will import._ STOP._

TO THE LEADERS OF THE RUSSIAN ARMY._
(6) Only solution for the survival of Russia:
To take initiatives in this Geostrategic foul play – trap, which setup through the Baruch of USA,
the masonic hyperlodge “HONG” of China against Russia, by making two basic moves “ROI –
MAT”:

COMMUNICATED: RUSSIAN MASS MEDIA + RUSSIAN UNIVERSITIES._
Estimable Sirs,
(1) From Greekamericans of American Intelligence Services we are being informed that the
hebrewsaxonic government of “USA” under the orders of the “Kings of the Jews Archrabbis”
Baruch of New York, are promoting as prime minister of Greece, Alexis Tsipras of the “SY.RIZ.A”
(ultra left-wing) political party, in order for him to destroy and unarm the Greek Army and the
Greek Police, in order for the armies of the “B.A.S.T./R.” axis (Bulgaria – Albania – Skopje –
Turkey – Romania) to invade in Greece inside the timeline of June – July 2012, and in order as a
counter-reaction for the Greek army and for the police to commit coup d’état under masons in
collusion generals of Greece, who already have orders to transport the capital of Greece, from
Athens to Mystras of Peloponnese, and to form a government of the (ultra right-wing) political
parties of (crypto-NAZI) “LA.O.S.” and of (NAZI) “Xrysh Aygh” (Golden Dawn Greece), as political
parties which similarly are being promoted with every way from the “USA”, under the high
monitoring of the Masonic Hyperlodges “AOA” and “OTO” + “Golden Dawn” of London, and with
“Local Monitoring”, by the masons “Epsilons” of the “Theosophical Society” in Greece._ STOP._

(2) In case that the Russian Government will not threaten FROM NOW the governments of
“B.A.S.T./R.” with war retaliation of the Russian Army against the armies of “B.A.S.T./R.”, in case
of assault of them against Greece, with result: Bankruptcy of Greece and “Bankruptcy Domino”
of all the countries of Europe, then the Russian Economy will be devastated, because the
bankrupted Europe will not be able to payout the Russian Oil and Natural Gas._ STOP._

(3) We had forewarn you in written form for this outcome from February of 2010, and we are
surprised for the destructively slow way of your functioning, because just before 15 days agreed
for this forthcoming catastrophic prospect for Russia, in a public statement of him, the
representative of the Russian Foreign Office, literally by reading our (G.H.REES) documents._
STOP._

(4) With destructed the European Economy, Russia will remain anymore only with two clients of Oil
and Natural Gas: India and China, both of them members of the Economical axis “BRIC/S” Brazil
– Russia – India – China – and possibly “S” namely “South Africa”._

(5) But our Greekamericans informers of ours, are stating that at this very moment, in the high
echelons of “USA”, are being made procedures for the break-up of “BRIC/S”, with pressures
towards the in collusion masonic governments of Brazil – and India (remnants of the English
occupation of India), to SURPRISINGLY WITHDRAW AND WITHOUT PRIOR WARNING from
the “BRIC/S”, in order to “hang” and to destroy Economically Russia, while the in collusion with
the satanic Hebrews Baruch of “USA”, China, and whereas will have blown away anymore the
Russian-Indian commercial and defense deals (see common development and construction of
th
“Sukhoi / T-50” as aircraft of 5 Generation of Russia), Russia will be entrapped with only one

(A) To create circumstances of exit of China from “BRIC”, with reasoning which, due to classified
restrictions of Russian National Security, is not allowed to be displayed in the present signal.

(B) To exit immediately Russia from the “R.I.C.” axis (Russia – Islamic Countries – China) or
“Shanghai Pact”, by keeping as its ally the Islamic Countries, with reasoning which, due to
classified restrictions of Russian National Security, is not allowed to be displayed in the present
signal._ STOP._

(7) ATTENTION - ATTENTION - ATTENTION: The promotion from “USA” of neo-Nazis like
Michaloliakos (Golden Dawn) and Karatzaferis (LA.O.S.), as governors of Greece, originally in
Mystras, and finally in the “New Greek Empire 666” Constantinople, as a provocateur of Third
World War, namely as “Leaders of NATO” against the “Shanghai Pact”, is absolutely analogue
with the promotion of Nazism from the FREI-KORPS of the germanhebrew prime minister Ebert,
against the followers of the hebrew Roza Luxemburg and against the then “Communist
Government of Bavaria”. Parallel lives and methods that ordered the Baruch (Kings of Jews) to
hebrew Ebert in order to butcher Luxemburg and the hebrew communists followers of her._
STOP._

(8) It is not random that one “component” of “SY.RIZ.A” is named “ROSA” (Luxemburg) ._ STOP._

(9) ATTENTION: In case that Turkey attacks militarily with the rest “B.A.S.T./R.” against Greece, will
close the straits of Bosporos, with devastating results for the Russian military and commercial
fleet._
Representing G.H.REES Prytaneum
The G.H.REES representative
Karageorgiou Ch. Ch. Yannis
ID.No. D424419
ELPIDOS 12, N. IONIA, VOLOS
GREECE

ORIGINAL G.H.REES HANDWRITTEN DOCUMENT:
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TOP URGENT MESSAGE OF RUSIAN NATIONAL SECURITY AND PLANET SECURITY!
ΚΑΤΕΠΕΙΓΟΝ ΣΗΜΑ Ο.Ε.Α. ΓΙΑ ΡΩΣΙΚΗ - ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΗ ΕΘΝΙΚΗ ΚΑΙ ΠΛΑΝΗΤΙΚΗ ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΑ
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.gr/2012/06/top-urgent-message-of-rusian-national.html

Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS ΧΑΟΣ at 3:10 PM No comments:
Friday, May 25, 2012
G.H. COMMAND REES. HEADQUARTERS ATHENS: POTENTIAL TREASONOUS ACTION
OF “SY.RIZ.A” AND THE REST OF THE GREEK POLITICAL PARTIES WITH IMPLIED
ANNOUNCEMENT OF: 1) MILITARY LAW. 2)SITUATIONAL SIEGE BY THE ARMIES OF
“B.A.S.T.R.”3)HELLENIC DEFENSIVE WAR IN REPULSION TO ARMIES FROM “B.A.S.T.R.”
BOULGARIA-ALBANIA-SKOPJE-TURKEY-ROMANIA
G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS, ATHENS
POTENTIAL TREASONOUS ACTION OF “SY.RIZ.A” AND THE REST OF THE GREEK POLITICAL
PARTIES WITH IMPLIED ANNOUNCEMENT OF:
1) MILITARY LAW
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MACEDONIA IN SKOPJE (REITTERATING THE TREASONOUS AGREEMENTS OF 1946-1947 AT
«NEW PETRITSI» ETC, BETWEEN «K.K.E.» (COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREECE) AND «K.K.B. »
OF BULGARIA (NOF+SNOF+ETC), FOR THE ATTACHMENT AND TAKE OVER OF HELLENIC
MACEDONIA TO THE «SOVIET SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY OF BULGARIAN MACEDONIA ) or
«SLAVOMACEDONIA»,-AND BY TREASONOUS ACTION SUGGEST THE REPEAL OF THE
HELLENIC POLICE FORCE AND THE SIZING DOWN- DISMANTALING HELLENIC ARMED
FORCES IN THE AREA, SO AS TO PAVE THE WAY FOR THE HELLENIC GENOCIDE TO BE
COMMITED BY THE ARMIES OF THE «B.A.S.T./R.» AXIS (BULGARIA-ALBANIA-SKOPJETURKEY-ROMANIA) IN ORDER TO USHER THE MATERIALISATION OF THE PLANNED
«EMPIRE 666» (OF THE NAZI) «EPSILON» OF «LA.O.S 666» AND OF «GOLDEN DAWN 666»,
HAVING FIRSTLY AS CAPITAL THE CITY OF MISTRA AND CONCEQUENTLY
CONSTANTINOPLE (REF G.H.REES. AND ASSOCIATE TEXTS AT
http://ellhnkaichaos.blogspot.com), IN ORDER TO GIVE ALLIBI TO THE «R.I.C.» AXIS «RUSSIAISLAMIC STATES-CHINA-888» TO ATTACK AND ETHICALLY CLEANSE THE «WEST 666»._
IN THE COMING «NATO» SUMMIT THE NAME OF SKOPJE WILL BE FINALISED AS
«DEMOCRACY OF NORTHERN MACEDONIA», AND WILL BE THE PRETENCE OF WAR
BETWEEN HELLAS AND SKOPJE WITH THE EXPULSION OF HELLAS FROM «NATO»._
TURKEY HAS ALREADY SENT MILITARY FORCES TO EVROS, IN ANTICIPATION OF WAR
BETWEEN HELLAS-TURKEY.
FOLLOW LINK:
Movement in Evros

2)SITUATIONAL SIEGE BY THE ARMIES OF “B.A.S.T.R.” (BULGARIA-ALBANIA-SKOPJETURKEY-ROMANIA)
3)HELLENIC DEFENSIVE WAR IN REPULSION TO ARMIES FROM “B.A.S.T.R.”

http://www.enkripto.com/2012/05/blog-post_11.html

4th CHAPTER REPORTED BY KAKANGELIOU CONCERNING “SY.RIZ.A”
«… AND TSIPRAS (LEADER OF “SY.RIZ.A”) WEDLOCKED PERISTERAN BAZIANA RESIDENT
IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF KARDITSA, A COMMUNIST SUPPORTER OF THE JUDE KARL
MALDOHAI or MARDOHAIIOU or MARX._ LIFE LONG DOGMA OF PERISTERA BEING:
«EITHER PARTY OR TO THE GROUND»._
PERISTERA BEING THE DAUGHTER OF ACHILLES BAZIANAS , RESIDENT IN THE
MUNICIPALITY OF KARDITSA, A COMMUNIST SUPPORTER OF THE JUDE KARL MALDOHAI
or MARDOHAIIOU or MARX._ LIFE LONG DOGMA OF ACHILLES BAZIANAS BEING: «EITHER
PARTY OR TO THE GROUND»._
FATHER OF ACHILLES BAZIANAS WAS KOSTAS BAZIANAS, RESIDENT IN THE
MUNICIPALITY OF KARDITSA, A COMMUNIST SUPPORTER OF THE JUDE KARL MALDOHAI
or MARDOHAIIOU or MARX._ LIFE LONG DOGMA OF KOSTAS BAZIANAS BEING: «EITHER
PARTY OR TO THE GROUND»._
THE SAME RESIDENCE OF THE COMMUNIST BAZIANAS FAMILLY WERE STATING
INTERPRETATION OF THE DOGMA «EITHER PARTY OR TO THE GROUND»._
1) «WHOEVER DOES NOT ENROLL WITH THE COMMUNIST PARTY WILL GO TO THE
GROUND.»_ (!!!)._
2) «IF HELLAS DOES NOT WANT TO BE GOVERNED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY WE WILL
RAZE IT TO THE GROUND.»_ (!!!)._
3) «WE WON’T SURRENDER. EITHER WE WILL REMAIN ALIVE WORKING FOR THE PARTY
OR WE PREFER TO BECOME GROUND.»_ (!!!)._
THE FOREMENTIONTED IMPLY A HELLENIC BLOODSHED IN A 4th ROUND OF CIVIL WAR,
AND HELLENIC BLOODSHED BY THE ARMIES OF “B.A.S.T./R.” AND BY THE FOREIGN
ARMED IMMIGRANTS IN GREECE._ EVIDENT AS THE 12 «DOCTRINES» OF «SY.RIZ.A»
CONCEDE BY TREASONOUS ACTION THE NAME «MACEDONIA» TO SKOPJE, IGNORE THE
SKOPJIAN MANIFESTO OF «ATTACHMENT AND TAKE OVER» OF HELLENIC SOUTHERN
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BULGARIA IS PREPARING REPEELS AGAINST HELLAS IN THE COUNSIL OF «NATO» AND
THE GENERAL ASSEBLY OF THE «UN» AND WITHIN THE «EUROPEAN UNION», WITH
PRETENCE OF HALF THE RESIDENTS OF SKOPJE HAVING BULGARIAN PASSPORTS AND
BEING CONSIDERED BY BULGARIAN AUTHORITIES AS BEING BULGARIAN NATIONALS.
TURKEY HAS PRE-EMPTIVELY POSITIONED ARMORED DIVISIONS WITHIN THE
TERRITORIES OF ALBANIA-SKOPJE-BOULGARIA IN ORDER TO SIMULTANEOUSLY ATTACK
HELLAS WITHIN THE TIME FRAME OF MAY-JUNE 2012._
TURKEY HAS PRE-EMPTIVELY SENT FRIGATES-SUBMARINES AND AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT
SHIPS TO THE PORTS OF ALBANIA FOR THE ATTACK AND LANDING OF TURKISHALBANIAN FORCES ON THE WESTERN SHORES OF HELLAS AND A BULL HORN TACTIC
TARGETING THE 1st AND 2nd HELLENIC ARMY CORPE OF KOZANI AND VERIA._
THE TREASONOUS DEFENCE MINISTERS OF GREECE FROM BOTH «NEA DEMOCRATIA»
AND «PASOK» HAVE SYSTEMATICALY DISMANTLED THE BORDER POSTS BETWEEN
HELLAS AND ALBANIA-SKOPJE-BULGARIA, SO AS TO PAVE AN EASY ACCESS TO THE
ALREADY ENTRENCHED TURKISH FORCES AND ARMIES OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED
COUNTRIES._
SPEARHEADING THE GRECO TREASONOUS ACTION IS THE CURRENT JUDEO-FRANC
INSTALLED DEFENCE MINISTER FRAGOS FRAGOULIS, EX COMMANDER OF THE XANTHI
4TH ARMY CORPE, AND EX ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF, WHOM FALSELY INTRODUCED THE
«DEFENSIVE DOGMA» THAT «HELLAS IS AT RISK ONLY FROM THE EAST»
THE TURKISH FOREIGN MINISTER, OF JUDAIC DESCENT, («DOLME») DAVUTOGLU (DAVIDOGLU) STATED THE DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY THAT:
«I AM MACEDONIAN»
IN OTHER WORDS CLAIMING THAT HE IS SKOPJIAN, HENCE RALLYING THE «B.A.S.T./R.»
AXIS IN VIEW OF THE «NATO» SUMMIT.
FOLLOW LINK:
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DAVUTOGLU : “I FEEL….MACEDONIAN”

DOWNLOAD AND FORWARD THE WHOLE TEXT TO ALL SECURITY CORPES
https://rapidshare.com/files/1863725538/ΠΟΛΕΜΟΣ.pdf

http://www.protothema.gr/world/article/?aid=198691
OUR INTELLIGENCE POINTS IN THE COMING DAYS A POSITION TO BE TAKEN BY THE
ALBANIAN AUTHORITIES WITHIN VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL «FORUMS» WITH DEMANDS
FOR THE «LIBERATION OF OCCUPIED TSAMOURIA» (SOUTHERN HELLENIC HYPEROS)
FROM HELLAS._ WE ARE ALSO INFORMED THAT ROMANIA WILL ALSO PLACE DEMANDS
WITHIN INTERNATIONAL «FORUMS» FOR THE «LIBERATION OF ROMANO-VLACH
MINORITIES OF THESSALI UNDER HELLENIC OCCUPATION»._
1) HENCE: WITHIN MAY-JUNE 2012, OR SHORTLY THEREAFTER, HELLAS WILL SUFFER
SIMULTANEOUS ATTACKS FROM THE EXTERNAL «B.A.S.T./R.» AXIS ARMIES AND FROM
THE INTERNAL 450,000 ARMED ALBANIAN IMMIGRANTS (OF «UCK» AND «UCC»), AND
FROM THE 600,000 INTERNAL ASIAN ISLAMISTS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF GENOCIDE OF HALF
THE HELLENIC POPULATION._
2) HENCE: TODAY 22 (TWENTYSECOND) MAY 2012, G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS
DECLARES HELLAS UNDER A «STATE OF SIEGE», A «STATE OF WAR» IN DEFENSE TO THE
IMMINENT ATTACK OF HELLAS BY THE «B.A.S.T./R.» AXIS ARMIES BULGARIA-ALBANIASKOPJE-TURKEY-ROMANIA AND IN DECLARES «MILITARY LAW» EFFECTIVE
IMMEDIATELY.
3) HENCE: G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS ORDERS ALL MILITARY PERSONEL,
POLICE PERSONEL AND INTELLIGENCE FORCES OF KYP/EYP, TO THE IMMEDIATE AND BY
ALL MEANS TOPPLING/REMOVAL OF GREEK POLITICIANS FROM ALL PARTIES AND THE
TOPPLING/REMOVAL OF ALL, WITHOUT EXCEPTION, MASONIC TREASONOUS GREEK
ARMY GENERALS-ADMIRALS-AIR FORCE GENERALS OF HELLAS WITH IMMEDIATE
REPLACEMENT WITH NON MASONIC COLONELS FROM THE 3 CORPES._
4) HENCE: G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS ORDERS THE OFFICERS OF THE 3
MILITARY CORPES IN THE FORMULATION OF A TECHNOCRAT CIVIL GOVERNMENT
COMPOSED OF PROFESSORS FROM THE HELLENIC POLYTECHNICS/UNIVERSITIES, FOR
THE IMMEDIATE CREATION OF AN AUTONOMOUS HELLENIC POLITICAL GOVERNMENT
AND DEFENSE INDUSTRY, AND AUTONOMOUS HELLENIC AGRICULTURAL AND
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION, AND AUTONOMOUS PRODUCTION OF HYDROCARBON ENERGY
AND PRIMARY MINERAL ORE.
5) HENCE: G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS ORDERS THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE
HELLENIC ARMED FORCES FROM BASES-AIRODROMES IN ALIGNED POSITIONS ON THE
NATIONAL FRONT (SWEDISH «SAAB» SYSTEM)- AND FROM NAVAL BASES TOWARDS THE
SHORES OF POSSIBLE ENEMY AMPHIBIOUS INCURSSION, AND ACROSS THE WHOLE WIDTH
OF THE HELLENIC LAND AND MARINE BORDERS._
G.H.REES. COMMAND HEADQUARTERS
ATHENS
VIA THE SPOKEMAN OF G.H.REES.

WEB COMMENTS CONCERNING “SY.RIZ.A”
THE LEADER OF “SY.RIZ.A” ALEXIS TSIPRAS, BOLD NEWAGER, WITH POOR ENGLISH
LANGUAGE SKILLS, FROM A WEALTHY BACKGROUND, WEALTHY CONTRACTOR OF THE
COMPANY SKAPANEAS, A PERSON OF THE FINANCIAL ELITE, A «LEFTIST» OF THE RIGHT
THAT DOES NOT GIVE A DAMN FOR THE WORKING CLASS AND UNEMPLOYED TO WHICH
EVER IDEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND THE BELONG.
If you are planning on voting for the Anti-Hellenic SYRIZA,
read first its “political ideologies/positions”:
Abolition of:
a) Theological class from schools (promotion of general new age materialistic atheism)
b) Prayer (promotion of general new age materialistic atheism)
c) Parades
d) Pledge of allegiance in the Armed Forces
e) Pledge of allegiance in court
f) Pledge of allegiance in Parliament
Yes to:
a) Building of mosques
b) Granting asylum to all illegal immigrants (additional unaccounted influx of millions of Asian and
Islamic illegal immigrants)
c) Legalisation/Naturalisation of all illegal immigrants and granting Hellenic status)
d) Skopje to be named as Macedonia
e) Recognition of Turkish union of Xanthi
f) Creation of Slavomacedonian party of the Skopjian minority
g) Recognition of Turkish party DEB of Xanthi
As well as:
The Asia minor genocide of Pontian people is just a fairytale
And
The destruction of Asia Minor was just a case of “overcrowding” (also stated by the horrible anti-Hellene
Repousi of Kouvelis DIMAR)

KARAGEORGIOU XR.XR. GIANNIS
ID.No. D424419

And
In 1981 “we had two civil wars” (?), Theodoros Kolokotronis was ….”Gay”

ELPIDOS 12, N. IONIA, VOLOS
P.S. NON PROOFED TEXT DUE TO THE URGENCY OF NATIONAL SECURITY

If you agree with their “positions” then vote for them!
SYRIZA: THE THINGS THEY FORGOT TO TELL YOU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaOoatz-uFM

END OF NATIONAL SECURITY TEXT BY G.H.REES.
WHOLE HAND WRITTEN DRAFT OF TEXT HERE:

SYRIZA, A DANGEROUS PARTY FOR HELLAS!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIsSZp4x_9U
Posted by ΕΛΛΗΝ VS ΧΑΟΣ at 1:22 PM No comments:
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The fact that all the wars are essentially racial wars is concealed by both enemies and friends.
Victims and victimisers at the lower ranks of the hierarchy believe that they are annihilated
because they are right or left wing followers, communists or capitalists, Buddhists or Hindus,
Hebrews or Muslims, Christians or Satanists.

Friday, May 11, 2012
CHRISTIANITY: THE SYNDROME OF THE ACQUIRED AND ENFORCED
IMMUNODEFICIENCY AT A PSYCHO-INTELLECTUAL LEVEL.

Of course, all the religions of the world are satanic constructs, however, we ought to pick out
Satanism as the most sincere religion compared to Christianity, which is the most insidious one
and crypto-satanic one too (since it ousts Satan from the door and it allows him to enter from the
window), and thus it is the most dangerous religion. It talks of ‘’godification’’ and ‘’resurrection’’,
but actually it leads to the demolition of the individuals and of the societies.

CHRISTIANITY: THE SYNDROME OF THE ACQUIRED AND ENFORCED
IMMUNODEFICIENCY AT A PSYCHO-INTELLECTUAL LEVEL.
HIV virus, entering the organism, conceals its true identity, demolishes the immune system and
renders the organism death-level vulnerable against every illness or infection. Hence, the
syndrome of the acquired immunodeficiency. Considering the theory of Christianity, one easily
discerns its similarities with AIDS.
CHRISTIANITY is nothing else but the syndrome of the acquired and enforced immunodeficiency
at a psycho-intellectual level. Enforced, because one is baptised a Christian at an infantile age
without being asked and without agreeing.
The self-professing son of ‘’god’’ IHShVH is nothing else but the son of AIDS at a psychointellectual level, who also despite everything he used to preach (‘’love thy enemies’’ and ‘’if
someone strikes you on the one cheek, turn the other cheek too‘’) he never loved his enemies,
but he managed to make his enemies love and adore him!!!

In short, we could mention that:
AIDS= TROYAN HORSE FOR OUR BODY
HEBREW-SAXONS= TROYAN HORSE FOR THE WHITE RACE
CHRISTIANITY= TROYAN HORSE FOR THE SOUL AND THE INTELLECT
THE ANTIDOTE TO ALL THESE ARE THE REVEALING TRUTHS AND THE ACTION OF
G.H.REES., BUT THE CORRUPTED BRAIN OF THE RELIGIONISTS IS DIFFICULT TO
ACCEPT THEM.
Woe to the carriers and the sufferers from the ‘’virus’’ of Christianity!!!
Woe to their societies!!!
Posted by Unknown at 8:06 AM N

There is also of course the hereditary equivalent, the WILLIAMS syndrome, according to which
the carriers exhibit the behaviour of the country-less and fanatic anti-racist and anti-nationalist,
but this is a result of DNA abnormalities and not of a particular religion.
To cut the long story short, to those who espouse Christianity is enforced behaviour and function
similar to those ones of the victims who suffer from the Stockholm syndrome. The difference is
that the Stockholm syndrome constitutes a pathological behaviour regarding a specific area of
function of those who suffer from it, while CHRISTIANITY constitutes a pathological behaviour
regarding all the functions in all the areas of the activities of the individuals and of the society.
Another difference is that Christians, at least initially they do not suffer from a hereditary or from
an acquired disease but in the end especially the so-called ‘’good’’ Christians end up being not
only ‘’carriers’’ but also ‘’sufferers’’ from a terrifying and detrimental ‘’virus’’ similar to AIDS.
Even someone who has limited knowledge on Medicine, Psychology and Sociology can realise
the aforementioned. That no one tries to prevent all these, to cure them or even to diagnose them
is because of the corruptive action of Christianity at a psycho-intellectual level as well as because
the vast majority of the university ‘’tutors’’ are Hebrew-Saxons or members of Masonic lodges.
What is even more appalling is that for many decades the ‘’Greek’’ state was enforcing by law the
Christian citizens to baptise their children Christians, at an age when they are unable to come up
with any physical pr phycho-intellectual defence. It is as if one is enforced to ‘’rape’’ his children
while they are still babies, in order to transmit them AIDS. The ‘’raping’’ at the psycho-intellectual
level continues through preaching, whereas otherwise the religious freedom is safeguarded and
the indoctrination is forbidden.
In order for the crime against Hellenism, the Humanity and in general the Universal Organism to
take place, in addition to the creeds of ‘’victims’’, who do not resist and who believe in their
genociders, there have also been established creeds of ‘’victimisers’’. The followers of these
creeds are entitled to ‘’inherit the Kingdom of God’’ conquering and annihilating to the degree of
genocide the infidel followers of the other religions.
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Tricia Mills Baehr commented on Douglas Henson's post in Donald MarshallCloneCenter Victim.
Tricia Mills Baehr

8:56am Jul 3

Niz Zi, I believe their is proof of vrill in history. The demon figure, red scales, etc.
has been in art for centuries. From Donald Marshall's descriptions it appears that
they have been shown just not exactly. Also, consider what he has said about fay,
gnomes, leprachauns, etc. their image was just 'prettied' up for these so-called myths.
These folks who have contributed to the secrecy of their existence for thousands of
years think that they have fooled the rest of us and protected this knowledge. All up
until now.

Comment History

6:48am Ju

Niz Zi
How come there is no proof of Vrills in history? Surley some cave men would have
drawn them somewhere..as well as other older cultures. There is proof of UFOs in old
art. Great work Doug, you're a champ. Haven't read it yet. Will. Had a thought maybe
you could ask everyone to edit a bunch of paragraphs to make the work lighter for you.
If we all did a page each it would get done faster. just a thought. ♥

1:08am Ju

Donald Marshall
wow awesome Douglas, glad you wrote that out and not me, all true... its only phase 4
because of anti semetic laws I dont want to get shutdown or charged for telling about the
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secret Judaism rituals and ceremonies that no one knows but the high ups, and also
sometimes when we mention the Chinese factor facebook deletes posts sometimes.
China has droned more people than any other people by far with Vrill lizards too... they
call vrill "Mag Yoi" which means underground troll in mandarin... well written Douglas.
11:04pm Jul 2

Douglas Henson
Let's learn from history then, shall we? When you take out the Jesuits who control the
Vatican, the "black pope", and the Zionists, the Masonic lodges....then Rotshchilds,
Pharmaceutical companies, entire Military-Industrial complex, the bloodline-familyowned Banks, the Intel agencies, Shadow govt....what is left? The one major
puppetmaster no one ever speaks about: China. Most people either don't know or are
afraid to talk about China's domination. I live an hour from Mexico where thousands of
Chinese troops have been seen stationed, ready to invade at the sign of a green light.
They're also in cuba, and all over the world just waiting. Not to mention they essentially
own the U.S. with how much of our debt they have bought, and how much is outsourced
to them. Like Dana said, most we can do is cut off the money and keep doing the
homework to epose the entire planetary hierarchy [
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_yD3U4SR92gM/Sw-KLxDeG4I/AAAAAAAAAEw/xcVCFBi9LA/s1600/terran-dragonian-hierarchy.jpg ]..... Don't buy Asian products which
pervade the markets, [also now all radioactive, a death sentence] barcodes starting with 6
90 through 6 95.
How are we going to take control of our lives if we ignore the Nation of the Dragon,
who have been committing genocide of the white and black races for 6,000+ years, more
than any culture on earth? Many people are afraid to admit the racial motivation these
groups have for taking control, they don't want to seem racist.
"300.000 Chinese Army today in Mexico, 200.000 Chinese Army today in Canada,
700.000 Chinese Army today in Panama Canal, 700.000 Chinese Army today in Nigeria,
and several millions of Chinese Army scattered in other countries of the Planet, under
the pretext for protection of the sources of energy (Natural Gas – Oil) and the trade
protection of those countries from the “Evil” – USA & European Union as “Evil
colonialists”. Of course those “Evil colonialists” are executing acts of colonialism
against African and Asiatic and South American Countries, ordered again from China, in
order to execute a planetary shame and a collusion today between the Chinese
Government and the Hebrew-Saxon countries of the West. Already G.H.REES has
proved that the end of this collusion will be for China to order the armies of the West,
namely “NATO”, to provocatively attack against China, in order for China to have the
moral and religious alibi against the “Evil Western 666” of Religious War – Jihad – in
order to counterattack with 200.000.000 Chinese Army (See: John’s Revelation) and
with the rest million armies of China’s allies like the R.I.C. Axis (Russia – Islam –
China) or “Pact of Shanghai” against the West, in order to originally genocide the White
Race, and afterwards the Black Race, as a Black Race which the Hebrew-Chinese dirty
“Holy Scripture” swears as “Cursed race Ham”… (see: Book of Genesis – Old
Testament), with the clownish and non-existent pseudo-historical excuses that allegedly
the (Black race) Ham as a son of the non-existent Noah, mocked his father Noah,
because he was drunk from wine.

Testament - See: “Raymond Drake” and the “Chinese Repository” about the Chinese
origins of the “Holy Scripture”), up to a point that the Western Nations and the Western
Populations terrified from Judeo-Christians theologians are completely accepting as
deterministic their genocide, because the Book “John’s Revelations” of the dirty
criminal Hebrew-Chinese “Holy Scripture” is presenting as allegedly deterministic event
the genocide of those western and white and black populations of the planet in
Armageddon, namely the Third World War, as a terminal genocide who will suffer from
the “Kings that are coming from the East”, namely the Chinese, and the 200.000.000
Chinese Army (See Jonh’s revelation). "
The CryptoHebrew-Saxon Jesuits and The Jewish [Sephardim] Zionists are both the
illegitimate bastard children of the Pelasgian women of Yunnan who were raped by
Mongolian hordes...and they are all controlled by the Ultimate Chinese Masonic Lodge
Hong/Hung, who work diligently for the ignition of ww3.
"Finally Available To ALL - Absolute Historical Proof : Jews are not Israelites!
Research Proves "Jews" are non-Israelite Asiatics!"
"This book traces the history of the ancient Khazar Empire, a major but almost forgotten
power in Eastern Europe, which in the Dark Ages became converted to Judaism.
Khazaria was finally wiped out by the forces of Genghis Khan, but evidence indicates
that the Khazars themselves migrated to Poland and formed the cradle of Western Jewry.
.."
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/13trindx.htm
"...That was the brief report concerning not the structure of “special Zionism” which
relates to the activity of only the Hebrews, but of the “general Atlanteanism” which
comprise the COLLUSION for international domination of the **common Semitic
origin*** of Hebrews, Anglo-Saxons, Arabs, Bavarians, Southern Italians or Attalians,
Turanian Mongols, Turanian Japanese, Turkey Turanian, European Turanian, U.S.S.R.
Turanian e.t.c."
http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2009/11/know-thy-enemy-terran-dragoniancronian.html
But of course, Donald says exposing the Jews and Chinese is in "phase-4"...so
technically I'm not supposed to be talking about all this.

8:44pm Ju

Wind Walker
I agree with Virginia , theres alot of organizations that need to be destroyed otherwise
history will repeat and it,s about time for people to wake up and take control of their
lives fully . Its time to learn from history and never repeat it .

8:12pm Ju

Dana Horochowski
take away the money. I think mama earth is going to shake them off soon. They better
know how to fish

Already all the countries of the West through Judeo-Christianism have been drunk from
the frauds of the dirty Hebrew-Chinese Book of “Holy Scripture” (Old and New
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